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Multiplex vote looms over city 
CITY COUNCIL has agreed that build- 
ing a multiplex is a high priority and will 
s¢ike a six-person committee to oversee 
the project. 
But councillors are split on whether 
they should set a target date to go to 
referendum on the project, which would 
combine a second sheet of ice, a com- 
munity/youth centre and convention 
facilities. 
" I 'd  like to see us head for a 
referendum in late fall ~ October or No- 
vember," councillor Val George said 
Friday. " It  will move this thing a lot 
faster if we set a proposed referendum 
time right at the beginning." 
Councillor David Hull also favoured 
setting a target date. 
But mayor Jack Talstra wants a more 
cautious approach, arguing council has 
Don't expect 
a miracle, . 
Torney says 
THE MAN appointed to 
look into the difficulties fac- 
ing Skeena Cellulose credi- 
tors is telling people not to 
expect miracles. 
"Don't be expecting me to 
wave a .magic~-wand..up . 
there," said Ralph Tomey, 
past president of the B.C. 
Truck Loggers Association. 
Tomey said he has delivered 
his report and recommenda- 
tions to the government and 
they are to be reviewed once 
Premier Glen Clark returns 
from a trade mission to Latin 
America. 
He said he is recommending 
the company continue for one 
year its present policy of pay- 
ing contractors and suppliers 
up front. 
He said he also wants to see 
some type of bridge financing 
program - similar to what 
was offered to creditors in the 
spring. 
Torney said that may be a 
continuation of the same 
Forest Renewal B.C.-backed 
program, or a new program, 
but added it will likely be 
capped at a maximum value. 
He wouldn't reveal what 
other recommendations 
might be in his report o gov- 
ernment. But he repeated that 
northwesterners shouldn't 
expect too much. 
"These recommendations 
will not turn that part of the 
province into a booming eco- 
nomic zone, but maybe it will 
allow the majority of these 
businesses tohang on by their 
fingernails until things get 
better." '
"There would have been 
business casualties even if 
Skeena Cellulose had not got- 
ten in trouble and there prob- 
ably will be some," he added. 
"We're not naive enough to 
think we can save every busi- 
ness up there." 
"But hopefully we can save 
the ones that wouldn't have 
been victims otherwise." 
to be careful not to duplicate the errors 
of the last failed arena referendum. 
"We want to see this come off soon, 
but we don't want to botch a good con- 
cept because of time f~ames," Talstra 
• said. 
George said he didn't think a nine to 
10-m0nth target for a referendum date is 
unreasonable. 
"We have gone through the process of 
surveying the community. I think we can 
have some pretty good confidence in the 
direction this is proceeding." 
Councillor Rich McDaniel backed up 
city parks and recreation commission 
chair Art Erasmus' contention that 
referendum timing should be left up to 
the steering committee. 
" I  don't want to see a date set," 
Residents who filled out a 
recreation survey responded 
with a wide variety of 
opinions. For details, please 
see Page A I O. 
McDaniel said. 
"We have to avoid setting up expecta- 
tions that are u,nreachable," added city 
parks and recreation superintendent 
Steve Scott. 
Taistra said a number of factors could 
complicate the effort to build a multi- 
plex. 
For example, he said, when costs are 
discussed he expects to see a price tag 
that will be "double or even triple the tion that only one group m namely ice 
previous figure" of $2.8 million that users - -  were driving the process and 
voters turned down in 1995. that the cost was unaffordable. 
"That's got to get absorbed by the "Let's not charge ahead in the same 
public," he said. manner we did before." 
Aa~other complication is that cost- Talstra also said he sees a need for 
sharing with the federal and provincial recreation superintendent "Steve Scott to 
govermnents will likely be more difficult 'prepare a master plan for recreation in 
this time, he predicted, the community at the same time as work 
Talstra said there needs to be regional proceeds on the multiplex. 
district involvement from the beghming He said that will help assure potential 
as well, because the final project will re- critics of the multiplex that other projects 
quire approval in Thomhill as well to are on the list to be built in future years. 
proceed. The parks and recreation conunissio~ 
"We want to avoid the mistakes tha! •recommended last year the city build the 
were made last time that caused that multiplex after it conducted surveys of 
proposal to go down at referendum," he local residents. 
said. Scott estimates the design stage of the 
Foremost among those was the percep- project will cost about $30,000. 
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TELEGRAPH CREEK resident Earl Jackson took advantage of a price of 39.9 cents per litre to fill up in 
town last week. The gas war intensifed that week with prices that have now fallen more than 20 cents. For 
more details on the gas war and how much it's cut into profit margins, see story on page A6. 
West Fraser 
extends mill 
shutdown 
By JEFF NAGEL 
WEST FRASER has told nearly 200 Skeena Sawmills 
workers here they.~on't ~ going back to work on Feb. 2 
after all. And t~erC~i de~ firm tlate of when the company's 
sawmill will open. 
The sawmill's hutdown is being extended further, north- 
west operations manager Trevor Formeaux confirmed last. 
week. 
Sawmill operations halted Dec. 19 and were scheduled to 
resume Jan. 5. That was subsequently extended to Feb. 2. 
"With current lumber prices the way they are - -  and 
they continue to trend downwards - -  we just can't see 
starting it up by Feb. 2," said Formeaux. "We have not 
given them a definitive startup date at this point." 
If West Fraser follows the pattern of its sawmill shut- 
down a year ago, the closure won't last longer than 90 
days mwhieh would be March 19. 
That's because the forest ministry can suspend or revoke 
forest licences of companies that shut down a mill for 
more than 90 days. 
The extended shutdown of West Fraser is beginning to 
rival the closure of the various Skeena Cellulose opera- 
tions during that company's troubled history of the past 
year. 
But even if West Fraser's operations do resume in 
March, it could be a lot longer before the loggers that 
supply the mill go back to the bush. 
Formcaux said the company is continuing to move logs 
that are in the water at Prince Rupert o the log yard in Ter- 
ra ce. 
That will go on through January and late February, by  
which time the Terrace log yard will be full, he said. 
When the sawmill does resume operations, itwill be able 
to operate for some time before the company needs the 
loggers to return to the bush. 
Plans could change rapidly, however, if markets im- 
• prove. 
" I f  we start to see some positive signs we would re- 
evaluate things quite quickly," Formeaux said. "But right 
now we don't see lumber prices rebounding too quickly." 
He said there appears to be an oversupply in the Amer- 
ican market forcing prices down. 
The company's operation costs have eased somewhat but 
not enough to provide the relief it had hoped for. 
Negotiations are ongoing between the government, coas- 
tal and interior producers over the prospect of wide- 
ranging reform of the stumpage system. 
"We're way off the mark of the ability, to make a prof- 
it," Formeaux added. 
" I f  we had a much lower fibre cost you could probably 
continue to run at these depressed lumber prices. But we 
don't. Our basic costs have remained relatively stable." 
hi City will move to ban slot mac nes 
SLOT MACHINES and video lottery terminals will bylaws. "Crown land does till exist and they may think of dif- Passage Cruises Inc.'s plans to sail a pocket cruise 
be banned in Terrace if city council gets its way. 
Council is asking its staff to draw up a bylaw outlaw- 
ing the gambling machines. 
The action is being taken tc ward off the possibility 
that the province will impose a casino in this area 
against the wishes of local governments. 
The move comes in response to events in Vancouver, 
"My intention would be to prohibit slot machines and 
VLTs (video lottery terminals) anywhere in the city 
boundaries," said Terrace councillor Linda Hawes, who 
prop~ the bylaw last week. 
She said slot machines are the most addictive lement 
of the gambling equation. 
• But Hawes says the city must move quickly because 
where a city bylaw restricting slot machines there has she thinks the province could take another run at ailow- 
survived aprovincial government court challenge. : ing expanded gambling here. 
The result is that municipalities with bylaws are able That could come in the form of allowing bars or other 
ferent ways of putting ambling in here," Hawes said, 
adding the province is relying on gambling revenues to 
bolster sagging revenues. 
"Thek budget is shot- it's common knowledge," she 
said. "If the possibility exists, let's at least keep the slot 
machines out." 
The municipal bylaws may be the least of the pro- 
blems facing expanded provincial gambling, 
A Supreme Court Judge last week ruled Victoria's 
plan to take a much bigger slice of expanded charity 
to restrict he machines and prevent the province from public establishments to introduce slot machines, he gaming proceeds for itself was illegal. 
carrying out its plan to allow already licensed casinos to suggested. ' The ruling throws the future of charity gaming into 
increase the number of slot machines on Site to 300 . .  /-, Shesaid acity bylaw would haveto be in place before question and could leave the government short $50 
Terrace joins Richmond and Bumaby on the growing ' the next move by Victoria in order to su~fu l ly  shield million it had counted on. 
list of municipalities that are now drawing up similar the community. Meanwhile, mote details have come out on Inside 
> 
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ship - with on board casino- between Vancouver and. 
Prince Rupert. 
The Pacific Aurora, which has passed the first stage 
of the government's casino-approval process, would 
be based in Prince Rupert and is to set sail in May. . 
Company president George Barrel says his plans call 
for a small scale gaming room during the peak sum-  
mer  season, with just four table games and 25 slot 
machines. 
But in the off-season - October to April - he would 
expand the casino to 10 table games and 100 slot 
machines. The off season is also When he'd market the 
casino more to northwest residents, who could come 
down to the vessel's Cow Bay moorage and walk on 
board to do some gambling. 
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shutdowns planned 
SKEENA CELLULOSE is shutting down logging here 
for two weeks tarting Monday. 
Logging will be down in all locations from Jan. 26 until 
Feb. 9, according to an internal company memo. 
The Terrace sawmill will continue operations, but the 
mills in Camaby and Smithers will be down from Feb. 2 to 
Feb. 16. 
The Prince Rupert pulp mill will also take a four week 
shutdown, with dates till to be set. 
The memo indicates the company is trying to stay within 
its $110 million operating line of credit. 
Meanwhile, there are few details available as to a shakeup 
of the company's corporate structure underway this week. 
Gone is vice-president Rudy Schwartz, who resigned 
Monday. 
Taking over as interim president is court-appointed moni- 
tor David Bowra, of Coopers and Lybrand, who will serve in 
that position until a president isnamed. 
Neither Bowra nor anyone within the company was able 
to provide answers as to details of the changes or why they 
were put in place at press time. 
Public relations officer John Nixon, who acted earlier in 
the crisis on behalf of the Royal and 'I'D Banks, is now the 
company's designated spokesman, but he could not be 
reached for comment. SUNDAY ' : ' " : MONDAY TUESDAY:..WEDNESDAY" THURSDA Y FRIDAY.' SATURDAY 
Fire damages motel 
A FIRE last Sunday afternoon caused about $20,000 in 
damages to the Kalum Motel, on Hwy. 16 west. 
The fire started in the laundry room in one of the back 
buildings at approximately 1:30 p.m. It took fire crews four 
minutes to reach the motel, and another 20 minutes to put 
out the fire, says Terrace fire chief Randy Smith. 
The fire in the laundry room was extinguished quickly, 
but it also extended up inside a wall to reach the second 
story of the building. No one was in the room at the time of 
the fire and there were no injuries. 
Smith says the cause of the fire is under investigation, and 
arson is not suspected. 
Snowmobi le  fire 
A BRAND NEW snowmobile caught fire on the evening 
of Jan. 17 at 321 Old Lakelse Lake Dr. 
The owner had just taken the snowmobile out for a run 
and parked it in his shed. He was walking back to his house 
when he smelled smoke. The fire spread to the garage addi- 
tion and to a shed. Fortunately the Thornhill Fire 
Department was able to put out the fire before any more 
damage occurred. 
The snowmobile, worth $11,000, was utterly destroyed. 
Two trucks recovered 
TWO PICKUPS stolen over the weekend have been 
recovered by police. Terrace RCMP say a red, 1982 
Chevrolet S10 pickup was taken between 1a.m. and 7 a.m. 
'! Jan. 1~: fr0~ th~S3~•biock of Kenny. ,The tl'uck was found 
the next day at 3:30 p.m. inlhe 4500 bloekof[Oreig Ave, 
Police are still investigating the incident ahd anyone with 
ar y information on this theft is asked to call Crimestoppers. 
Another truck was also stolen in the early morning hours 
of Jan. IS. The red, 1989 Toyota pickup was later found 
stuck in the snow just off Pine Ave. in Thornhill. One adult 
and one youth have been arrested. They will appear in 
Terrace court oday. 
Bulkheads may be unsafe 
SAFETY INSPECTORS with the Workers' 
Compensation board are cracking down on unsafe logging 
truck bulkheads. 
The inspectors will be conducting roadside inspections 
from now until mid-February to ensure bulkheads comply 
with safety standards. 
Bulkheads are metal cages that protect he cabs of log- 
ging trucks from logs that may slide forward in emergency 
braking conditions. The WCB says that unsafe bulkheads, 
especially aluminum types, have resulted in several serious 
accidents and at least one fatality in the past year. 
Logging truck owners and operators will have until Feb. 
16 to bring their bulkheads up to proper standards. For fur- 
ther information about bulkhead safety, call 1-888-621- 
SAFE. 
Help ice victims 
THE CANADIAN Red Cross is asking for financial 
donations to support ice storm victims in Ontario, Quebec, 
New Brunswick and Nova Scotia. 
Cash donations are the best way to help since the Red 
Cross can purchase supplies locally in the affected area, 
helping small businesses which were hurt by the ice storm. 
Donations can be made by calling 1-888-356-6336, or
mailing them to the Red Cross Disaster Response, 1399-6th 
Ave., Prince George, B.C., V2L 5I.,& 
REC.~.LL CANVASSERS J im and Nora Lec le i r  are  
among the 150 registered canvassers  knock ing on 
doors in search  of people who want  to s ign the recal l  
petition, 
Recallers need 
more from Kitimat 
THE CRASH HELMUT campaign's petitioning blitz of 
Kitimat over the weekend fizzled slightly but recall organizers 
claim a favourable response for what hey've done. 
Lome Sexton, co-chair of the Committee to Recall Helmut 
Giesbrecht said he had about 15 canvassers out on what the 
group refereed to as its "Get the hell back to Terrace blitz." 
He added they were discouraged by the fact a lot of people 
weren't home, but encouraged by what he claims is a 50 .per cent 
batting average on the doorstep. 
Sexton said they've now covered about one third of the 
households in Kitimat and with the weekend's results added on 
they have about 900 signatures from the Aluminum City. 
He added their goal is to eventually collect 3,000 signatures 
in Kitimat and they'll try moving on to a team approach, saturat- 
ing polling areas with canvassers inthe coming days. 
Meanwhile, aman who filed a petition to recall Skeena NDP 
MLA Helmut Giesbrecht to protest how the process was set up 
has abandoned his quest. 
John How never did seek signatures, instead saying he 
thought the recall regulations wore badly drafted. 
He said the current rules allowing people to attempt arecall 
for any reason are wrong. 
What How prefers is a code of conduct for politicians which, 
if violated, can then result in recall. 
"Our political practioners would seem to be the likeliest 
[ 'oup to understand all of the pitfalls and,P,.r.:~=~, sO, thek4 h~ )- 
• .  ,, ;~%, iF i t~:~. .~. - ,e ,  :,.:.~. ;,,.~-~.>...~<:, ;~.,~" ~,.~: ",~ ~l&%~.:t~-~,.~ h~<~ s ~n.professmn~,.~:s~d}~Ow4a~.,lettet';al~q,Eliie~'.de~Orat,pfl ~ :r 
] 90. v~,rterson tast.we¢~ ...... '." ~ • - .; ':: ~*:.- ,,:;-4. ~, 4 ,~. - ~' ; ' .*- 
'They a'shouid be 'en~ted  to ~f t~a~po l i t i~ l ;~e of.i:bnduct 
for themselves, with some independent officer of the assembly 
(like a conflict of interest commissioner) investigating alleged 
violations," he continued. 
"Recall could then be invoked to discipline offenders, hould 
constituents deem that warranted." 
How also wants the ability to sign recall petitions limited to 
people who voted in the most previous election. 
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Hospital food 
turns hi tech 
NO MORE MUSHY vegetables. No more luke warm 
food. As of March patients at Mills Memorial Hospital will 
be eating meals prepared with the latest in food technol- 
Ogy. 
', The hospital will be the first in northern B.C. to use new 
cook/chill technology. 
i Right now cooks at the cafeteria prepare meals conven- 
tionally. The food is held hot in steamer tables until it is in- 
dividually dished out on trays, already prepared with cold 
foods, like salads. 
' "Right now the hot food isn't very hot," acknowledged 
food services manager Linda McMynn. And foods like 
yegetables break down easily when held at hot tempera- 
tures. 
' No more, says McMynn. Mills Memorial has contracted 
With a company to start a cook/chill system at the hospital. 
Workers will be able to cook food a day or two ahead of 
time, using normal procedures, till it's just done. 
i Then the food will be placed in a blast chiller, mcanh~g 
the temperature of the food will be rapidly chilled to just 
above freezing within 40 minutes. 
It's best to hold foods at that temperature, rather than 
freeze them, because food maintains its quality better, ex- 
plains McMynn. Trays will be prepared with chilled soups 
~nd entrees, and cold foods like salads, then kept in.a 
r ethermalizatiou u=fit. The hospital now has three of these 
units, which hold 20 trays each. 
• Until mealtime, all the food on the trays is kept cold in 
Se refrigeratiou-like unit. But there's a special heating bar 
~at slips under the entree and soup portion of each tray. 
:About 35 minutes before the meal, the bar heats up, 
while cold foods remain chilled. 
: Workers just have to detach the cart from the refrigera- 
[ion portion at the back and wheel the meals up to the 
patients. That means patients will get piping hot food that 
hasn't been overcooked. 
; And if one patient isn't getting a hot lunch, the heating 
6aT under that one tray can be turned off. "From a nutri- 
tional point of view it's much better," says McMyxm. 
:The hospital cafeteria serves a maximum of 52 patients, 
ih addition to clients at the Sleeping Beauty lodge and hos- 
pital employees. 
UNDA McMYNN, food services manager at Mills Memorial Hospital, puts a tray 
into the new rethermalization unit in the hospital's kitchen. The new technology 
means patients will get hot food that's not overcooked. 
Onion Lake dump site pr, >bed 
I~ERRACE AREA residents should lomw by 
flee end of 1998 where their garbage will be 
doing for the next 50 years. 
;That's the goal of regional district works and 
services manager Roger Teems. He's reviewing 
ihformation from drilling and test-wells at a 
l~otential site near Onion Lake. That site is lo- 
Chted off the Chist Creek Logging Road, about 
~o kilometres from Highway 37. 
.Once the information is compiled and ana- 
I~,zed, it will be compared to information ob- 
thined from studies done at the other landfill op- 
tion - -  the Thomhill dump. 
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Terrace, B,C. 
"At that time we will have some good num- 
bers on developing the two sites," "looms says. 
The information will be made available for the 
public to review and raise any concerns they 
may have. Teems hopes the public consultation 
will take place sometime this spring. 
Ultimately, the site of the future long-term 
landfill for the Terrace area will be decided by 
the regional district board. 
"They are going to have a lot to take into con- 
sideration," Teems says. One of those consid- 
erations will likely be cost. The Thornhill site 
will require upgrading, but that will cost much 
less than developing the site near Onion Lake, 
which will have to be created from scratch. 
The Thornhill site also has a natural clay liner, 
while the Onion Lake site would have to have 
some sort of liner installed. 
However, some Thornhill residents have al- 
ready expressed their opposition to expanding 
the Thomhill site, which they say is too close to 
homes and Thornhill Creek. 
Whichever site is chosen, Teems says that 
neither will be cheap. 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS 
Community Economic Development S rategy 
The Smithers District Chamber of Commerce Economic Development 
Committee (EDC) is seeking a consultanl to assist in updating the 
Community Economic Development Strategy for the "lbwn of Smilhers, 
Scope & Objectives; The BDC is currently in the process of updating 
the Community Economic Development tOED) Strategy for the Town 
of Smilhers. The CED Strategy will be used as the framework Io 
iniliale a community.based economic development program in 
Smithers, We are seeking the services of a consullant to assist in 
iocorparating community input and cousultation and to assist the 
Community Economic Development Planner prepare a working 
documenl. 
Consultants interested in submitting a proposal can conlacl the 
Community Economic Development Planner at (250) 847-4342 for a 
copy of the Terms of Reference, Deadline for submitting proposals is 
Friday, January 30, 1998. 
~t~ . " Smithers Districl Chamber of Commerce Box 20068, Smithers B.C. V0J 2N0 ,~r~.¢" ]~ (250) 847-4342 
e-marl: bvestul@mail.netshop, net 
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i! Terrace Minor Fastball (formerly softball) 
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~: tnv~tes boys & girls born between i 1 
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t: 1979 and 1993 to our annual 
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i TIMES: 
~4 
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1,4 
Fridays 6:00 pm- 8:30 pm 
1,4 
- 1'4 Saturdays 9:30 am 5:30 pm , 
,,~ Sundays12:OOpm-4:OOpm ii 
iiFor more information please call after 6:00 pro: ~ 
• Rob @ 638-2054 or Kelly @ 635-0398 ~i 
New registrants will require a copy of birth certificate, i~1 
Last seasons uniforms may be returned it 
during registration. [~ 
======================= 
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CORRECTION NOTICE 
We wish to draw your attention to 
the following in our current 'CA- 
NADA WIDE SALE" flyer, 
Page 8 Item lO.Ultimax belts, 
26.1479x. Copy reads: Reg. 
54.99, Sale 39.99. Should read: 
Low Price 39.99. Insert page 1. 
Original Tide, 53-0761.2. Copy 
should reed: 7L, NOT 8L 
ALSO We wish to draw your 
attention to the following in our 
current 'GREAT SAVINGS GREAT 
VALUES" flyer. 
Page 2 Item 24, Supra sponge 
mop. Copy should Tea: 42.9616. 
2, NOT 42.9626-2. Page 4, 
31oneer 3.CO stereo system 
~wlth remote, 44-0290.4. The 
Illustration should show the 
Pioneer logo, NOT RCA. 
Page g, The Illustrations should 
be transposed for Item 1, 48" 
flourescent handyllght, 52.3234. 
2 and Item 3, 48" wraparound 
floureecent fixture, 52.3238-4. 
Price block and copy are 
correct. 
WE SINCERELY REGRETANY 
INCON.VENIENCE WE MAY 
HAVE CAUSED YOU, 
cnoleJ02/'~9/zofles: ALL 
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News In Brief 
More funny money found 
POLICE ARE renlinding consumers and bushtess 
owuers in rite Terrace area to check $20 notes, as'  
counterfeit bills continue to surface in the city. 
One was discovered over the holidays, alld last week 
one was tunted in to the Terrace and District Credit 
Union. The fake bills have a worn look, with a poorly- 
replicated hologram, and they are slightly smaller than 
the real thing. 
Anyone who spots snspicions bills is asked to contact, 
Terrace RCMP. 
I 
Forest centre to open 
A NORTHWESTERN forest training centre opens 
tomorrow in Smithers. 
It's the creation of Forest Renewal B.C, the federal 
Human Resources Development Canada, the educa- 
ilion skills and training miuistry, Northwest Corn-. 
reunify College and various forest companies. 
The centre offers training and classroom teaching 
using the latest computer and information technology. 
Lost hockey equipment 
SOME KITIMAT minor hockey players were more 
than a little disappointed two weekends ago when they 
arrived at a tournament to find their gear missing. 
Apparently, the hockey equipment fell out of the 
back of their truck somewhere between Kitimat and 
Burns Lake. 
Anyone who may have spotted the hockey gear is 
asked to call the Kitimat Minor Hockey Asssociation. 
Replacement pondered 
TEACHER'S UNION president Frank Rowe hopes the 
school board will consider dividing up the duties of 
retiring assistant superintendeut Skip Bergsma. 
Saving on administrative costs was supposed to be 
one of the advantages to amalgamating Terrace and 
Kitimat school boards, which happened a little over a 
year ago. 
Bergsma plans to leave his position with the Coast 
Mountain school district in August. School board chair 
Roger Leclerc says the board is looking for a replace- 
mont. However, the board already has another assistant 
superintendent - - Sharou Beadle who looks after 
Kitimat area schools. 
" I  hope the board will examine very carefully the' 
possibility of assigning other duties," said Rowe. 
He acknowledged Bergsma has a large workload, and. 
said he hoped the board, if it hired a replacement,' 
would fiud someone as "respectful of both people and 
processes." 
.oo,,., Somet,,., 
~'i-. ' ~ I A Litt le Di f ferent  For Your 
~' Children's Birthday Party 
,¢J ::" 
¢ ~ 
~,~ ~ B e h l n d  Home I'lafdware) ,~ .~ 
O Terrace Little Theatre 
Fr iday,  January  30th  & 
Saturday ,  January  31st  
Skeena Room-  Terrace Inn 
8"00  pm (doors  open at  7 :00  pm) 
Tickets are $15 each at 
Uniglobe Courtesy Travel 
4718A Lazelle Avenue Terrace 
2 tickets for Yuk Yuk's 
Fill out and drop your entry off at: 
The Terrace Standard, 
3210 Clinton St. Terrace B.C. 
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An insult 
THOSE SUPPORTING Helmut Giesbrecht have 
a job not unlike stepping on jello. Gooshy stuff 
squirts all over the place and it's impossible to 
grab hold of anything. 
Compared to a normal election where the job is 
to convince people to do something eg. vote for 
somebody, opposing recall is quite different. The 
job is to convince people not to do something. 
That's a tricky prospect particularly when recall 
is so easy - -  all you have to do is put your name 
to a piece of paper. 
Whereas the Crash Helmut gang can muster 
scores of reasons, real or imagined, to pull the 
plug on the Skeena MLA, the Skeena Taxpayers 
Association bedrock position is to say "Well, 
gee. He's a nice guy." 
So what the association has done to keep their 
man safe from recall is to bring forward any 
number of nefarious allegations. The most con- 
sistent and persistent of these is to claim that 
"outside interests" are at work in promoting 
recall. 
That sounds kind of sexy but tends to insult the 
intelligence of the local voter. To accept that 
premise is to accept the notion that local voters 
are being swayed by unseen forces at work in 
some top secret bunker in Vancouver. It alleges 
that Helmut Giesbrecht has enough legislative 
stature to be the target of a deep, dark con- 
spiracy. It's to suggest that voters ~ hack, and 
northerners at that ~ are so gullible they'll buy 
any kind of snake oil sold by some southern 
dandy. 
In truth, this is more or less a milder version of 
the favourite right-wing rant that the internation- 
al money supply and economy is being manipu- 
lated by a coterie of Swiss banking gnomes in 
GeAeva • ; . . . .  
In any battle there are casualties and ! corn-. 
batants have to learn to live with them. But to 
treat northern voters in such a cavalier fashion 
will have unfortunate consequences down the 
road. 
A change 
NOW THAT Mr. Tim Down has officially 
pulled the plug on his Terrace council seat, the 
way is open to elect a replacement. 
While there's strong support to elect somebody 
from Thorn_hill to begin the bridge-building with 
that community, there are also suggestions that 
it's time to change the mix of council. 
History, economics and culture have worked to- 
gether in the past to breed a certain type of per- 
son to sit on municipal councils. This is not to 
suggest those people should not have run, but 
municipalities in the 1990s are far different from 
the 60s, 70s and 80s. Issues go beyond the 
pothole and sewer line variety. 
In today's world a perfect council candidate 
would not a) be a male, b) be white c) wear a 
suit, d) be in business e) be a Catholic or a 
Protestant f) be a member of a service club or g) 
be all consumed with filling potholes. Any 
takers? 
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We've lost the war on drugs : 
VICTORIA - -  Soon the war 
on drugs will surpass the 30- 
Year War in duration, and 
what have we got to show for 
the vast amounts of money 
spent? Nothing. 
More and more resources are 
committed to the war on drugs. 
Yet, people continue to die in 
ever greater numbers, from the 
horrors of cocaiff¢ and heroine 
addiction. And c}ime to pro- 
vide the money that fuels the 
addiction is rising. ~ 
Vancouver's downtown east 
side is the worst spot in the de- 
veloped world for .the rapid 
spread of the AIDS virus main- 
ly because there are so many 
drug addicts sharing dirty 
needles. 
HUBERT BEYER 
cally different approach is 
needed to battle drug addic- 
tion. And the first step must be 
to tackle drug addiction as a 
health issue, not a crime. 
For 15 years, Puder has been 
busting drug dealers. And for 
15 years, he has seen people 
die in the gutters from the ef- 
fects of hard drugs. 
In a letter to The Vancouver 
Sun, Puder called for the 
decriminalization f heroin and 
cocaine, saying that drug abuse 
is a health issue rather than a 
criminal one. 
It takes guts for a police of. 
ricer to do what Puder did, and 
he admits that it was probably 
not a good career move, but 
then, he adds, "I'm not trying 
to be chief." 
Pudcr says he is tired of the 
violence and death that are the 
hallmarks of the war on drugs. 
A few years after he had joined 
get-tough stance than by the , 
horrific drug problem. And , 
B.C. Attorney- General Ujjal , 
Dosanjh, he said, would : 
"rather talk tough than count 
the bodies." 
! 
Puder says his views are 
quietly shared by many of his '- 
fellow officers, many of whom ' 
congratulated him on going 
public with his views. 
Unfortunately, there is no 
sign that the law makers are 
going to listen to people like , 
Chief Coroner Vince Cain and • 
police constable Gil Puder, but ~ 
there are ways to make them ~. 
pay attention. It's called public , 
pressure. 
If there's anything politicians 
are aware of. it's the mood of ' 
Vancouver is also believed to 
have 1,0 times tas' ma~v .drug 
: Cdmd~i;'in'the 15a'si i'iV~ y~a'~',' 
1,470 people have died in Brit- 
ish Columbia from drag over- 
doses. 
To stop the wave of property 
crime that invariably ac- 
. companies a rise in drug use, 
Vancouver mayor Philip Owen 
* .  
~s moving an additional 100 
,desk-bound officers to the 
streets. 
It should be dear to any 
thinking person that the war on 
drugs is lost and that a radi- 
Last year, the province's the force, he shot and killed an the public. If the proponents of ' 
chief coroner, Vince Cain,* addictwho robbed a-bank,'-ln","~viewi~g drug addiction as a : 
. . . . . .  recommended" ...... ' . . . . . .  the~ :' 1987,'S~'fg/:ant _~,rry .~¢oltn~i~t ?...~lth."iSsue an6~Ot~a"criminal . : 
'"decriminalization f drugs. He g0od I~i¢iid,'Was hot during a , !one succeed incbnvincing~the '
also said one way to stem the drug raid. public, the politicians will soon 
tide of rising property crime is 
to take the profit out of drugs 
by making them available to 
addicts free of charge. 
Another voice spoke out last 
week in favour of a new ap- 
proach to the drug problem. 
The x;oice is that of Gil Puder, 
a Vancouver police constable 
who has spent most of his law- 
enforcement career fighting the 
war on drugs. 
Last November, a young 
drug addict had died and he 
had to break the news to his 
mother, an immigrant from 
Eastern Europe who had al- 
ready lost her husband and was 
now all alone. 
Puder didn't pull punches in 
his letter to the newspaper. He 
accused the federal govern- 
ment of being more frightened 
by the Reform Party and its 
make for the front of the line 
and say: follow me. 
Puder should get a medal for 
having the courage to speak his 
convictions. And the rest of us 
have every reason to take him 
seriously, because the conven- 
tional war on drugs is lost. 
Bayer can be reached at: 
Tel: (250) 920-9300; Fax: 
(250) 385.6783; E-mail: 
hubert@coolcom.com 
t 
t 
Don't mess with the RCMP 
"Some men are born 
mediocre, some men achieve 
mediocrity, and some men 
have mediocrity thrust upon 
them." Joseph Hailer. 
The RCMP is about o thrust 
mediocrity on all cadets by 
dumbing down its qualifying 
exam to meet he requirements 
of the kind of people they're 
especially looking for - -  
visible minorities and 
aboriginals. 
Women have no trouble 
passing the existing exam, nor 
do Caucasian males, a group 
over-represented in the federal 
force. 
Currently the RCMP is 
rewriting portions of its 
entrance exam after some 
aboriginals and members of 
visible minorities cored lower 
than other potential recruits. 
"Aboriginal applicants to the 
RCMP tend to have sig- 
nificantly less formal educa- 
tion than applicants from other 
groups," says a federal 
employment equity report. 
The RCMP explains this in- 
w-  
I I I  I n : Io l l l~ :  I1:11 :[ox~q:l i~.-! 
CLAUDE*lYE SANDECKI 
tellectual deficiency by saying 
those who grow up in remote 
northern conununities are dif- 
ferent form recruits form 
downtown Montreal. Well, 
sure. And recruits from Regina 
aren't the .same as those from 
Yak. Still, those differences 
needn't add up to intellectual 
ignorance. 
All have access to television, 
videos, Interact, libraries, 
newspapers, books, school 
field trips, vacation travel, and 
correspondence ourses. Any- 
one keen to become a Mountie 
could f'Lrst upgrade for a year 
or two. Plenty of Caucasians 
must upgrade before they 
qualify for career training of 
their choice; no one 
downgrades entrance require- 
ments to ease their path. 
The RCMP point out visible 
minorities may have difficulty 
with second language issues 
Yet the Province's front page 
headline January 8 read "ESL 
Students at Top of Class." Ex- 
plain that. 
Since 1994 the RCMP has 
run a program to help 
aboriginals upgrade their skills 
and education prior to being 
recruited as a cadet. Why not 
expand the program to include 
visible minorities. Upgrading 
the minority makes more sense 
than downgrading the majori- 
ty. 
Coast Mountain and Nisga'a 
school districts make unusual 
efforts to accommodate and 
encourage aboriginal students 
toward high school graduation 
I~IE.LL ; ST~LLA'£~ I 
/tOO£f. 15 I bH~ "~ 
F uA Y b-o E!J B C,A  tT 
.. ,0 . .. ~...-.,,~--..~" .~ 
, . .  
__ i~f [ ~ FJ[,:'." ;'?t:'l t~n. t~14A/ / f _  
OIOCg'I'SE CARPE Nr~? ~ 
A~/DAF'I'ISR RIM WAS' [ / "va¢oo  !" 
OAt e / I A Lm'oF 
AND NOLO S~ g teETH / ~ /~ 
and secondary education. Any 
aboriginal who ignores such 
opportunities shouldn't look to 
an easing of entrance require- ? 
ments to make his goal more : 
attainable. 
Mounties can be called upon , 
to perform 731 separate func- 
tions from dog-master to gen- 
eral duty to pilot. Driving a 
cruiser in high speed chases, i" 
controlling unruly crowds, res- 
cuing hostages, liasing with 
communities ~ all are pus- " 
sible tasks in the daily routine " 
of a Mountie. I: 
Each task demands sound 
reasoning, optimum training, 7 
and personal discipline. The ., 
last thing any Mountie in a 
tight comer needs is a part~er . 
with infcrior qualifications. , 
We wouldn't choose a " 
surgeon who failed sutures, a 
mechanic with little knowledge " 
of transmissions,, or a taxi : 
driver who gets lost in his city. ,I 
Why would we encourage un- h 
qualified RCMP applicants7 ,, 
Universal mediocrity i sn ' t , ,  
my idea of equality, 
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Debating recall 
We gave the pro- and anti-recafl 
forces a chance to interrogate each 
other in print. Each side provided 
three questions to be answered by 
the other side. Recall proponent 
Lome Sexton wrote the Crash He/- 
rnut office's responses. Elaine 
Pigeau and Ray Brady wrote the 
responses for the anti-recall Skeena 
Taxpayers" Association. Here are 
the questions and answers: 
Supporters and opponents of Skeena's MLA put each other on the hot seat 
dmpioyer, as advocated by (he I3C Liberals. 
Q lf the Stockeli court case or 
the Auditor General's report 
shows conclusively that the 
government engaged in 
fraud by saying the budget was balanced 
during the last election campaign, would 
you cross the floor and vote against the 
government on any non-confidence mo- 
tion? - -  Crash Helmut 
A This misleading question over- 
loogs one crucial fact. No 
fraud has been committed. 
David Stockell and the politi- 
cal special interests supporting him are 
simply refusing to accept he result of last 
year's provincial election. They are also 
abusing the court system - -  and the people 
of this province who pay for it - -  in their 
bid to win what they couldn't win from the 
voters. The recall campaigners fail to men- 
tion that David Stoekell is a supporter of 
the B.C. Liberal Party and other B.C. 
Liverals have provided support for this 
court action. 
They also fail to mention that this lawsuit 
has already lost in its attempt to have three 
petitioners overturn the elections of all 39 
NDP MLAs. 
Secondly, the Auditor General is not in- 
vestigating fraud - -  he is investigating ac- 
counting practices and ways to improve the 
budget process. We think it's disgraceful 
that the recall campaign is trying to confuse 
people about this important work. The 
government has already updated many of 
its accounting practices, as recommended 
by the Auditor General. 
Let's remember that prior to the last elec- 
tion, all the major economic forecasters, in- 
The benef i t s -  in terms of tax dollars 
paid by workers, goods and services pur- 
chased from suppliers, tax revenues from 
businesses dependent on the company, and 
millions of dollars in wages spent i in local 
economies ~ far outweigh the cost, as was 
confirmed by a study done by an indepen- 
dent consulting firm. 
This is a deal where we all share the risk 
and, ultimately, the reward. We believe the 
plan for Skeena Cellulose means long-term 
viability. Without it, we all lose. - -  Skeena 
Taxpayers Association 
IN THE WAR ROOM: Anti-recall workers 
Marguerite Clarkson and Vicki Fenton go 
over telephone polling results at the offices 
of the Skeena Taxpayers Association. 
thing to do with the Alcan settlement but 
never gives specific instances. We believe 
he had esentially nothing to do with the 
settlement. - -  Crash Helmut 
Q Ray Brady has chai:enged 
Troy Lanigan to a public 
debate on two occasions. 
Why won't the Canadian 
Taxpayers Federation and the 
proponents of recall agree to a public 
debate in Kitimat on the future of the 
jobs at AIcan? If  Troy Lanigan won't 
debate, why not Lorne Sexton? 
Skeena Taxpayers Assocation 
A Contrary to the statements of 
Helmut's supporters, the Ca- 
nadian Taxpayers Association 
is not involved in any organi- 
zational or decision making capacity in the 
local recall campaign. 
Therefore as the Skeena recall proponent, 
I can't speak for the Canadian Taxpayers 
Federation any more than they can speak 
Q In order to scare people into 
not signing the recall peti- 
tion you told them that 
names on the petition will be 
public. Why didn't you also tell them 
that access to personal: information is 
restricted and only to be used for Elec- 
tion Act purposes with severe penalties if 
misused? - -  Crash Helmut 
A The issue of access to the 
names on the recall petition 
was not brought up by the 
Skeena Taxpayers Association 
but by those sponsoring the petition. It is 
those who want to see Helmut Giesbrecht 
and Paul Ramsey recalled that have been 
saying that anyone who signs a petition is 
guaranteed confidentiality. This is simply 
not the case. The Chief Electoral Officer, 
Bob Patterson, has repeatedly made this 
clear. Anyone can go to the Elections B.C. 
office and view the list. The use of the list 
is strictly controlled by Elections B.C. and 
can only be used for a bona fide purpose 
under the Election Act or the Recall and In- 
itiative Act. But the list remains available 
for public scrutiny. 
Rather than frightening people, Helmut 
has been truthful. Rather than hiding behind 
the false promise of confidentiality, Helmut 
has been up front and honest. AS an elected 
MLA, Helmut is accountable on a daily 
basis for his actions and those of the 
government. He doesn't hide his beliefs or 
his actions. 
If people want to sign a recall petition, 
eluding the government and the B.C. Liber- for me, however I can give my personal that is their right. But it is also their respon- 
als, anticipated growth for British~.CQlum- reasons for not debating Mr. Brady. sibility to be open, honest and accountable 
bia's economyAn ,the range:of,,2.5 per, cent. ,. : : Mr:. Br, ady i~,:;iot thelsubject of recall, Hel- for their a~tions. Just as thea ,~es  qf those 
Unfortunately due to a cyclical downturn in '?'~u'~:G'i'~recii't is. . . . . .  On tlle~.,oiers list is a public dbcument;;so: 
the forest industry, this turned out to be 
wrong. In any case, if we could keep our 
own personal budget forecasts within 1 or 2 
% accuracy, as the provincial government 
has done, we'd be happy. - -  Skeena Tax- 
payers Association. 
Q a good job in Skeena, work- 
ing with business, workers 
and stakeholders to preserve 
our major industries. Why are the Cana- 
dian Taxpayers Federation and the 
proponents of recall opposed to Heimut 
Giesbrecht's success at saving jobs at AI- 
can and Skeena Cellulose? --Skeena 
Taxpayers Association 
A Helmut Giesbreeht's vague 
statements hat he has some- 
how helped with the SCI and 
- Alcan. situations should be 
backed up with facts so voters can make an 
informed ecision. 
Here is our version of Helrnut's record 
with regard to SCI and Alcan. 
Helmut: 
• Publicly ridiculed contractors for 
working for SCI even though their contracts 
did not allow them to withhold services. 
• Passed the microphone to Dan Miller at 
the Repap rally in March after saying he 
didn't know why all the creditors were 
there. 
• Took credit for putting the mayor of 
Terrace in direct contact with Dan Miller, 
rather than dealing with the issue himself. 
• Sent a mailout hat stated that th6 future 
of Skeena Cellulose was secure just days 
before the Royal Bank backed out. 
• Made a public statement before the 
final restructuring vote that SCI creditors 
are in a position to demand payment every 
two weeks or at least every month although 
the restructuring package states that pay- 
ment will be made in advance for the first 
year. 
• Said nothing about the indefinite shut- 
down of West Fraser's Skeena Sawmills. 
With regard to Alean: 
• If Helmut was interested in saving jobs 
he would have spoken out when the 
government cancelled KCP. 
• The reality is that no new jobs were 
created because of the Alean settlement 
and, according to the CEO of Alcan, it isn't 
certain if any new jobs will ever be created. 
• CASAW boycotted Glen Clark's 
ceremonial re-opening of Line 7 because, 
despite all the hype from Glen Clark and 
Helmut Giesbreeht, no new jobs were creat- 
ed. 
• Helmut keeps saying that he had some- 
The only issues that I am dealing with are 
recall and the lack of representation by Mr. 
Giesbreeht, not some vague promise of fu- 
ture jobs at Alean. 
Mr. Brady is not accountable to anyone, 
and as such statements he makes are not 
necessarily those of the MLA. 
Mr. Brady has made the following state- 
Helmut Giesbreeht has dune Vments recently: 
"Helmut Giesbrecht would have got a 
bigger pension had he stayed a teacher for 6 
years than he would from his MLA's pen- 
sion." 
• "Recall canvassers from Terrace who 
are working in Kitimat should 'get the Hell 
back to Terrace' "
• "Recall is only meant for an MLA who 
has performed illegal acts or for gross mis- 
conduct." 
• "Signatures on the recall petition will 
be made public." 
As all of these stateinents are either false, 
misleading or provocative, I would suggest 
with all due respect to Mr. Brady that 
debating him would serve no useful pur- 
pose. 
If the Skeena Taxpayers Association 
wants a debate, why doesn't Helmut come 
forward? ~ Crash Helmut 
Q Why Is it that the pulp 
workers in Dan Miller's con- 
stituency (who are still get- 
ting 95 per cent of their 
take-home pay and all of their benefits) 
were given 20 per cent ownership of 
Skeena Cellulose Inc. while the creditors 
in your constituency received almost 
nothing? - -  Crash Helmut 
A In putting together this ques- 
tion, the recall proponents 
seem to ignore the fact that 
Skeena Cellulose restructuring 
also means jobs for 800 workers at the saw- 
mill in Terrace, and sawmills elsewhere in 
the northwest. 
The support his government has arranged 
means the company will be a viable, long- 
term, competitive operation providing 
much-needed mployment and a stable eco- 
nomic base for our families, our friends and 
our neighbours right here in this riding. 
Skeeng Cellulose's unsecured creditors. 
voted strongly in favour of the business' 
plan presented to them earlier this month. 
They knew that the potential loss of almost 
8,000 jobs in several communities would 
have had a tremendous impact on the 
viability of the region as a whole, and small 
business in particular. 
There's no question the business ector in 
the entire northwest would have been 
devastated by the closure of our primary. 
are those on a recall petition. Our demo- 
cracy demands no less than full accoun- 
tability by those who choose to involve 
themselves in it. - -  Skeena Taxpayers As- 
sociation 
Q Why is Lorne Sexton in- 
structing his canvassers to 
visit voters in the workplace 
and harass them to sign the 
petition? - -  Skeena Taxpayers Associa- 
tion 
A Lorne Sexton is not instructing 
canvassers to visit voters in 
the workplace and harass them 
to sign the petition. 
Helmut Giesbrecbt made the accusation 
early on in the campaign that unidentified 
employers were harassing unidentified em- 
ployees but could not substantiate it with 
any proof. 
The Crash Helmut campaign does not 
need to resort o dirty tricks to get people to 
sign. 
Lorne Sexton has stated that anyone who 
feels that they have been intimidated by an 
employer or anyone else into signing the" 
petition can ask for their name to be 
removed. 
On the other hand, the recall committee 
has letters from executives of two separate 
unions who have been writing to their 
members and instructing them not to vote. 
This kind of harassment is offensive. 
Further, Mr. Giesbrecht's supporters have 
been advertising that names on the petition, 
sheets will be made public. This is an in- 
timidation tactic and is simply not true. 
The very fact that Helmut supporters 
would try to scare people into not signing 
the petition underlines the reasons that 
recall is necessary. 
The truth behind the privacy issue is born 
out by recent quotes from Elections B.C. 
spokesperson, Jennifer Miller: 
• "Access to personal information is 
restricted." 
• "You can't just pick up a copy and use 
it for your own purposes" 
• "Any concerns would be thoroughly 
reviewed by the chief electoral officer, and, 
if needed, an investigation would be 
called." 
• "Convictions - -  including action 
against people who punish someone for 
having signed or refrained from signing the 
petition - -  carry a $10,000 fine. or jail time 
. ap to two years." 
Whether you decide to sign the petition or 
not, we of the recall committee will defend 
.your democratic right to make your own 
choice with no fear of reprisals. 
Crash Helmut 
The Mail Bag 
MLA called deceitful 
Dear Sir: 
Once again Mrl Giesbrecht has conunitted a deceitful 
act that shows he should be recalled. 
Recall legislation is law. Mr. Gicsbrecht and his as- 
sociate.s designed this law so that auy voter, or group of 
voters, of any political persuasion, who believe that 
they have legitimate reasons to recall their MLA, 
would have the right to do so a year and a half after the 
previous election. 
They designed the recall legislation so that the recall 
process would take 60 days, and they knew that an 
MLA would have to spend a fair bit of time defending 
himself. They also knew, when the wrote this legisla- 
tion, that the recall process would interrupt the normal 
process of an MLA's job to some degree. 
But now that Mr. Giesbrecht is facing recall he is 
trying to make the voters, who are exercising the right 
he gave them in the very law he passed, look like the 
bad guys. 
In his most receut ad he, shamelessly, blames them 
for the processes and effects he and his colleagues 
designed into the legislation and passed into law. He 
accuses them of "using recall campaigns to grind our 
political system to a halt", and that "it's a waste of our 
time and money." He says, "it was only a year and a 
half ago that we elected representatives to work for our 
communities.., and we gave them time to do it...but 
now individuals and special iuterests are using recall to 
hold this system rausom." 
He is saying this, of course, to manipulate the public 
into not signing the recall petitiolm. How dishonest and 
deceitful! Mr. Giesbreeht kuew when he voted to pass 
this law that recall would mean some MLAs would 
face a campaign, and would have to defend themselves. 
Now Mr. Giesbrecht has the audacity to slander the 
voters as the bad guys by saying the processes and ef- 
fects he and his NDP associates designed into the law 
are the voters' fault. 
Shame on you Mr. Giesbrecht. How could you do 
this to your owu constituents. Are you willing to do 
anything, even be dishonest, o keep people from sign- 
ing the recall petitions and to stay in power? 
Mike Rosenau, Terrace, B.C. 
Fish group likes Helmut 
Dear Sir: 
The Watershed Bio-Enhancement Society can't see a 
reason for a recall of Hehuut Gicsbrecht. His initiative 
resulted iu a future major economic benefit affecting 
all stakeholders in the fishing iudustry. 
Helmut Giesbrecht isnot only responsible for resolv- 
ing our society's longstanding feud with government 
bureaucracy ill getting recognition for our society ac- 
tivities. He was able to convince the politicians iu Vic- 
toria of the importance r lated to our habitat enhance- 
ment echnology. This resulted in money for phase two 
of our research related to acceleration ofrestoration of 
destroyed, polluted, or nutrieut-deficient watersheds. 
I'm fully aware and familiar with Hclmut's truggle 
with government authorities to achieve this goal ,  
, , r / f  regardless of potential negative conscqucnff'e.~ ~k )t~lt ) 
governmfnt officials . . . .  - , , ' : ' i~  ~ '~ i ! ' "  , :~,~. i l~ 
Alois Scliilliuger, 
President, Watershed Bio-Enhancement Society 
Treason at work 
Dear Sir:. 
I have uot belonged to any political party since 1986. 
After realizing my honest-minded vote was being 
manipulated by corrupt forces within the now-defmtct 
Social Credit Party, I quit. They tufty wanted my vote 
to gain power. The same will be realized after the recall 
succeeds. Those voters will be tossed aside like gar- 
bage on the political highway. 
Mr. Giesbrecht has my full support. When reading 
letters to the editor, I see frustration by some construc- 
tion workers for losing jobs that had been created by 
the Kcmano Completion Project. In reality those jobs 
were already created to build the Peace Power mega- 
project 30 years ago, and the bcnefits can be seen now 
by selling that electricity to industry. 
It took scveral years of interference by outside forces 
- -  CKNW talk show host Rare Muir and Ncehako 
River dowustrcam enviromncutalists - -  to stop that 
project. I did not read au avalauche of Icttcrs to the 
editor here in Terrace to suplmrt hat project except, 
after it was canceled. 
The people complaining now have to blame them- 
selves for not smidiug up. It is a very cheap shot now 
to put the blame on Mr. Giesbrecht. 
Those negative statistics of carucd or future pcnsiou 
payments o an MLA to further their shrouded cause. 
Does the Canadian Taxpayers Federation have iu mind 
to put a member who lives at the bingo hall in Ottawa 
to fill Mr. Giesbrecht's place? 
Members of arty group who try to bring down a duly 
democratic elected govenunent by misleading false ad- 
vertisements should be arrested and charged with 
treason. 
Manfred Bader, Terrace B.C. 
Just a bad idea 
Dear Sir: 
Recall violates oqe of the basic principles of demo- 
cracy: secret ballot, everyone's right to privacy of 
opinion, the right to remain anonymous inone's politi- 
cal expr~sion. 
Appearing to better serve B.C. politics, recall is really 
a step back, all aberration of the true democratic pro- 
cuss. Canadian electoral experts have helped other na- 
tions ill establishing and supervising free elections in 
countries with a rccord of human rights violations. 
Just picture Canadians now cxporting recall to places 
like Haiti, Nicaragua, Angel. Perhaps we could sell the 
idea to Fidel in Cuba, or Saddam iq Iraq. Good idea, 
hey? 
The present recall hysteria forces many of us to come 
out and make our political affiliation public. Peer pres- 
sure, if not paranoia or subtle intimidation, becomes 
reality in the workplace. 
Some will argue that it all doesn't matter much, since 
ours is a peaceful country and nobody gets (physically) 
hurt. Well, it does matter if we want to continue in the 
tradition of peace and respect for due political process. 
Things are getting a little uncomfortable. Recall w a 
bad idea, and equally bad if the tables were tamed. 
jose Coosemans, Terrace B,C. 
More letters, Page A8 
) 
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BUSINESS REVIEW 
Gas  pr ices  
drop below 
40 cents  . 
GAS PRICES fell last wee~ breaking even," says 
to the point where the pump" Petrocan spokesman Roceo 
rate barely paid for taxes. Ciancio. 
and crude oil costs. He estimated that provin- 
Sparked by the Real Cam-" eial and federal taxes 
dian Wholesale Club battld'amount to 24 cents a litre 
for food sales market share/, when gas sells for 41.9 cents 
the price dropped to 39.9 a litre. 
cents a litre for unleaded That leaves 17.9 cents, 
selfservegas. * barely two cents a litre 
Prices had been as high as 
63 cents a litre until Real 
Canadian opened its food 
store and gas bar last fall. 
Gas sellers then followed 
its lead when prices fell to 
51.9 cents a litre, a rate that 
held until two weeks ago. 
Real Canadian lead the 
way again to below the 50 
cent mark then to below the 
40 cent level. 
Oil industry officials say 
what's happening isn't un- 
usual when companies 
battle for a dominant posi- 
tion in the market place. 
But some are surprised the 
war has been going on for 
this long. 
And at last week's prices, 
nobody's making any 
money. 
"Everybody's either badly 
losing money or are barely 
above the per litre price of 
crude oil. 
"That doesn't include 
refining, marketing, ship- 
ping - -  all the other costs 
associated with selling the 
product," said Cianeio. 
The price drop here be- 
cause of the Real Canadian 
Wholesale Club market 
share fight happens con- 
stantly in other places, he 
said. 
"Certainly gas is being 
looked at as a truffle 
builder," Ciancio added. 
The Real Canadian gas bar 
here gives purchasers 
coupons worth 3.3 cents for 
each litre sold. They can 
only be used in the food 
store. 
The Terrace experience is
being repeated in Prince 
George where a gas bar at a 
FILLING UP: James Spencer was one of the 
motorists who took advantage of low gas prices of 
39.9 cents per litre last Friday. 
new Ovcrwaitea-store has 
driven down prices. 
Ciancio said the gas sell- 
ing industry may have come 
to the point where a classic 
stand alone gas station is no 
longer viable. 
"The profit margin for a 
litrc of gasoline has gone 
down. To make a dollar in 
Vancouver, for instance, it 
has to be combined with 
other business." 
Gas sellers are either ab- 
sorbing their losses or ai'e 
receiving subsidies from, 
their suppliers. 
But by late last week there 
were signs that some sellers 
had had enough. Fewer sta- 
tions were following the 
price drops below 40 cents. 
The ones that didn't keep 
up with the Wholesale Club 
set prices that ranged from 
the mid-40s to the mid-50s. 
"k "k "~ 9r "k 
The latest federal gas price 
survey of major Canadian 
cities shows Terrace con- 
sumers enjoy very low rates. 
The price in Calgary was 
49.7 cents a litre for un- 
leaded gas, 54.9 in Van- 
couver, 57.6 in Montreal 
and 68.9 in St./ohn's, New- 
foundland. 
! Businesses off hook for site cleanup 
.: BUSINESSES on part of Keith Ave. "We reviewed it and agreed with tive - -  also entered the ground water 
,: have finally been given a clean bill of 
environmental health for eontamina- 
. lion that came from an old pole yard. 
Environment minist:y mnnieipal 
waste management officer Alex Graut 
the conclusion of the consultant that 
no further work was required based on 
their testing," said Grant. 
The only company required to ac- 
tually dig up and treat contaminated 
and is flowing under the south side of 
town towards the river. 
But Grant says the ministry hopes 
removing the contaminated soil will 
slow down the contaminatiou of the 
. said testing of soil contaminated by soil was CN Rail. It will be paying a ground water, with the end result that 
• the old MacGillis a~nd Gibbs.Co.'vole firm to monitor, test and treat he soll no seriously contaminated water will 
~' yard was w]f~id'aecepta~/le lmalts:' , covered up with plasttc near the over. reach-the rwer;7:'-~: :  ,':'~,:,; :,- ,~: #~':~,', 
He said all the businesses there - - in"  pass for around two years. " I f  the numbers don't come down 
a strip from the Keith Ave. Mall to the The oil laced with as fast as we expect them to, there 
A & W - -  completed the soil testing pentaehlorophenol - -  which was used might be further Work required," he 
they were ordered to undertake, by the pole yard as a wood preserva- added. 
% 
Out & About 
Changing hands 
GROUNDWORKS coffeehouse changed ownership 
on Dee. 1. when Roger Chleoine took over the busi- 
ness from Mike Parker, who started it a few years ago 
as part of the Roastmastirs chain. It became indepen- 
dent about a year ago. 
Chicoine's daughter Alexis is now the manager of 
Groundworks, but the rest of the staff has remained the 
same. She's made a few cosmetic hanges to the busi- 
ness ~ adding more eodches and painting the dark 
green wainscotting a lighter shade to brighten up the 
place. ' 
Alexis has also ,changed the menu to attract more 
lunch crowds by offering salads and a wider selection 
of baking. She says customer response has been good. 
Also changing hands in December, was the local 
-Volkswagen tlealership, Columbia Autohaus. 
Mhaute Muffler owner Malcolm Scaife and partner 
'Dominic Vendittelli bought the dealership from for- 
mer Owners Roland and.Julih Obst. 
But Roland Obst fs staying on as a mechanic until 
O~tober,.and is helping out with the transition. 
Ashbury's shuts down 
ASHBURY'S, a. fixture along the 4600 block of 
Lakelse Ave., closed its doors for good last Saturday. 
The store sold items such. as pottery, candles and 
• linens and was owned by. Marjorie Baillie and Garry 
Pryce. They had purchased the.store about one and a 
half years ago from Sheila McCullough, who owned it 
for six years. Another prior owner included Lovina 
Tyler. 
Baillie and Pryce decided to shut down the store be- 
cause they didn't have enough time to spend at the 
business. Baillie owns Close Up Business Services and 
Pryce sells steel pipes. 
"It was getting to be too much," said Pryce. 
The pair couldn't find a buyer, so they decided to 
close down the store. Th~ managed to sell nearly all 
the stock and fixtures, 
Liquor licence sought 
THE Oasis Sports Club at Northwest Conmlunity 
College is seeking a liquor licence. 
Club operator Pete Weeber, who took over the rac- 
quetball and squash courts last year, is asking for city 
qouncil's support in his bid to sell liquor there. 
He says he's got the support of the college and has 
agreed that liquor service would only take place be- 
tween 4 and 10 p.m. 
Weeber says a liquor licence would have no vis~le 
[CONGRATULATIONS, KIERA.  I 
The management & 
staff of Keenleyside 
Insurance are 
proud to announce 
that Kiera Polzin 
has successfully 
completed the 
Canadian 
Accredited 
Insurance Broker 
(CAIB)  program 
She also achieved 
this in a remarkable 
a 12 months 
Best wishes for your continued " 
success in the future.! 
Barry, dayne, ilivian, Grace & Jan 
Located  in the Co-op  Ma l l  • 635-5232 
LIVING IN THE COMFORT ZONE 
Could you wear your hearing aids in this ? 
Today's high-fidelity hearing aid technology provides 
clean, sound, even in higher sound levels, 
as they automatically adjust he volume level, 
keeping you in the COMFORT ZONE, 
• effect on the nelghbourhood because the racquet club is 
: entirely enclosed within college buildings, I ~ ~ .  TERRACE HEARING CL IN IC  
: Council is considering the request. 
" ~ The Hearing Professionals 
' - ' "  go ; t ' l l rO l  ' , .  638-H~.Ror1-800-811-1533 , )  I'CN=llq=l|;= I Registered under the Hearing Aid Act B.C. 
You BE THE JUDGE 
DONIm  RDiRo!VE o0N THE MEDIAN!L  i
that I forgot to run the dogs. This grassy 
median is a great place to take them. You stopped suddenly. I couldn't stop in time. 
don't want them doing their business in the So I swerved onto the median to avoid hit- 
car," ring both of you. But suddenly there you 
April's eyes were popping, arc parked on the median. 
"My mother always told me you had Jim stared angrily at his bashed-in 
crazy streak. This proves it. Jim, our car 
will get hit from behind. 
Jim looked condescendingly at April. 
There's one thing your mother didn't 
tell you. Cars have to leave enough distance 
between them and the car in front of them. 
So that when crazy nuts like me decide to 
stop suddenly, the drivers have enough time 
to respond. Look behind you." 
April turned hot head. Sure enough, 
the car behind them had stopped. 
"See what I mean? Now I'm going to 
drive on to the median and run the dogs." 
Just as Jim was parking on the median, 
there was a loud thump. Jim and April 
were thrown onto the dashboard. Jim ran 
out to see what had happened. 
David, the driver who hit him was 
enraged. 
"I don't believe this! What kind of 
lunatic parks on the median" 
April struggled to hold Jim back as he 
waved his arms wildly at David. "What in 
tarnations are you doing DRIVING on the 
median. Are you 
crazy or something." 
David stared back at Jim in disbelief. 
"Listen you idiot, the car in front of me 
bumper. 
"You got a bum leg or something? 
Couldn't press the break pedal?" 
"I didn!t expect you to drive onto the 
median! Nuts like you should be kept off 
the road. I'm suing you for the damages 
to my car." 
David was still fuming in court. 
"Your Honour, this accident is Jim's fault. 
If he hadn't decided to walk his dogs, none 
of this would're happened. I was just try- 
ing to prevent an accident by pulling 
around the first car that stopped behind 
Jim. How was I to know that Jim was 
going to turn onto the median? Make Jim 
pay for the $950 damage to my car." 
Jim scowled at David as he rose to 
speak. "I shouldn't have thrned onto the 
median, your Honour, but the accident was 
David's fault. He wasn't paying attention. 
He should have been able to stop his car 
safely, just like the first driver behind us 
did. Don't make me pay for hisbad 
driving." 
Should Jim have to pay for the dam- 
age to David's car? You! Be The Judge. 
Then see below for the court's decision. 
SPONSORED BY 
%; LAWYERS 
"He lp ing  People Cope with the Legal System" 
#2 4623 Lakelse Ave. ,  Terrace, B.C. 
• Criminal Law 
• Divorce & Family Law 
° Child Custody 
° Personal Injury 
• Adoptions 
• Impaired Driving 
° Immigration 
• Wrongful Dismissal 
• Wills 
• Small Claims 
638-1764 
Fax 638-7249 
YOU BE THE JUDGE - DECISION 
"You don't have to rehire Ted," decided the Judge• "The agreement was binding• Even if Ted didn't fully under- 
stand the conditions of his reinstatement, the union did. The president of the union, by signing the agreement, corn- 
mated himself to ensuring that Edgar understood the c0ndit[ons." 
YOUI BE THE JUDGE is based on actual court cases. Today's decision Is based on the facts of the case and the 
law of the province of Manitoba. If you have a slmilarproblem, please consult Lindsey & Orueger. Claire Bernsteln is a 
Montreal awyer end nationally syndicated columnist. Copyright 1997 Haika Enterprises• B12-6 
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SMITHERS SHOPPING CENTRE 
PHONE 847-9766 
6 Ways to Buy 
Cash • Layaway 
SKEENA MALL, TERRACE 
PHONE 635-9000 
Credit terms 
available 
/ 
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Residential school legacy 
i • s one of ongo ing  despai r  
Dear Sir:. I 
: In the beginni,g there were settlers, people 
ivith no land, altd Indians ~with lots of land. 
There was the Canadian 'government with the 
.question of how to get this land without war. So 
came into being the so-called Indian problem. 
" With the various churches.as cohorts, the Ca- 
hadian government of the time developed the 
proposition that in order tq remove the land 
from under the feet of the Indians, the Indian's 
cultural ties to the land would have to be 
~cvercd. 
In order to accomplish this, Indian children 
~vould be taken from the parents as soon as pos- 
.s~le after weaning, the Indian children would 
[hen be placed in Canadian government- 
subsidized, church-run schools which they 
~ould call the Indian residential school. 
:, The expressed Intent of these schools was to 
~emove from the children any and all aboriginal 
cultural indication by any means deemed neces- 
CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
Tlie Mail Bag 
sary. 
The Canadian government thereby placed the 
well-being of these children entirely at the 
mercy of the individuals who directed and 
staffed the residential schools. 
These children, in effect, have emerged as the 
First Nations adults of today. This plan of social 
dissection would prove to be an on-going 
catastrophe of immeasurable proportion for the 
First Nations people of Canada. 
In these schools some actions and attitudes 
perpetuated toward the children were so 
despicable, so emotionally and socially disrup- 
tive and so highly psychologically destructive in
nature as to haunt, disrupt and indeed without 
question destroy, the lives and culture of First 
Nations people for generations tocome. 
For inany suicide was the only answer to the 
unending nightmare into which their lives had 
graduated. For the rest a legacy of violence, 
abuse and addictions and a generally disabling 
and dysfunctional lifestyle. For the most part 
this may be linked directly and indirectly to 
policy and procedure within the Canadian In- 
dian residential schools. 
Within present generations of Canadian First 
Nations people the extensive l gacy of inherited 
pain and dysfunction continues. For many the 
healing process is dreadfully slow and brutally 
painful. Today there are still those who do not 
survive with their sanity, their freedom or their 
lives. 
Who apologizes to these people! Who ap- 
peases ,the dead! Who makes good those 
destroyed! 
GregRobinson, Kitamaat Village 
Dear sir:. 
' Regard,ng the dismal outlook of the coho and 
~hinook stocks it would seem the only logical 
~hing to do is to close down the sport and com- 
!nercial sport sectors entirely, for both salt and 
fresh water. 
~With the survival rate of hook and line 
Meased fish at 20 per cent, it does not take a 
[genius to see that lhese fisheries kill five fish for 
~very one landed. Imagine - -  50,000 fish 
landed but 250,000 killed in the process. This 
~eems to me to be a very irresponsible and care-" 
less way to fish. 
' I suggest hat before sport fishers try to lay 
blame elsewhere for the lack of numbers return- 
Sports fishers 
must change 
ing to the spawning beds, that they should get 
their own house in order first. Before you start 
crying about he decimation of your stocks take 
a long hard look at yourselves and the destzuc- 
tire practices you use. 
I suggest DFO ban the catch and release or 
non-retention method. If there are any sport 
openings at all next year then the bag and pos- 
session limit should be one fish per day. 
If there are real conservation concerns then 
the fishery should be shut down in its entirety. 
The commercial fishery operators have come a 
tremendous way in harvesting the resource in a 
conservation minded manner, and it is about 
time and only fair for the sport and commercial 
sport sector to do the same. 
One need oldy look at the thousands of sport 
fishermen lining the banks of the Skeena, and 
tl:e thousands of commercial sardine cans at 
Langara and other lodges on any given day to 
see where all the coho and chinook have gone. 
C. Mann, Prince Rupert, B.C. 
ment to Safeway last week, it was water. A broken 
sprinkler pipe flooded the front part of the building 
with water. The store was closed for a short time 
while employees and firefighters mopped up. 
Alzheimers Awareness 
THE FACTS 
• Alzheirner Disease is a neurological disease affecting the brain. It is the most common type of irreversible 
dementia. 
• Alzheirner Disease is one of the four leading causes of death amongst the elderly. 
• Over.35000 British Columbians are affected by Alzheimer Disease related dementias. ~:,,:~,, • 
P~i: ii~ in their forties, fifties and bllder are affected by!A zheimer ;O iseas~ ~!~i ~:~ ~i~ ' ;~ , .~  ii:ii~:~ii 
• The disease occurs more frequently'as people get older. ,,, ~ ~; ':~ ;" ~ 
• It is not a normal part of aging. 
• The disease is fatal. 
• One In 20 people over 65 years have Alzheimer Disease. 
• One in four people over 85 years have Alzheimer Disease. 
• Alois Alzheimer, a German physi.cian, first described it as a'disease of the brain causing memory loss and 
serious mental deterioration. 
• Alzheirner Disease is progressive. As memory loss increases, changes may also appear in personality, 
language, mood, judgment and behaviour. Concentration, speech and physical coordination may also 
be affected. 
• It affects both men and women. 
• Rv~ to ten percent of the cases are believed to be due to genetic factors. 
• There is no known cause or cure. 
is IT ALZH S IMER Dt  EAS E ? 
. . . .  Gi'em Phone: 
|h  i i  . . . .  i 
4708 Keith Ave. 4741 Lakelse Ave. 
635-5333 635-4948 
 lMcEwan 
5004 Hwy 16 West 
635-4941 
Alzheimer Disease is the 
leading cause of dementia - a set of 
symptoms that includes loss 
of memory, judgment and 
• . reasoning, and changes in mood and 
"behavrour. 
Sometimes, people fail to 
recognize that these symptoms 
indicate that something is wrong. 
They may mistakenly assume that 
such behaviour is a normal part of 
aging- it isn't. Or symptoms may 
develop gradually and go unnoticed 
for a long time. 
It is important o see your 
doctor when you recognize these 
symptoms as they may be due to 
other treatable conditions. If the 
diagnosis is Alzheimer Disease, help 
is available. 
To help you know what warnings 
signs to look for, the Alzheimer 
Society has developed a checklist of 
common symptoms (some of them 
may apply to other forms of demen- 
tia). Review the list - if you notice 
several symptoms, the 
person with the symptoms should 
see a doctor for a complete 
examination. 
10 WARNING SIGNS 
1. Memory loss that affects day-to- 
day function. 
• L • : .  
i •1. - •~ 
2. Difficulty performing familiar 
tasks. 
3. Problems with language. 
4. Disorientation of time and 
place. 
5. P.oor or decreased judgment. 
6. Problems with abstract thinking. 
7. Misplacing things. 
8. Changes in mood or behaviour. 
9. Changes in personality. 
10. Loss of initiative. 
WHAT CAUSES ALZHEIMER 
DISEASE? 
Several factors, alone or in combi- 
nation, may cause Alzheimer 
Disease. These include: changes in 
the brain; environmental toxins 
(such as chemicals, heavy metals); 
genetic factors. 
At the present time, the cause or 
causes of the disease are unknown. 
HOW CAN ALZHEIMER DISEASE BE 
PREVENTED? 
At this time, there are no 
recommended steps that one can 
take to decrease the risk of acquir- 
ing Alzheimer Disease. 
HOW CAN ALZHEIMER DISEASE BE 
TREATED? 
There are a number of medications 
which are undergoing 
testing. Currently, however, there are 
n medications or other treatments 
which will stop the disease process, 
although some. . 
.medications appear o slow the pro- 
gression of the disease. 
HOW DOES AL~HEIMER DISEASE 
AFFECT A PERSON'S ABILITY TO 
FUNCTION? 
Like all dementias, Alzheimer 
Disease affects the brain. The brain 
controls everything we think, feel or 
do. As a result, Alzheimer Disease 
affects 
everything someone thinks, feels or 
does. 
At the present time, it is 
estimated that over 32,000 
people in British Columbia (over 
253,000 people in Canada) have 
some form of irreversible dementia. 
Of these, it is estimated that 64% 
have Alzheimer Disease. These 
numbers are expected to triple by 
the year 2031. 
For more information contact the 
Alzheimer Society of B.C. #20 - 601 
West Cordova St., Vancouver, B.C. 
V6B 1G1 
Phone: (604) 681-6530 (Lower 
Mainland) 1-800-667-3742 
(Outside Lower Mainland) 
Fax: (604) 669-6907 
E-maih alz@mindlink.bc.ca. 
COMMUNITY  RESOUR 
4650 Lakelse Ave 
638-0371 
Conversions & Sen~ 
4904 Hwy 16 West 
635-6617 
I i l l i .  I l l  
I I I I  I I I l • l l l l  I 
4652 
6. 
SHOPPERS --/" 
DRUG IIVUMRT 
4635 Lakelse Ave  
63 7261 
Terrace ~lzhelmer Support Group, Avellne McConnell at 798-2581, Sandra Horbachewsky at 638-0223, Marlene Norman at 635-4355, 
" ' . . . . . . .  Terrace Home Support Services, Home Support Program at 635-5135. 
i Senior's Counselor, Marti Lorriman at 635-9090. 
North West Community Health Services, (Health Unit), 638-2200.  
Aizheimer Society of B,C., Skeena Region, Mona Hazel, Regional Representative, 1-800-900-2288 or 1-250-627-7148' i 
Immvmm'  
Family violence, crime 
erupted over holidays 
FOR MOST people, crime 
doesn't top the list of 
memorable holiday mo- 
ments, But for some local 
families, violence or theft 
were unfortunate r alities of 
the season. 
Between Christmas Day 
and Jan. 7, Terrace RCMP 
were kept busy with a rash 
of break-and-enters, spousal 
assaults and threats of 
suicide. 
"It's fairly common 
around Christmas and New 
Years," says Staff Set. 
Doug Wheler, "Some 
people have a hack of a 
time." 
Whaler says the vast ma- 
jority of spousal assaults 
were associated with al- 
cohol - -  especially with all 
the partying during the hall- 
days. Drinking is not always 
the underlying cause, but 
Whaler says it often acts as 
a trigger to aggressive be- 
havior. 
And it's not always the 
case of men assaulting 
women. 
"Sometimes the female 
assaults the male or they 
both assault each-other," he 
says. "That can get really 
complicated, especially if 
All those boxes and packages for new 
TVs, VCRs, stereos and computers that 
were left out with the garbage proved 
pretty enticing for crooks. 
children are watching the 
fight. You've got your 
presents all laid out and 
meanwhile Morn and Dad 
are beating each other up 
even on Christmas Day." 
Between Dec. 25 and Jan. 
7, police responded to more 
than a dozen calls regarding 
spousal assault. Several 
have resulted in charges to 
one or both of the people in- 
valved. 
Threats of suicide during 
the holidays also kept police 
on their toes. Wheler says 
one threat involved alcohol 
consumption, while another 
was due to different 
psychological factors. That 
man was later arrested under 
the Mental Health Act and 
taken to hospital. 
"As much as ChrisUnas is 
a joyous time for a lot of in- 
dividuals, it's a very tough 
time financially and emo- 
tionally for others," Wheler 
points out. 
Property crime also 
jumped after Christmas, 
with more than a dozen 
break-and-esters or at- 
templed break-and-enters 
reported. 
It seems that all those 
boxes and packages for new 
TVs, VCRs, stereos and 
computers that were left out 
with the garbage proved 
pretty enticing for crooks. 
"When the packages are 
placed outside it's like an 
advertisement," Whaler 
says. "Especially with so 
many people going away for 
the holidays." 
Whaler says people should 
Sgt. Doug Wheler 
remember to break down 
any packaging that came 
with entertainment equip- 
ment or other expensive 
items. 
"Suspects have told us 
that they targeted certain 
houses because of the pack- 
aging left outside," he says. 
BC Women's is the  on ly  hea l th  care 
faci l i ty In Brit ish Columbia devoted  to  
women and newborns ,  
~il*~tl COl t,tq3i~'$ ~AVl~n'$ HO~MI ,',¢~1Heallh Ce~ffe 
IE  ~MEN'~ 
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FREE RSP  SEMINAR 
~., '~i . " 
);, L 
5 " 2" •/ 
The Road to 
a BETTER 
RET IREMENT 
Attend a Royal Mutual 
Funds Seminar and make 
sure your RSP investment 
strategy is on t rack  
January 27, 1998 
7 pm at the Terrace Inn 
Speaker: Royal Mutual 
Funds Inc. 
~ ROYAL 
MUTUAL 
,. FUNDS 
Member of Royal Bank FIilanctal Group® 
Royal Mutual Funds are sold by Royal Mutual Funds Inc. a member of Royal Bank Financial Group. 
Important information about the mutual funds is contained in the simplified prospectus, 
copies of which are available at any branch of Royal Bank or Royal Trust and which should be read 
carefully before investing. Unit values and investment returns will fluctuate. 
' I 
Po l i ce  TEI tI h!Lq :E ! FE /mJ expect 
ranses 11--  
RCMP OFFICERS in Ter- O R E E ~ 2 ~ I  Y [17  ! s :~FgT4BLE race have their fing rs 
crossed in hopes of soon 
getting their first pay raise 
in more than five years. N OfeL  41~ s ~II~tlIlP r£KsOw L 
Mounties are the worst -  ~ ~ , . j [ . t d j ~ ~  ~, .~d~, IR  D . W S ,  e, paid of th  nin  largest po- C 
lice forces in the country. 
Senior constables with the p . ( ee En Store for d , IRCMP earn $50,508 annual- 
ly --about $5,000 less than =" e tO1' U~"" 
stablea. ,,;:i:,;~:~,~ *i'!Vancouver ,:,p,olico con- . .,~ i ::,,:::' .See,.~,,  ,,,~ , I t~  
The wage=gap has some : ' :' :' " " ' * . . . . .  " ' ~ " L " " ' " '  ; '  ' ' ' " 
people suggesting that the 
RCMP is being watered- 
down as senior members 
leave to take more lucrative ~ .:.. . . . .  =: . 
positions in other police 
forces or the private sector, 
Inspector Steve Leach 
Terrace,Says that whichiSn't a prcblemis popularin ~ ~  ~'~ E ~  I i i~r~: ; : r~ ' :~ i i~  ; ~)iZZ~il ii i i: .I 
destination and has a slight- ~ ~ [~ ~ ~ ~ I ii|i~ =!,t~!, i|~ I;  ~lii~ii HfiWfill~tlI 
the lower mainland, ly lo er cost of living than I ~ .  , ~i~ ! [ [ [ [ '  |[~ !~i lm~l l lg  i i~ !ii ~, ~ ~: :~ 
"I've never had that hap- ~: .E . . , : . .~ . !  F ~  iii .): i ) i~"i"i::::. :) 
pen," Leach says of losing . . " ~ ~.  ~ ~ ~ :  =- 
11 X!7  . ~!i~i~i!~:~i~!~:!i~!~i~i~:~*~ ' ,~ . , 
forces.°fficers"Butt° I higher-payinghave heard of Hawaiian Pizza Tomato Clam Kraft Cracker 9- ln,c.n., , . - -  ~ ,  m 
officers going the other way Or py~.~i I Coc.ktail Barrel Cheese ,awajmn t, lz~a 
<coming from other forces ... Th.Wo.ks I L IO0  iownnouse, 5 49 tdild, Mo=areila . / 99 .0, . , . ; . . .  1 YV • r I F  ~ '  ,,,, a,, m m i,eperenl, uenenc to the RCMP)." ,, I . Regular or i er Medium Cheddar J[ ~ . . .  1 
Terrace often has young I " I Extra Spicy. 1 454g l / ~ S l r 
RCMP officers, Leach says, q / ~ I lltre 1 ~ 1 
because the city is used as a 
sort oftrainingground for ! ~ 
new members. Last year , .  ~ ~ , ~ W  :~ .................. ... i! " !  ; ~ i ~ i ~ :  ~ ~  . . ~  ~ . ~  ::~i ::i;':ii::~:.:i::~.,: ~,: :: ..~ :::,~.: :~.!] 
seven rookies started their ! 
careers in Terrace. ~ ~ ' ~ ~  ~ ~~i~,~:/¢q~'J~ ~'  J ~ 
"It works well," Leach ~::~; • " ~ ' ~ ~  • ... ,:,;~ ~ ~ ......  ,..:~..,.:  .~,..~:~:~ .  
says. "The calibre of people Kraft : 
going into the RCMP is ex- • ~ .k||m~lal.k;. ~ ~  m, -- , --- .-- - -  
" ' " " " " ' t ' " "  t'relzel I cellent. They are well- Chnshe Alf f i  A A Di L f f i  a t  A O.Id Dutch ~ t t . .  I 1 a 
trained in Regina, then we A[  A[  2 i take them and put them into Crackers. I r  ~[[ y ~'oP. varletie, ~ . I  Y R,p:L.¢h,p.s Y Y Srhl~vC~, Gened¢ II Z . 0 field-work here." 
Years ago, RCMP officers ~sorted vaneties 227g Assor~ea v rieties , 300g 
posted in Terrace also ;~t~l 
, received isolation pay on 
fig 135 .L i t re  
top of their regular salaries. 
The money was compensa- 
tion for living in areas that 
were difficult or expensive 
to travel to and from. 
Terrace isn't considered 
isolated by the RCMP brass 
any more. The nearest isola- 
ted community is now New 
Aiyansh. 
"They get the allowance, 
but they come down here 
and use the same airport," 
Leach says. "We have to 
keep reminding them (offi- 
cials down south) that it 
costs a lot and takes a long 
time to get anywhere from 
here." 
And Leach says while 
other forces have been get- 
ring raises every year or 
two, the Mounties' wages 
have stayed the same. Now 
with the wage-freeze over at 
the end of 1997, Leach 
hopes it will mean a raise 
for his officers this year. 
A deal being put forward 
to Ottawa could see the 
RCMP salaries rise by 7.8 
per cent. That would give 
them the fourth-higheat po- 
lice salary in the country. 
ii!e vi 'i I*'** 4"  
Sierra 
Manzanilla Olives 
375 ml 
49 
SAFEWAY 
FOOD & DRUG 
Pepsi or 7-up 
Assorted varieties Plus Deposit 
2 Litre "'~ ~ 
V I Store made L lO0g 
Safeway SELECT Shrimp Ring 
Frozen 312g 
' i 
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We want a multi-use rec centre 
By JEFF NAGEL 
WE DESPERATELY  
need more recreation 
f~cilities. 
',But we don't  want to 
~y  much for them. 
',And whatever does get 
l~uilt should serve evei'y- 
c~ne - -  not just those who 
chn afford an expensive 
s~_ort. 
~Those are some of the 
tltemes that come through in 
t~ore than 60 pages of com- 
n~ ents that local people 
si:ribbled down on the com- 
mumty recreation facility 
n~ed survey circulated in the 
s~mlmer .  
'City councillors have just 
been issued the final report 
of the parks and recreation 
commission that carried out 
the survey. 
The report's main recom- 
mendation is development 
of a multiple use facility 
that blends a community 
centre/youth centre with a 
second sheet of ice. The fa- 
cility could also serve as a 
mini-convention centre. 
And that may be a win- 
ning strategy, judging from 
the comments of many who 
wrote in. 
"I would be willing to pay 
more if it was a multi-use 
complex," wrote one survey 
respondent. 
"Multi-use facility is im- 
portant o get broad support 
of taxpayers," said another. 
But many survey respon- 
dents expressed reluctance 
to pay higher taxes, and sug- referendum in 1995 was the 
gested eithqr donations, idea that all taxpayers would 
fund-raising or corporate subsidize what struck many 
sponsorship should pay the as an elite activity that only 
bulk of the cost. a minority of parents could 
" I  would like to see these afford. 
facilities privately built and That sentiment still came 
run," one person wrote, through clearly in the corn- 
"No i nc rease  to taxes," ments .  
wrote another. "Look to "We have had one 
user fees." referendum and the corn- 
" I  don't have spare munity has spoken. It does 
~noney. It takes all I 've got not support the elite few," 
to keep going," said anoth- wrote one person. 
"Any facility provided to or .  
"it's time for a 
proper 
parks / recreat ion  
budget that does 
not just concentrate 
on skating and 
swimming," said 
one person who 
filled out a survey. 
"Taxes here are high 
enough!" wrote another. 
" I t 's  time for a proper 
parks/recreation budget that 
does not just concentrate on 
skating and swinmdng." 
A smaller number said the 
price is worth it because it 
would give kids something 
positive to do. 
" I f  we can keep a couple 
of kids out of the justice 
system it would be cheap," 
one person wrote. 
One of the downfalls of 
the second sheet of ice 
the community should be of 
use for everyone, not just an 
elite group," wrote another. 
"There should be en- 
couragement of various cul- 
tural programs, arts 
progams. Not everyone is a 
hockey nut or a soccer nut." 
"Terrace has a large pop- 
ulation of people who can't 
even afford to send their 
children to hockey or figure 
skating," said another. 
Many of those people 
raised trails and parks as 
low-cost alternatives that 
can be used by people of 
every income level. 
" I  support parks and trails 
as almost all of our popula- 
tion ~ young and old, rich 
and poor I can enjoy them 
at no cost except once 
through our taxes," wrote 
one person. " I 'd prefer a 
more multi-use centre that 
youth and others can use 
over a second sheet of ice. 
And a couple more Tim 
Hortonst" 
"Wilderness and trails are 
SKATING AND hockey may be fine for some but other Terrace residents have 
equally as strong opinions about what's needed to improve recreation, 
Let's go tobogganing 
HERE'S A RUNDOWN of 
other ideas and comments 
from citizens who filled in 
their surveys: 
[] "A toboggan hill is a low-cost idea but 
would provide excellent winter activity for 
all ages. Many eommunitieg across Canada 
maintain agroomed hill." 
[] "Buy the highways maintenance yard 
from the provincial government for $1 for 
recreation site." 
[] "Use school facilities throughout sum- 
mer months and especially gyms for 
youth/adults." 
[] " I  cannot get over the lack of green 
space downtown. Study after study shows 
green space creates community for a town. 
Terrace is becoming very people unfriend- 
ly. Citizens should be first priority I not 
businesses." 
[] "Terrace is a northern town with very 
long winters. We therefore need indoor 
recreation facilities to encourage new- 
comers to settle here and to encourage 
young people to take part in sports instead 
of hanging around pool halls and street 
corners." 
[] "Main street needs to be revitalized and 
updated. This town is grubby and 
desperately needs cleaning up. I commend 
the Beautification Society for their ef- 
forts." 
[] "Where I grew up it would be unthi~d~- 
a.ble that children would be denied the op- 
portunity to play minor hockey because 
citizens are too cheap to pay a few dollars a 
month." 
[] "My wife and I have three sons which 
are very involved in sports. I don't enjoy 
getting up at 4 a.m. for hockey practice." 
[] "There is more to recreation than a new 
hockey rink," 
[] "Make a law that says any property that 
is to be developed must be landscaped to 
some degree and have limits on how many 
trees are cut. Keep Terrace greenl" 
[] "We feel outside facilities are very im- 
portant. Children and adults need these for 
exercise (walking, biking, hiking). Every- 
thing is geared for indoor activity and there 
is enough skating/hockey/swimming 
facilities provided already by the tax- 
payer." 
[] "Plant more trees. Stop construction of 
ugly buildings. Pass law against loud boom 
box vehieles downtown. Fine: $1,000." 
[] "Terrace has so much natural beauty. 
let's capitalize on this and allow us as 
citizens to enjoy our environment." 
[] "Let's get that second sheet so we are 
better able to compete with other cities. I 'm 
willing to pay a little extra to have my child 
compete ill Canada's game. They're build- 
ing them in the States so let's try and keep 
up ~ it's our game." 
[] "A  new center is needed to keep up with 
the times and the growth this city is going 
to experience." 
[] "There is nothing for kids in Thornhill 
to do, anywhere in Thomhill." 
[] " I  believe we need to offer many options 
to our youth and these must suit all kids. 
The kids that require these facilities the 
most are the kids who are on the fringe and 
hanging around town, not the mainstream 
hockey players. I also believe that hiking 
trails and green space is an affordable, low 
maintenance option. I see many people of 
all ages using the few trails that are current- 
ly available around town." 
[] "This city sucks to live in when you are 
a teenager. All there really is to do is stand 
outside of Chalky's and watch fights." 
[] "More than one third of the people using 
the facilities in Terrace are from Thornhili. 
I would like to see more in Thornhili than 
just Terrace's garbage." 
[] "Outer areas - -  Thomhili Lakelse Lake, 
etc. - -  should pay more than they do now, 
We should run our facilities as a profit 
based business when it goes beyond City of 
Terrace taxpayers." 
free to users ~ all income 
levels can participate," said 
another, "Youngsters need 
to be introduced to the natu- 
ral world very early so they 
learn to care about nature 
and to respect he miracles 
of the natural world." 
A large number of respon- 
dents urged creation of more 
trails to take advantage of 
the city's natural setting and 
said it's time to plan now 
before all the available land 
for such projects dis- 
sappears. 
"We need to secure now 
before it is too late a green 
belt of wild trees and bush 
surrounding town," said 
one person .  
Advocates of more trails 
often had specific sites in 
mind. 
"City council should try 
to purchase acreage along 
Skeena and Sprint Creek 
and along Terrace Mountain 
(even outside of city bound- 
aries) for future park sites," 
said one respondent. 
Several mentioned the 
idea of a trail network link- 
ing existing trails to one 
along the river shore south 
of Graham Ave. 
Others suggested protect- 
ing and enhancing the Howe 
Creek area, Ferry Island, 
and the Terrace Mountain 
trail. 
"Set aside land for parks 
and hiking trails, even if 
funds for development are 
not currently available. No 
more development on Ter- 
race Mountain trail, 
please," said one respon- 
dent. 
"Let's all enjoy the 
Skeena River," urged an- 
other. "Thc walking bridge 
over the CN track would 
improve safety and allow 
access to the river trails.', 
"There should be greater 
emphasis on the gems of 
Terrace ~ Ferry Island and 
the Howe Creek Trail," said 
another. 
:::::: ::.::: . . _  : : :  
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Others accused the city of 
vacillating on the issue. • 
"Quit wasting money on 
surveys. Build something," 
said one survey. 
"The public looks to its 
elected council members for 
guidance on these matters,,' .................... 
added another. "No sitting 
on the fence like they did on 
second sheet of ice 
proposal." 
Ready-to-i 
Ass . ble ii 
[urnjtureii 
bookcases, desks ant[~ 
chairs, entertalnmenFi 
centres & stands, 
bedroom dressers, 
night stands & morel 
Shown are Just a few, J 
'.A,S,.'"" : 
i $69,99 
Entertainment aliai  
centre in Oak  iJi uu  
::: ' ,~',~ ~:~: : : : ;  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :  : , :: , ::;:~::. ==================================== * 
ii~?: J 
;i!iiii::iX!ii ~ l !;!ii ............ }::!iiii?iiiiiii ;::  t:ii]i } ii!iiiii 
iiUiiii!iii! ~2!!f 'x:=°= 
~,~ii~,~i t 
BlinDs 
ii7 Sewn-in weights, Ivory, Rose, Huntor Greon, Grey or Na~. .  Valance lnclunan, A,S. $99.99 
% 
SHORE 
I 
Bedroom co-ordinates 
~;i!:.:...71 . . . . .  
SALE ENDS WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 28th 
in-stock ItlHnl oni~..Iome Hmlbl sppi~ No Ra l~l .  No Adiwtznm~e to xisting Layaways or previous purchases. 
4741 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 
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Is 11 minutes too long? 
Firefighter issue left hanging 
IT WILL BE up to a new airport authority to 
decide if 11 minutes is too long to respond to a 
plane crash, 
That's how long it took Terrace and Thornhill 
firefightem to get to the airport last week on a 
practice drill. 
The municipal firefighters are now the only 
ones who will respond to a crash or fire at the 
airport. The four firefighters who used to work 
there are gone ~ the federal government last 
month declared them unnecessary. It's all part 
..... of the Canadian govenunent's plan to get out of 
the airport business entirely. 
Terrace fire chief Randy Smith says the 
response time was quicker than the expected 15 
minutes, and he was very pleased with how his 
firefighters performed. 
But he also says 11 minutes really isn't fast 
enough. 
"That's not a great fire response time," he 
says. " I f  this was within the city limits you, as a 
taxpayer, wouldn't accept it." 
The City of Terrace has purchased the ak- 
port's specialized fire trucks from Transport 
Canada for a nominal fee. But Smith points out 
therers a big difference between owning the 
trucks and being able to use them. 
"Right now they're just in storage," he says. 
"It will cost money if we want to keep them 
fueled and maintained." 
Smith also says he would like to see money 
available to train Terrace firefighters to use the 
specialized airport equipment. 
Whether or not that happens will ultimately be 
up to the new airport authority. The independent 
authority is to be made up of a seven-member 
board of directors appointed by the regional dis- 
trict, City of Terrace, District of Kitimat and 
their chambers of commerce. 
Terrace's economic development officer Ken 
Veldman says the authority will likely be creat- 
ed within the next two weeks. The directors' job 
will be to make sure the airport is run efficiently 
and safely, using mouey earned from things like 
landing fees, hanger entals, and terminal fees. 
Veldman says the group will likely do some 
sort of cost-benefit analysis to decide how much 
fire protection the airport can afford. 
"That could range from having four full-time 
firenien to nothing," he says. 
Another option will be to pay the city to have 
a couple of its firefighters drive up to the airport 
for regularly-scheduled j t flights. Chief Smith 
says he's "cautiously optimistic" something 
can be worked out. 
"Between nothing and what we had before 
there should be a middle ground," he says. 
.,..~ 
Frank Oonahue 
Paula Peinsznski 
Employee Benefits 
Representatives 
Frank Donahue - Broker 
Paula Peinsznski- BBA 
Suite 114 Skeena Mall, Terrace 
Ph: 635-2387 Fax: 635-6532 
email: frankdonahueins@osg.net 
( ood ICBC news here part 
of reason rates remain frozen 
repeated enough throughout 
the province for finance 
minister Andrew Petter last 
week to announce ICBC 
rates will be frozen for a 
third straight year. 
The relative lack of winter 
driving conditions locally 
the latter part of last year 
played a part in redueing 
claims but the word about 
driving safely also seems to 
be getting out, McNieholls 
continued. 
"The kaffie safety initia- 
tives we've undertaken and 
the various educational pro- 
grams are a factor," he said. 
The cost per injury claim 
has also dropped. 
: What hasn't dropped in 
numbers is the amount of 
THERE'S SOME good 
news in local ICBC 
statistics, says the crown 
corporation's local manager. 
Far fewer injury claims 
were filed by people who 
weren't at fault for the past 
six months of 1997 com- 
pared to the same period the 
year before, said Paul 
McNieholls. 
"We had only 143" of 
these daims for the last six 
months of 1997 while there 
215 for the past six months 
of 1996," he said. 
ICBC tracks injury claims 
filed by people who weren't 
at fault carefully as they 
tend to be the most ex- 
pensive. 
These and other kinds of 
claim reductions were ACCIDENT VICTIM: Snowy, slippery weather over the past couple of weeks 
made driving difficult. This car was involved in a minor accident last week near 
the old bridge. The good news is that ICBC rates are still frozen. 
vehicle thefts which one place," said 
doubled between 1995 and MeNicholls. "But it's also 
1996. reduced the number of 
Yet there is some good claims." 
news in this ~ a drop in the In terms of numbers, there 
cost of each theft claim were 290 hit and run claims 
filed, said McNieholls. filed in 1996 compared to 
said.' 
ICBC statistics indicate 
there were 29 fewer deaths 
on B.C. roads in 1997 com- 
pared to 1996 and 1,500 
fewer injuries. 
Injuries per crash dropped 
A test project begun the~ 272in 1997. , : : by four per cetttand the cost 
last part of 1996 ~ has ~,;.~;"/~lthdiigh Mt~Niehoii's '~l=.,~,~er~.~f~tzif~wag~d~@~i~4.7 per ', 
resulted in a reduction in hit corned the drop in various cent from 1996: 
and run daims, types of claims, he noted Premium income was 
This test involved station- there is still a long way to higher, as was investment 
ing an RCMP officer at the go since the number of income. 
ICBC office to take part in claims and monetary cost Drivers can expect more 
the filing of hit and run began to soar 10 years ago. radar cameras next year, a 
claims. "We did break the one graduated licensing system 
" In a way it was a one- million daim mark this year for new drivers and cameras 
stop effort in that a person and that's something we at intersections to uab those 
would only have to come' to should all remember," he who run red lights. 
Pedophile postpones 
parole hearing date 
A NOTORIOUS Terrace sex offender 
won't get another shot at parole for nearly 
two years. 
Kevin Roland Oatway, formerly known 
as Robert Roland Willoughby, cancelled 
his latest parole hearing, scheduled to go 
ahead this month. 
The National Parole Board has scheduled 
a new parole review for Oatway for De- 
cember 1999. 
Oatway postponed two other parole 
review dates in the last year, in April and 
October. 
Prisoners can decline parole reviews, but 
the parole board must schedule new hear- 
ings within two years. 
Oatway has been in prison for 11 years 
for his sex crimes against young children 
here in the 1970s and early 1980s. 
Oatway ,was sentenced to life imprison- 
ment on three counts of having sex with 
girls under 14. 
Willoughby became eligible for full 
parole in 1991. 
Terrace provincial court Judge Paul 
Lawrence, who originally sentenced 
Oatway, at that time warned parole officials 
to exercise xtreme caution as he had been 
diagnosed a fixated bisexual pedophile at 
"very high" risk to reoffend. 
Multiple sclerosis usually 
strikes people aged 20 to 40, 
in the prime of their lives. 
Hulfiple Sclerosis 
Society of Canada 
1-800-268-7582 
Pre-lnventory 
S, e 
January 26.31 
Selected Wedding Gowns 
UP TO 70% OFF 
All Ladies Wear 
50% OFF 
Grad & Evening Dresses 
30% OFF 
8elected jewellry 
50% OFF 
All Items On Decoration Table 
50% OFF 
All Lingerie 
30% OFF 
Selected Satin Shoes 
/ i~:: iii
30% OFF ' if:: ii!iiill: V:: 
 -- Glass SliPper Bridal B utique 
4605 tazq/e Ave., Terrace. 
Fixed-income investments 
have a lot to offer 
If you're looking for a 
place to invest your mon- 
ey, but don't want a great 
deal of risk, GICs and 
CSBs aren't your only 
options - and not necessari- 
ly the best ones, either. 
While the principal and 
interest of GICs are 
insured up to a point, these 
investments may not pro- 
vide you with the return 
you want for your hard- 
earned cash. 
Fixed-income mutual 
funds are an excellent 
investment option for cau- 
tious investors. While the 
principal and return of 
fixed-income funds aren't 
guaranteed, fixed-income 
funds do provide the 
opportunity for higher 
retums. 
Investors with a long- 
term outlook shouldn't be 
overly concerned about 
short-term fluctuations in 
return. They know the ben- 
efits of mutual funds over 
GICs and CSBs - such as 
]fiStoricaliy more ahractive 
rates of return, flexible 
redemptions, and the abili- 
ty to purchase virtually any 
amount - outweigh tempo- 
rary price fluctuations. 
A variety of fixed-income 
funds are available - each 
exposing you to varying 
degrees of risk and reward 
and designed for different 
investment horizons. Some 
funds are composed of 
high-quality government 
securities, while others 
invest in lower-rated corpo- 
rate bonds. Some focus on 
the short term and are ideal 
for "parking' your money 
while deciding where to 
invest for the long term. 
Others are suitable for 
managed by an individual 
p ro fess iona l  money  
manager, or by a team. 
These fund managers 
research, analyze and make 
investments in a number of 
companies, industries and 
countries on your behalf. 
And fixed-income fund 
managers may work close- 
ly with equity fund manag- 
ers to share information 
and apply their knowledge 
to corporate bonds. They 
ensure the fund works 
towards its objectives, 
while the fund company 
ensures youi" account is 
accurate and up to date, 
and that you're kept aware 
of how your investment is
performing. 
So if you think GICs 
and CSBs are the best 
means to securing your 
financial future, think 
again. You may be forgo- 
ing the opportunity for 
more growth. 
Please feel free to 
long-term objecti,¢es. Some; Contact ~me with any. 
- ", . .~:~'~,~;~%, ~dUb~ttrhs'~6£cbmments at:' ,,"-, may oe vmam¢,"~nnc-wEm ?' __ ~ . . . . .  
others, investors face little O3$-7t ig l l  
risk of capital loss. Most o r  1-800-295-7676 
fixed-income funds have arcadipfs@kermode.net 
moderate to high short-term Your unit value and investment 
risk, moderate to high return will fluctuate. Important 
information about any mutual fund is 
income potential, and mod- contained in its simplified 
erate long-term growth prospectus• Read your prospectus 
potential, carefully before investing. 
Fixed-income funds may be 
Lease from 
q69 
Purchase from 
$15,913 
• / ! ~"~ 
1998 Hazdo Proteg4 SE Plus 
Lease from $169 per month/24 months, 
92,S00 clown or purchase from $1S,913 
• RH/FH stereo with CD player 
• Driver and passenger side airbogs 
* 60/40 split rear seat 
• 14"tires with full wheel covers 
Lease from ~ ~  
*279* 
Purchase from 
$23,197 
1998 Hazda 626 LX 
Lease from $279 per month/24 months, 
$2,S00 down or purchase,from $23,197 
• Power windows and door locks 
- RM/FM stereo with CD player 
• Cruise control 
• Rutomatic -flirconditioning 
Lease from 
Purchase from 
$32,296 
Lease from 
 I79 
Purchase from 
$16,540 
1998 Hazdo HPV 4x4 
Leose from 9399 per month/24 months, 
$3,S00 down or purchase from 932,296 
• Power windows and door locks: 
• Swing out doors 
• RBSbrakes 
• 8 passenger seating : 
1998 Hazda B2S00 SX 4x2 Truck 
Lease from 9179 per m0nth/24 rnonths, 
92,S00 down or purchase from $16,840 
• Front and rear stabilizer bars 
• Convenience package 
• RJRC t998 ',Truck of the Year" 
Vehicles not exactly as shown, 
~JAZDA _~ PLEASE VISIT OUR WEIISIIE AT www.mazda.ca 
E'  Purchase hnancmg offers available on relall purchases only starting January 7, 1998 for a limited time DAD, alters may not be combined wllh any other 
olfer. Lease OAC Dealer may lease for less 20,OOOK per year mileage restricbons apply. 8¢ per kllomefre applies It exceeded• Lease rate and purchase price 
include freighl end POL See participating dealer for details. Supply and stock may very by dealership, Vehlc es may not he exactly as shown?Mazda Personal 
Lease rates: Pfoteg~ SE PLUS model D4XJS8CPO0 Total lease obligation $6806, Down paymen o $2500 or equ va ent t ads-in, first month paymenl and security 
deposit of $250 applicable al time of pulchase. • 626 LXAuIo model F4LS78. Tolal tease obligation $9 446. Down paymen o $2500 or eqo va enl Irade-in, first month payment and 
security deposit o $250 app icable at time of purchase. • MPV 4X4 model VALY78. Total lease obligalion S13,326. Down payment of $3900 or equivalenl trade.in, first month payment 
and securqy deposit ol $250 appflcahle al lime of purchase,, B-2SO0 SX model XBBDSSADOO Total lease obligation S705(1 Down payment of $2500 or equivalent trade.In, first 
month payment and security deposit of $350 applicable at time of purchase • Licence, insurance, laxes and otherdealer charges extra, D7041 
, . ,  
i 
L' 
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The City Beat 
Byelection to be March 28 
CITY of Terrace voters will go to the polls on Satur- 
day, March 28 to elect a new city councillor. 
The new councillor will f'fll the seat vacated by Tim 
Down, who moved to Chilliwaek in December and 
resigned Jan. 9. 
Retumhtg officer Elaine Johnson says nomination 
papers are available at city hall. Nominations close 
Feb. 20. 
Johnson said advance voting will take place March 
18 and 25. It costs the city about $5,000 to hold a 
byelection. 
Mayor off to Victoria 
MAYOR JACK TAI.,ST~k will meet with employ- 
ment and investment minister Dan Miller and Skeena 
MLA Helmut Giesbrecht next week in Victoria. 
On the agenda for the Jhn. 26 meeting are outstand- 
ing issues related to Ske6na Cellulose, the city's at- 
tempt o acquire the airport Crown lands and to expand 
its boundaries to take in the airport, and to get a provin- 
cial grant o help build a skateboard park. 
Tax pleas rejected 
COUNCIL has said no to two businesses requesting 
extraordinary elief of their property taxes. 
The Terrace Bottle Depot had wanted an exemption 
for one year only of its taxes or a grant in aid because 
the province had first given it and other recycling 
businesses a tax holiday, and then retroactively 
removed it. They were told the city has no legal avenue 
to grant a tax holiday. 
And local surgeon Warwick Evans requested the 
waiving of a 10 per cent penalty for late payment of his 
office property taxes. 
He said the cheque was mailed on Thursday, June 26. 
But because mail on Fridays is rerouted to Vancouver 
by the Terrace post office, the cheque didn't arrive un- 
til July 8 ~ several days after the July 2 deadline 
Task force rebuffed 
A REQUEST for the city to provide operating money 
for the Teamwork Task Force has been put on hold. 
Group chairman Charles Meek sent a letter to council 
requesting a contribution that would help the task force 
pursue its goals andprepare another egional economic 
development conference in June. 
The group wants to prepare a regional development 
strategy and wants to make sure northwest interests are 
represented in whatever northern development agency 
is being created by the provincial government. 
But city councillors say they won't consider the 
group's request for money until it provides a fimncial 
outline of its planned expenditures. 
Jeanne Thomson, who has been hired by the task 
force, said the group needs more money to pay for both 
teleconfesence meetings ~ad face-to-face meetings of 
its members across the northwest. 
She said the group may be asking the city only for 
donations of staff time rather than money. 
Thomson says the group has about $8,000 left over 
flora its original conference held in November. There 
was $40,500 available to put on that conference and 
only $32,000 was spent, she said. 
Most of that money came from Human Resources 
Development Canada and Thomson expected the feder- 
al agency would likely be the main source of ongoing 
operating money. 
Murder 
file 
nearly 
ready 
RCMP INVESTIGATORS 
are putting the finishing 
touches on the ease that'll 
be presented against ac- 
cused Kitimat killer Kevin 
Vermette. . 
Corporal Rick Marshinew, 
the lead investigator, said 
the key document to be used 
by prosecutors will be about 
80 pages hi length. 
Backing that up will be 
nearly six cardboard file 
boxes full of evidence 
gathered by police since the 
murders of three Kitimat 
men last July. 
The object is to have the 
case against Vermette 
prepared so as to proceed 
quickly once he's in 
custody. 
'We'll be ready to go 
within three days of his ar- 
rest," said Marshinew. 
Vermette stands accused 
of the shotgun deaths of 
Michiel Mauro, David 
Nuaes and Mark Teves, all 
20. 
They were killed the eve- 
ning of July 12 at the Hirseh 
Creek campground, a few 
kilometres north of Kith'nat. 
Seriously injured was 
Denny Oliveira, also 20. 
The investigation has con- 
sumed countless police 
hours since the summer in 
checking numerous tips. 
"We're still getting them. 
Some came in just before 
Christmas," said Mar- 
shinew. 
There have been no con- 
firmed sightings of 
Vermette since he dis- 
,appeared the night of the 
killings. 
Last fall RCMP warned 
cabin owners in the 
Smithers area to cheek for 
break ins. That was based 
on the premise Vermette 
might have been living in 
the woods and stealing food 
from cabins. 
:. ",,., 
lted Canada - i 
Futon 
Sale-a-bration 
. Days!  
Futons o. ,,om $288*  
Start with a solid pine frame in a variety of different styles, add your choice of 
thickness of mattress and top it off with a cover to match any decor. 
NO MONEY DOWN, NO PAYMENTS OAC 
UNTIL JULY '98 ON ALL INSTOCK FUTONS 
* Covers not included in price. Frame & mattress only. 
Matching solid pine Tables & Shelf Kits on sale from $39.00 
__Totem s Count ryw,de  , 
Furn i tu re  ~k App l iance  I 
I F f A  "The value has never beenbe~er_" I 
I~ t 'y#~,~ 45Ol  Lake lseAve .  ~,c  "~-~ ~ I 
I " ~ ~  Terrace ~°"  '~' ~' I 
I ~ , 1 -800-813-1158 ' ~ ,~:  I 
'. 638-1158 " -~ . .  
Injuries Stop Here. 
Adjust Your 
Head Rest and 
Buckle Up. 
ForS319 a month, you 
can leasea car specially_ 
designed for winter and 
get your choice of two 
really cool ice scrapers. 
~:! i  ~'I 
The Jetta K2Scomes with your choice ore sweet pair of f(2 
skis or o phat K2 strawboard. No~ to mention, roof rails with 
ski/snowboard carrier attachment and a 115 horsepower 
engine. Aft "~ogeff~er, it should be a coo[ wintel: On  fhe road of 
tile fi~e~ are passengers and the~'e am drivers. 
Drivers wanted:@ 
©1997 VolL~oge n"Vdt~..x~n" k o ~eg.~le~1 t,r~emo& ofVo~'wogen AG "K2' is o registered Irodemo& el K2 Cc~p. o d.v;~n el K2. In<:. 
other lease terms, including 36 and 48 mnth leases, are also available. Your Volkswagen salesperson can 
outline your options so you can choose the lease that best fits your needs. Supplies are limited, 
* Offer applies to a 24-month tease for a 1998 Jelta K2 5-apeed equipped with CFC Free Air Conditioning, Premium radio and Includes fieight. $1,500 Down payment, $318.79 
first mnth'e payment, refundable sasudty deposit of $370 and $525 for PDI required at the time of transaction. Insurance, Ilcenco and applicable taxes extra. Monthly payments 
total $7,650.96. lessee responsible for insurance. At lease end, lessee responsible for $0.10/km over 40,000 km, for damage and excessive wear. Requires VN Credit Camlda 
Inc. approval anti dealer participation. Dealer may lease for less. See dealer for full detals and purchase option. 
Columbia Auto Haus 
Dealer #6351 
Add $395 Freight 
4109 Substation Ave. 
Terrace, B.C, V8G 3W6 635-0997 
Terrace Coop 
Fashion 
Connection 
CLEARANCE, 
:ij: ( 
.. : . : . ; . ,  " ~,. 
tb !  
".!i 
% . 
t off 
Your Total Purchase 
January 22, 23 & 24 
I 4637 Grelg Avenue, Terrace, BC 635-6347 
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INSIDE 
COMMUNITY 
EVENTS B2 
I r  
0 M M U N 1 T Y 
I 
THEOTHE.R  SiDE 
ZAC NYCE 
R.(ave) 
I.(n) P . (eace)  , 
T 
HE INSANELY fast blink of a set 
of strobe lights silhouettes the 
bodies of 150 teenagers as they. 
move, each expressing what they 
are feeling on the inside, forcing it to the out- 
side. 
A pulsing rhythm is about the only unifying 
factor that you'll find in this room. Many are 
dressed in reflective clothing, with glow-in-the- 
dark paint on their faces and glitter in their hair;, 
others are simply wearing Levi's and a t-shirt. 
Water-bottles are in abundance, and overall.it 
has a good feel to it. At the front of the room 
there's a DJ sphming records, doing what he 
does best, making people move. Yeah, this is 
truly what it is. This is a Rave. 
Well, now that I have committed the Cardinal 
Sin and uttered the cursed word, I had better be 
ready to elaborate a bit. As of late in Terrace 
there has been an increasing amount of 
negativity towards what many have labelled as 
"The Rave Scene." AS a young person, with 
"typical" young person values, I must say that 
this Negative Energy is defmitely being 
projected in the wrong direction. 
Before a million and a half parents start to 
slag me off for behtg a supporter of Raves; I am 
gonna take this chance and let you in on a little' 
secret - -  there's nothing wrong with Raves. 
A Rave is nothing but a whole lotta kids dane- 
ing to music, having a good time, and enjoying 
themselves. And don't try and tell me that you ' 
never did that when you were 20 years old, cuz 
I work at a radio station and I know you did. ( I f  
you didn't then I wouldn't hafta play both 
Aerosmith AND The Rolling Stones.) 
First off I would like to let everyone know 
that I am about as un-biased as you will get. I '  
am not a huge fan of Rave music - -  I 'm just 
one of those "roek'n'roll kids" stuck back in 
the late seventies. But I see a bunch of relatively 
uninformed people making a whole lotta gener- 
alities about what is happening at Raves, and 
then I see Raves basically being banned, and I 
kinds wonder exactly when we made the switch 
to totalitarianism, and why no-one told me 
ahead of time? 
Raves will become umterground. 
They will start happening in base- 
ments, warehouses, heck, maybe even 
Rosswood, but you can't stop them, so 
don "t try. 
Contrary to Popular opinion (I'm still not sure 
who Popular is, but his opinion is usually way 
off) kids do not go to Raves to do Ecstasy, or 
drop Acid, or for any other reason. People go to 
Raves to dance, for the positive energy, and to 
have FUN, bottom lille. 
I 'm sorry to be the one to tell you this, but if 
your kids wanted to do Acid or Ecstasy or any 
other drug, they don't hafla go to a Rave to do 
it. Banning Raves because "the word on the 
street" is that kids go there to do drugs is like 
banning roll~g papers because people use them 
to roll joints. 
I understand that the majority of the people 
trying to put the crunch on Raves are the parents 
of the children who go to them, because they 
feel it may expose their children to drugs and 
other bad influences. But if you really want to 
do that, then don't even send them to school. 
Sure, you don't want your children getting 
mixed up in anything illegal, that's fully under- 
standable, but by trying to ban Raves you are 
being somewhat counterproductive. If history is 
any indication, the kids will rebel. 
Raves will become underground. They will 
start happening in basements, warehouses, hock, 
maybe ven Rosswood, but you can't stop them, 
so don't try. 
I am not saying not to try and shield your chil- 
dren from negativity, just try and fred a better 
way of doing it. Why not spend the energy 
you're using on trying to ban Raves on trying to 
catch the people who sell the drugs in the first 
place. Besides, no-one will ever convince me 
that ANYO1NE in town has ever done more 
drugs that Kelth Richards and Steven Tyler, 
An incredible freedom 
By CRIS LEYKAUF 
BLAKE WALKINSHAW 
clearly remembers the 
morning he quit. 
It was about three years 
ago, and he was standing 
shivering in the cold, out- 
side his home in the North- 
west Territories. 
Walkinshaw had a cold, 
but that hadn't stopped him 
from going outside to enjoy 
his first cigarette of the day. 
" I  remember thinking - -  
this is the stupidest thing 
I've ever done." At that 
moment the RCMP con- 
stable made a deal with 
himself to quit until he felt 
better. 
"One day turned into two, 
then three..." remembers 
Walkinshaw. "When I had 
two days done I knew I had 
it licked." 
For him, the hardest part 
of giving up smoking was 
not having something in his 
fingers. So he started to roll 
pens through his fingers, 
particularly while at work. 
Even three years later, as 
he sits at his kitchen counter 
talking about quitting, his 
fingers twitch as though 
they're looking for a pen. 
As for the cravings that 
every quitting smoker goes 
through, Walkinshaw van- 
quished them by drinking a 
glass of water. 
Unlike most smokers, 
Walkinshaw didn't start 
smoking as a teenager. It 
wasn't until he joined the 
RCMP that he took up the 
habiL 
"Smoking was more ac- 
cepted then," he says. "We 
didn't know the damage it 
could do." 
Ironically, a recent Angus 
Reid survey found that teen 
smokers in EC expect to 
give up smoking by the time 
they reach 30 or 40, since 
they feel it is unacceptable 
for mature adults with fain- 
ily responsibilities. 
Walkinshav¢ is sym- 
pathetic towards smokers 
who've tried to quit, but 
haven't been successful. 
"Everybody has different 
struggles with this," he 
says. His advice is to wait 
until you're ready to quit. 
He should know, since he 
quit once before, when he 
wasn't truly committed to 
the idea. " 
Since quitting for good 
Walkinshaw says he's expe- 
rienced an incredible sense 
of freedom. 
"You don't realize how 
much smoking screws you 
up," he says. "The 
cigarettes are ill control, not 
yourself." " 
Since hCs quit 
Walkinshaw has also real- 
ized how unpleasant 
second-hand smoke is. 
"You don't realize how 
offensive it is to non- 
CIGARETTE SAVINGS - -  This print is one of three that Blake Walkinshaw was 
able to buy from money saved by quitting smoking. Walkinshaw quit cold turkey 
three years ago. 
smokers," he says. 
Another bonus to quitting 
is the extra cash saved from 
not smoking. In the North- 
west Territories, that can be 
even more expensive. 
Walkinshaw decided to 
treat himself with the money 
he saved. He's now pur- 
chased three prints by artist 
Arnold Frieberg. They're of 
RCMP officers in traditional 
clothing. 
If you're thinking about 
quitting smoking there are 
two programs that could 
help you. 
One is called Fresh Start 
and it's sponsored by the 
Canadian Cancer Society. 
The program rum Feb. 16- 
Mar. 15 twice weekly. Reg- 
ister by Feb. 06 by calling 
Alice at 638-2200. 
The 7th Day Adventist 
Church is also running a 
free quit smoking program 
called Breathe Free. Call 
635-3232. 
..I.n the.. se 
JEFF TOWN tries out the Queen's chair while a 
nearby tour leader turns a blind eye. Town was in 
Victoria at the legislative buildings as a member of 
the annual BC Youth Parliament, 
at of power 
CALEDONIA student Jeff Town didn't 
even have to use the recall process to re- 
place MLA Helmut Giesbrecht in the BC 
Legislature. 
The 17-year-old was part of the 69th an- 
nual BC Youth Parliament - -  representing 
Giesbrecht's Skeena riding. 
The parliament took place in the week be- 
tween Christmas and Boxing Day. The 
legislative buildings are nearly empty at 
that time, allowing students from around 
BC a chance at running the province. 
" It 's so cool," says Town. "You go to 
Victoria and it's like you're a real member 
of the legislature." 
Town got a front-row seat in the legisla- 
tive chambers, about four seats down from 
where opposition leader Gordon Campbell 
sits. Many old MLAs, and probably some 
newer ones, have etched their names or 
notes in the wooden desks, such as Garde 
Gardom, Town noticed. 
While the parliament was in session the 
young MLAs didn't have to tackle the big 
issues, like the salmon dispute, but they did 
have to debate and create their own budget. 
The youth parliament reviews its past 
year's budget each session, explains Town. 
That's about $25,000 of real money. 
Most of that money isn't spent ca the 
youths attending the parliament. Instead the 
majority goes to run a camp for un- 
derprivileged children. 
That underscores the theme of the parlia- 
ment -  community service. 
"I thought it would be a lot of debating," 
says Town about his impression of what the 
youth parliament would be. "But it's more 
about serving your community." 
Camp Phoenix runs each summer and is 
for children who need a break from 
troubled situations. Often these children 
have been abused, or have gone through 
other traumatic experiences. 
The emphasis on Camp Phoenix is 
reflected in the ministers' portfolios. For 
example, one minister is ill charge of cor- 
porate relations - -  soliciting donations for 
the camp. Another is in charge of com- 
munity fuudraising. 
These jobs last beyond the parliament, 
and each minister works throughout he 
year on his or her portfolio. Then during 
budget debates at the end of the year each 
minister justifies his or her expenses. 
Each student who attends the youth par- 
liament is also encouraged to do volunteer 
work every month. 
Now that Town is back in Terrace he's 
going to concentrate oil raising money Io- 
. cally to support Camp Phoenix. 
" I  personally feel this camp is very 
worthwhile." 
Town intends to apply again, and hopes 
to take a more active role next year, per- 
haps as a minister or a member of the 
shadow cabinet, if he s selected once lucre. 
"You're lost in your first year," he says. 
Aside from the budget, the mock parlia- 
ment gels to debate a few fun issues too. 
Some of those that came up were a motion 
to disallow casinos, which was passed, and 
a motion to recruit more male teachers to 
be role models. That was also passed. How- 
ever, a motion on shame sentencing failed. 
Town also enjoyed the multicultural feel 
of the parliament. There was good repre- 
sentation of all minorities. 
Town described the trip as an incred~le 
learning experience and said it increased 
his lmtriotism. 
"Canada has such a rich heritage that no 
one seems to know about," he says. 
Town also developed an appreciation of 
how difficult an MLA's job is, which he 
described as stressful, tiring and at times 
tedious. 
" It  was a great learning experience to be 
able to go and do that," he says. 
Whcn asked if he might consider a future 
in politics, Town would only say that the 
MLAs had "really cmnfortable seats." 
Thirty and counting 
A REGISTERED NURSE at Mills Memorial 
Hospital is the fh'st person to receive a 30-year 
pin from the facility. 
Crispina Cote was given the pin at a hospital 
function last month which recognized long-term 
employees. She's now involved in discharge 
planning, the procedure used to decided when 
people can leave the hospital. 
Betty Misfeldt, who works in the administra- 
tion section, was given a 25-year pin. 
Twenty-year pin recipients were Peg# 
McCleary, Johanna Plager, Emily Oliver, John 
Lambert and Sharon Prinz. 
Medal awarded 
A FORMER Terrace resident has received an- 
other award for saving a life. 
Bob Sheridan, who moved to Lillooet from 
Terrace nine years ago, dove into the icy waters 
r 
Around Town 
of carol near that town on Feb. 19, 1995 to save 
Susie Antrobus. 
She had fallen into the canal while fishing. 
Sheridan has already received a St. John's 
Lifesaving Medal and a Governor General's 
bravery award and has now bccn given the 
Carnegie Medal for extraordinary heroism. 
The medal is bronze and comes with a $3,000 
(US) cheque. 
Sheridan was born and raised in Terrace alld 
worked at the Terrace Co-op before moving to 
Lillooet. He's the manager of a grocery store 
there. 
"I'm a proud ex-Terraeite," said Sheridan 
last week. "I still promote you guys like heck 
whenever I can." 
A musical smorg 
NOT A BIG fan of country music? Can't 
stand disco? You might find yourself enjoying 
both if you take in Streetnix - -  an a cappella 
group of four young men. They're at the REM 
• Lee on Jan. 31. 
Their songs span almost every style of ittusie. 
Nothing escapes the transition to a cappella 
music, The transformation is often humourous, 
and audiences find themselves enjoying music 
they ordinarily wouldn't listen to. 
Streetnix is Saskatchewan's best selling inde- 
pendent band, selling over 9,000 copies through 
music stores and private sales. Their second al- 
bum, Time Permitting, was released two years 
ago. 
Stteenix plays the REM Lee Theatre at 8 p.m. 
on Jan. 31. Tickets are $20 at Erwins In the 
Skeena Mall. 
I hmmm 
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MUSIC 
CITY S'.CENE 
A THE THORNHILL  PuB"l~rings 
back karaoke every Friday. 
• HANKY 'S  features karaoke every 
Sunday and Monday night. 
• G IG I 'S  PUB features 
spress. 
• NORTHWEST S INGERS present 
their first concert of the season 
Winterlude. Desserts will be served and 
' Canadian music is featured. Saturday, 
,Jan. 24 at 7:30 p.m. at the Terrace 
: Pentecostal Fireside room. Tickets are 
• " $15 adults, $10 for students and seniors 
: at Erwins Jewellers. 
,1 THEATRE 
• THE TERRACE ART GALLERY 
presents "A  New Dawn" by seven Ter- 
race artists. This is a mixed media exhi- 
bit ion including pottery, stained glass, 
photography, beadwork, knitted apparel 
Dance Ex- and bone carvings. Show runs to Jan. 
25. Regular gallery hours are noon to 3 
p.m. from Wed. to Fri., Fri. nights from 
6:30-8:30 p.m., Sat. from noon to 4 p.m. 
and Sun, from 1.-4 p.m. 
• STREETNIX,  an a cappella group of Upcoming 
four young men, plays the REM Lee • BET I 'ER  L IVING,  Terrace Little 
Theatre at 8 p.m. on Jan. 31. Presented Theatre's new black comedy about the 
wacky family from "Escape From Hap- 
piness", opens Feb. 5. at the McColl 
Playhouse. Tickets are $1.2 at Unigiobe 
Courtesy Travel. 
ETCETERA " 
• Terrace Little Theatre presents YUK" 
YUK 'S  ON TOUR on Jan. 30-31 at the 
Skeena Room in the Terrace Inn. Two 
different comedians and a great new 
show. Tickets are $1.5 each at Uniglobe 
Courtesy Travel. 
• The KINE'I'WE CLUB presents the 
1.5th annual Senior's Sweetheart dinner 
and dance at the Elks Hall on Feb. 8. 
Rides are available. Doors open at 4:30 
p.m. There's no charge and all seniors 
are welcome. Call Denise for more info 
at 635-7959. 
by the Terrace Concert Society. Tickets 
are $20 at Exwins in the Skeena Mall. 
• P IANO V IRTUOSOS James Anag- 
noson and Leslie Kinton are at the REM • 
Lee Theatre at 8 p.m. on Feb. 7. Pre- 
sented by the Terrace Concert Society. 
Tickets are $24 at Erwins in the Skeena 
~" Mall. 
• The 4th annual TR I -SCHOOL 
BAND TELETHON takes place Sun- 
day, Feb. 15 broadcast live from the 
REM Lee Theatre on Cable 10. Phone 
lines are open from 5-8 p.m. 638-1333. 
Support music programs at Caledonia, 
Skeena nd Thomhill. 
• GEORGE'S  PUB - -  Enjoy the new 
sounds of their DJ. Karaoke is back 
_every Thursday night. 
• Terrace artist EDWARD EPP  is ex- 
hibiting a show at the Ruth Harvey Art 
Gallery in Prince Rupert, Jan. 1.2 to Feb. 
1.4. Titled "Kincolith: An Artist's 
Diary." 
NIGHTS 
ALIVE 
A Friday nights are on again for youth 
from 8-midnight at the Carpenters Hall. 
There's a special JAM N IGHT Friday, 
Jan. 23. Teens with musical aspirations 
should call 635-1347 or cell 615-691.0 
to be included. 
Make the "Scene! Call 638-7283 or fax 
to 638-8432 to add your event to the 
Standard's free entertainment listings. 
The deadline is 5 p.m. Thursday for the 
following week's paper. 
ii .eswa. I RADELET & COMPANY  so,uo  Tax Law • Trusts. Corporat & Commercial 
1330 -1075 West Georgia Skeet, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3C9 
Phone: 604-689-0878 Fax: 604.669.1386 
Super Bt;wl Party 
Sunday, January 25 
Super Screen 7 
Pre-Game Show at 
No Cover Char 
OysterBar 
Prizes throughol 
the game 
Food Special; 
3086 Highway 16 
Ph: 635-6375 
Thursdayp Jan. 22 
FREE INFANT SAFETY' COURSE 
--Topics include preventing and 
treating falls, bums, poisonings and 
choking. 7:30-9:30 p.m. at the 
Skeena Health Unit. Call to regis- 
ter: 638-2220. 
volunteers needed. For more info 
call Giselle at 635-9446 and Sonya 
at 635-9456. 
Wednesday, Feb. 04 
TAI CHI takes place every Wed- 
nesday from 6-7:30 starting now 
and running to June 17. 
every month at the Terrace public li- 
brary. 
SHAMROCK 4-H CLUB meets 
every third Tuesday at 7 p.m. at Cassie 
Hall Elementary. Call Laurie at 635- 
9401 for more info, 
TERRACE SHUTTERBUGS meet TERRACE COMMUNITY BAND 
'a . . . . . . . .  " '  . . . . . . . . .  ~ . .  Friday, Feb. 06 t,,,L7 P...~.~,a~dgl)l~,Sr~:~;.~,,&~ : ;.~,v rehearses Tuesdays in the Caledonia 
Secondary. Use doors, by thegym : TODAY' I$ THE DEADLINE to join • band room front 7 to 9 p.m. Call Jim at 
to reach the lecture theatre up- the Fresh Start quit smoking prob- 635-4089 for more info. 
stairs. Anyone interested in photog, lem, sponsored by the Canadian 
raphy is welcome. The club meets 
the 2nd and 4th Thursday of each 
month. For more info call Lorie at 
635-1982 or Nancy at 635-2403. 
Saturday t Jan. 24 
RNABC (Terrace chapter) meets 
for breakfast at the Northern dining 
room at 9 a.m. Guest speaker is 
Rita Scott, member of the Minister's 
Advisory Council on Women's 
Health. Coffee and tea are free. 
Mondayl Jan. 26 
SACRED HEART PARISH - -  Fa- 
ther Lou Cerulli speaks on the Holy 
Spirit Jan. 26-28 at 7:30 p.m. For 
more info call 635-2313, 
Tuesday, Jan. 27 
BEHAVIOUR MANAGEMENT 
workshop for parents takes place 
all day at the Kermode Friendship 
Centre. Led by Chris Arnold of the 
Provincial Networking Group. 
Participants get a Parent Advocacy 
Program certificate. To register call 
Ruth at 635-4906. 
Wednesday, Jan. 28 
REGISTRATION for children's 
winter programs at the library be- 
gins at 10 a.m. by phone or in per- 
son. Programs include Tales for 
Twos, Preschool Storytime and 
Babytime, For more info call the li- 
brary at 638-8177. 
CRISIS MANAGEMENT workshop 
, for parents takes place all day at 
the Kermode Friendship Centre. 
Led by Chris Arnold of the Provin- 
cial Networking Group. Certificate 
on completion. To register call Ruth 
at 635-4.906. 
TERRACE MINOR HOCKEY As- 
soc. holds a ge0eral parents meet- 
ing at 7:30 p.m. in the Happy Gang 
Centre, 
RCMP Community Consultative 
committee meets at 7:30 p,m. at 
the detachment. Everyone wel- 
come to discuss policing in their 
community. For more Info call Insp. 
Steve Leach at 638-7415. 
Thursday, Jan. 29 
KSAN HOUSE SOCIETY holds Its 
semi-annual general meeting at 
7:30 p.ln, at room 2002 at NWCC. 
Cancer Society. The program runs 
from Feb. 16-Mar. 15 twice weekly 
at night. To register call Alice at 
638-2200. 
WEEKLY MEETINGS 
THE KERMODEI CHORISTERS 
invite boys and girls ages 8 and up to 
come sing along on Tuesdays from 
6:30 - 8:00 p.m. at the Skeena Band 
Room. Call Terry Anderson 638-1183 
for info. 
TUESDAYS 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD Clinic 
is open every Tuesday night from 7-9 
p.m. Information and counselling on 
birth control and birth control supplies 
at reasonable cost. Drop in. They're at 
the rear of the health unit on Kalum, so 
go to the back door, For more into or 
to volunteer call 638-2027. 
WEDNESDAYS 
PARENTS DROP IN to weigh babies 
takes place Wednesdays from 1-3 p.m. 
at the health services ociety (formerly 
Skeena Health Unit) at 3412 Kalum 
St.) Public health nurse on hand to ans- 
wer questions. 
TWIN'S CLUB PLAYTIME is the 
first Tuesday of every month from 
10:30-noon at the Family Place. Call 
635-9669. 
FAMILY PLACE hosts a parent and 
child drop-in from 10:30-noon at the 
activity room. For more info call 8- 
1863. 
TERRACE COMMUNITY BAND 
meets every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
Caledonia high school. For more into 
call Jim Ryan at 635-4089. 
STRETCIIING CLASS u The Min- 
istry of Health community rehabilita- 
tion program hosts this seated stretch- 
ing class from 1-2 p,m. at the Skeena 
Health Unit Auditorium at 3412 Kalum , 
St. Call Anne at 638-2272 for more 
info. 
T'AI CEll FOR SENIORS is held 
Tuesdays and Thursdays at 8:45 a.m. at 
the Happy Gang Centre. For more into 
call Jean at 635-3159. 
TERRACE TOASTMASTERS meet 
every Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at the 
Coast Inn of the West at room 328 to 
learn about public speaking in a posi- 
tive and encouraging environment. 
New members and guests are welcome. 
For more info call Andrew Webber at 
635-5776. 
DAIKO JI SOTOZEN CENTRE 
hosts Zazen meditation every Tuesday 
evening at 7 pm at the centre. For into 
phone 635-3455. 
SCHIZOPIIRENIA SOCIETY meets 
the third Tuesday of every month from 
~_ntemhar  tn June  ~t  7'~[~ . m ~t ~tnn .  
TERRACE COMMUNITY LEARN. • 
ING council meets the first Wednes- 
day of every month at the boardroom 
of the Ministry of Edpcation at the BC 
Access Centre at 3 p.m. New members 
are welcome. For more into call Mary 
Anne at 635-5449. 
TWIN'S CLUB meets the third Wed- 
at the Coast Inn of the West. For more 
info call John Whittington at 635-3209. 
SCOTTISH COUNTRY dancing 
happens every Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. 
in the Knox United Church Hall at 
4907 Lazelle Ave. For more info call 
635-5163. 
nesday of every month at 7i30 P.m. in MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS Coffee 
/he Family 'Place. Call i535-9669. ~ ..... ' Gr(iup ~ne~ts'every second Wednesday 
at the White Spot at 10 a.m~Call Judy 
KINETrE CLUB OF TERRACE 
meets every second Wednesday. New 
members are welcome. For more, call 
Fiona at 635-1854 or Jennifer at 635- 
3175. 
747 ROYAL CANADIAN AIR 
CADETS Unicorn Squadron holds air 
cadet raining sessions every Wednes- 
day at 6:15 p.m. at the air cadet hall at 
the airport. For more into. call Linda at 
635-5567. 
TERRACE CENTENNIAL LIONS 
meet every second Wednesday at lunch 
at 635-3258 for info. 
Tiu~ Terrace Standard offers the 
community calendar as a public ser- 
vice to its readers and community or- 
ganizations. 
This column is intended for non- 
profit organizations and those events 
for which there is no admission 
charge. Items will run two weeks be- 
fore each event. 
We ask that items be submitted by 5 
p.m. on tim Thursday before the issue 
in which it is to appear. 
Submissions hould be typed or 
printed neatly. 
UBARUo 
Another Win For Subaru 
On December  28, 1997, 
Motoring '98, chose the Suban 
Forester, as the Best New 
Compact Sport Utility vehicle. 
The Snbaru Forester was voted 
as the best vehicle in the 
category over Toyota's RAV 4 a 
Honda's CRV. 
The award by Motoring '98 reinforces the earlier 
articles from Carguide, CAA's Leisureworld and World of Wheels magazines, which also 
picked the Subaru Forester as the best of the new compact Sport Utility vehicles. 
Joe Anwyll, V-P Sales and Marketing said, "the Subaru Forester delivers what the consumer 
has been looking for in a sport utility vehicle - they go "almost anywhere" capability of a sport 
utility with the handling and performance of a passenger ear. The Forester is a continuation of 
our hybrid vehicles, such as the Subaru Outbacks, which have defined new segments within 
the automotive industry." 
The Motoring '98 award is the 5th consecutive year in which Subaru products have been 
chosen as "Best New" vehicles by the Motoring programme. It also represents the 14th major 
award from Canadian automotive reviewers in the past 7 years. No other automotive 
manufacturer can make such a claim. 
Purchase Forester from as tow as 
$26,895 OR 
Lease Forester from just 
$299 .er 
Lease based on 36 me. plus taxes, first/security, $3,500 down payment. T.EE $14,228 
I 
Get those entries in soon 
HOW DOES rust work? 
:: What causes an earthquake? 
,. You'll find the answers to 
i! these types of questions at 
• the upcoming 33rd annual 
, Terrace Science Festival. 
The festival is one of  the 
longest running events in 
the province and will take 
;p lace from 9:30-3:30 on 
; Saturday, Feb. 7 at 
, Caledonia's gym. 
Each year children from 
Terrace and Thomhill 
schools display some of 
, their work at the Seieuce 
Festival. There are two cate- 
gories for their entries: dis- 
plays and experiments. 
To prepare a display a stu- 
dent must research a science 
related topic, write about it, 
and prepare illustrations or 
models to help make the 
topic clear and the display 
interesting to others. 
Students who do experi- 
,ments must test an idea 
',about how something works 
',with an experiment or series 
:of experhnents to see 
'.whether or not the idea is 
', correct. 
, After completing the ex- 
;periments the student must 
!then prepare a display that 
explains what they have 
idone and what they have 
concluded as a result of 
their experiments. 
The wide variety of dis- 
plays draws a large crowd 
each year. 
In the past many displays 
have focused on plants and 
animals, rocks, volcanoes, 
earthquakes, electricity, and 
magnetism. 
In their experiments tu- 
:dents have tried to find how 
:iron rusts, they've tested the 
:best growing conditions for 
THIS DISPLAY on earthquakes was one of those featured in last year's Terrace 
Science Festival. The festival attracts large numbers of entries and spectators. 
plants, and they've put pro- 
ducts like batteries, glues, 
and detergents o tests to see 
which is the best. The range 
of projects is remarkable. 
In addition to these dis- 
plays the science festival of- 
fers students an opportunity 
to take part in a variety of 
contests. 
This year, primary stu- 
dents (kindergarten and 
grades 1-3) will be able to 
compete in four contests: 
Tree Aging, The Egg Drop, 
The Foil Boat Contest, and a 
new contest, The Rocket 
Launch. 
For intermediate 
elementary level students 
(grades 4-7) there are five 
contests: Tree Aging, The 
Foil Boat Contest, and three 
new contests - The Paper 
Airplane Contest, The 
Helicopter Contest, and The 
Paper Tower Building Con- 
test. 
To enter these contests 
students just have to appear 
at the time and place of the 
contest and take part. How- 
ever, the Egg Drop, The 
Paper Airplane Contest, and 
The Helicopter Contest do 
require some preparation 
before the event. 
AJi outline of contest rules 
and event times and loca- 
tions is available in all the 
Terrace and Thonthill pri- 
mary arid elementary 
schools as well as at 
Caledonia Senior Secondary 
School and at the Terrace 
Public Library.' 
Entries are due by 4 p.m. 
on January 23. 
 Jam night planned 
.THE HOLIDAYS may be over but there's 
istill plenty for youth to do around town. 
• Nights Alive, a program sponsored by the 
i Attomey General's ministry, held its first 
,event of the year on January 3. The After 
:New Year's Dance attracted 90 youths, 
;despite freezing temperatures and holiday 
8-midnight for youth drop-in. More adult 
volunteers are needed to supervise these 
evenings. 
Surveys which were sent out to the 
schools to youth have come back. Young 
people who want to be part of the Teen Ac- 
tion committee will be contacted soon. 
:travelers, Zac Nyce worked as iD.J:while "Graham Will also be  approaching 
~Tony at Sight,.and Sound loaned out the ':bti~ihegses i~ th~'cominnnity for sponsGt: 
ship. In particular need are supplies like 
coffee, sugar and popcorn. Support from 
business will lead to the success of the pro- 
gram, says Graham. 
When the Attorney General's ministry be- 
gan the Nights Alive program it wanted to 
encourage yoath to be involved in positive 
activities, and less crime. 
:sound equipmenL 
: Upcoming plaus are for a jam night at the 
Carpenters Hall on Friday, Jan. 23. Any 
i teen with musical aspirations hould call 
icoordinator Joset Graham at 635-1347 or 
,cell phone at 615-6910. 
Aside from the jam night, the Carpenter's 
Hall will be open every Friday night from 
! 
T.D.C.S.S. 
Mental Health Rehab Services 
wishes to thank all those who 
supported our annual raffle. 
We extend congratulations to 
the following winners: 
5.st Prize: Mrs. Lada Marcos of Terrace 
2nd Prize: Ms. Betty Barton of Terrace 
3rd Prize: Ms. Lori Buteau of Terrace 
Baby's Name: 
Leah Masumi Kumagal 
Date &'lime of Birth: 
Dec, 13, 1997at 1:50 p,m. 
Weight: 6 Ibs. 15oz. Sex:Female 
Parents: Justin & Diane Kumagal 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
Charl~ Samson Elmer Swanson Jr. 
Date &'lime of Birth: 
Dec. 15, 1997 at 8:37 p,m. 
Weight: 7Ibs 13,5 oz, Sex: Male 
Parents: Charles Swanson St'. & 
Lynn V/right 
DaWs Same: 
~tyrm Dax Wood 
Date & 11me of Birth: 
Dec. 24, 1997 at 3:57 p,m. 
Weight: 8Ibs Sex: Female 
Parents: Nona Muir & Dean Wood 
Baby's Name: 
a#n robert Cur~s tlappln 
Date & Tune of Birth: 
Dec. 26, 1997 at 2:27 p.m. 
Weight: S Ibs .5 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Rob &Jodi Ilalpin 
Baby's Name: 
Robert Thomas David 
Date & Tune of Birth: 
Dec. 30, 1997 8:14 a.m. 
Weight: 6Ibs 2 oz, Sex: Male 
Parents: M& Tracy McMurdo 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
hlec Christian Rodriguez Giguere 
Date & Tune of Birth: 
Jan.2,1998, 2:51 p,m, 
Weight: 9Ibs 30 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Celina & Martin 
Cl~uere 
Get A 
Free  
Baby Gift. 
(Simple, huh?) 
Just see our service desk for more information 
i Overwa=tea 
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You 
Dear Sir: 
I 'd like to thank all those 
who offered me encourage- 
ntent attd support during my 
brief tow-month term as Ex- 
ecutive Director of the Ter- 
race Volunteer Bureau and 
Seniors' Information Ac- 
cess. 
A sincere thank you also 
to all the individuals, orga- 
nizations and service clubs I 
had the pleasure of meeting 
and contacting during that 
time. 
As I depart I urge all Ter- 
race and area residents to be 
generous and support your 
favourite local agency or 
nou-profit organizaliou. 
Patricia St. Thomas 
Falls are the leading cause 
of injury of children under 5. 
Reduce the risk. 
Be ChildSafe! ~-~ 
Canadian Red Cross 
Box 22, 
IMPROVING Terrace, B.C. 
YOUa VSG 4A2 
ODDS 
Hou~r AGAINST Anne Evans 
,,~o smolff. CANADA'S 638-1966 
fOUNDATION #1 KILLER 
Major Credit Cards 
Accepted 
Your donation is 
tax deduclible 
Your In Memoriam gift is a lasting tribute. Please send 
your donation to the address above, along with the name 
and address and the name and address of the next-of- 
kin, for an acknowledgement card. 
i  pen House 
When: 
• Thursday, Jan. 22 
Time: 
• 12- 2 p.m. 
Where: 
• New Aiyansh Community Hall 
Children's area, slide show, 
refreshements. 
Please call Justin at 
(250) 847-7245 for more 
information or check the web 
site at www.parklegacy.bc.ca 
BC's Parks are a 
critical part of 
our unsur- 
passed quality 
of rife 
This is your 
opportunity to 
help us for a 
vision for BCs 
Parks System. 
Please join us. 
cBRITISH OLUMBIA 
Ministry of Environment, 
Lands and Parks 
C l i p  CHRIST IAN HERITAGE 
PARTY OF CANADA 
SKEENA RIDING 
We wish to announce a general 
information meeting featuring 
Guest Speaker 
Heather  St i l lwe l l  
- former Interim Leader of the CHP 
- present President of the 
Surrey School Board 
All interested persons are cordially ~,': 
invited to attend a meeting to be held 
January 22, 8 p.m. 
Aspen Motor  Inn 
Banquet  Room 
Are You Ready For A Brand New 
if you've been thinking about a new look, 
now is the time to make your move. We 
are a full service hair salon featuring: 
• Perms 
• Colours ~!!, ° Hi-lites "'2 
• Precision Cuts 
~:!:~ " Up'do's 
~=~ Plus a f ~  of professional 
,~ =,~ ,..c:. 4711D KEITH AVENUE 
* < 635-3729 
I 
I 
I 
® 
FINAL WEEK/ r 
50 % ,:0/! 
. "!310:1 
OFF THE ENTIRE STORE* ; I 
~ *(Excluding Undergarments & Gloves) @ 
0 
........ " i ~  ~ 
i: , 
 @a/ace Fashions 
Last week I discussed 
how important good advice 
can be in helping you 
achieve your financial 
goals. I also discussed how 
to go about finding a 
financial professional. As 
you embark on your journey 
you will probably find it 
easy enough to find 
someone you are 
comfortable interacting with 
buy how will you know 
whether or now this 
individual has the technical 
apply for the FCSI 
designation. 
CLU (Chartered Life 
Underwriter) - Granted by 
Life Underwr i te rs  
Association of Canada 
(LUAC), is a non-profit 
professional ssociation of 
persons engaged in the sale 
of life insurance and related 
products as well as other 
financial services. 
CFP (Certified Financial 
Planner) - Granted by the 
Financial Standards Council 
knowledge and background of Canada. Which is made 
in investment analysis; tax up of nine associations 
pla,,ning~, estate planning'.'wh'ose'memb~-rs.'deal with 
and i~surance planning? the personal 'finances of 
Anyone can call 
themselves an investment 
advisor, financial analyst 
and with the exception of 
Quebec, anyone can call 
themselves a financial 
planner. So how do you 
know who has the 
background or the 
credentials required to give 
you accurate, professional 
advice? There are many 
professional bodies which 
educate today's financial 
professionals. Each of these 
profess ional  bodies 
recognize those who have 
attained a level of 
competence by granting a 
designation (eg. CIM, CFP, 
CGA, CLU, FCSI etc) 
which is used behind the 
name of the individual. 
Below is a list of some of 
the designations and the 
granting professional body 
which you will come across 
in your search for a 
financial professional. 
CIM (Canad ian  
Investment Manager) - 
Granted by the Canadian 
Securities Institute which is 
the educational organization 
sponsored by the 
Investment Dealers 
Association and the 
Toronto, Montreal ,  
Vancouver, and Alberta 
Stock Exchanges. The CIM 
designation is the required 
proficiency level for 
investment counselors and 
portfolio managers in the 
Canadian securit ies 
industry. 
FCIS (Fellow of the 
Canadian Securit ies 
Institute) - Granted by the 
Academy o f  
FCSIs/Canadian Securities 
Institute. Upon achieving 
the CIM designation, 
additional required courses, 
a minimum of five years 
experience in the financial 
industry and sponsorship 
f'om another member of the 
Academy of FCSIs an 
investment advisor can 
individuals. These members 
are: The Canadian 
Association of Financial 
Planners, The Canadian 
Institute of Chartered 
Accountants, The Canadian 
Institute of Financial 
Planning, The Canadian 
Securities Institute/IDA, 
The Certified General 
Accountants Association of 
Canada, The Credit Union 
Institute of Canada, The 
Institute of Canadian 
Bankers, The Canadian 
Association of Insurance 
and Financial Advisors, The 
Society of Management 
Accountants of Canada. 
CA (Chartered Accountant) 
- The Canadian Institute of 
Chartered Accountants. 
CGA (Certified General 
Accountants) The 
Certif ied General 
Accountants Association of 
Canada. 
RFP (Registered Financial 
Planner) - Granted by the 
Canadian Association of 
Financial Planners which is 
a national association 
representing individual 
practitioners in the personal 
f inancia l  p lanning 
profession. 
PFP/PFC (Personal 
Financial Planner/Personal 
Financial Counselor) - 
Granted by the Institute of 
Canadian Bankers. 
All of the above 
organizations require their 
designation holders to 
adhere to a strict code of 
ethics in their dealings with 
clients, potential clients and 
those with whom they have 
professional contact. 
I hope you find this 
information helpful in your 
search for. a financial 
professional who can help 
you achieve your personal 
financial objectives. 
Please send me your 
comments, questions or 
topics that you would like to 
see covered in future 
articles. 
"Professional 
Investment 
Advice" 
To arrange an appointment 
please call 
in Te~ace 6352261/in Kitlmat 632.6:1.91 
David B. Madsen, 
c,,,C ,FCS, Scotlabank 
, I 
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Shaw's life 
JOHN SHAW', on the right, with his good friend Ole 
Hansen, a fisherman from Prince Rupert. This picture 
was taken in 1986 in Doreen. The two friends enjoy 
the beautiful scenery and fresh air in Doreen. 
:Legion ladies look back  ,,on. ,o he took an op- theatre and for one year at , portunity to finish his high the downtown theatre. 
, seho01 degree through apro- Then in 1974 John went to 
gram offered for veterans. Prince Rupert and went to 
: t?:n~?:b::d L:gtg':; wBa°lhsPdeli ;~ '  s.A~'l~Is 1~ pf:n: After graduating in 1947 work for the Canada Coast 
, A NEW exe..c.u named for the n ithner a John'went to work in Turner Guard base there. In 1984 
Ladies Auxiliary ot the Terrace Royal Ca- twice a year, with different towns tak~g a Valley, Alberta at Canada's he returned to Terrace. 
, nadian Legion, branch 13. The president for turn in hosting, first oil and natural gas So if you see John be sure 
' 1998 is Marie Cromarty, 1st vice - Claire At the beginning of May, the provincial field. Eventually he found a to say hello and wish him a 
Irwin, secretary. Kathy Downie, treasurer - convention was hosted by Fort St. John. job at the laboratory, happy 78th birthday. 
Terry Foster, immediate past president - Lita Dunham, and Ines Lopez represented After that Jokn spent a * * * * * 
Jessie Gowe, directors: Marlene Traviss, the Ladies Auxiliary of branch 13. Also at- 
Mary Martin and Marg Cooper, Sgt. at 
Arms - Goldie Hill. 
The Ladies Auxiliary was extremely busy 
in 1997, with many catering jobs, both in- 
side the legion and outside. 
The contact person for catering is Mar- 
lone Traviss at 638-0872. 
One of last year's events the Ladies Aux- 
iliary participated in was the Branch Curl- 
ing Eonspiel. We catered to all the local 
and out of town curlers who came to take 
. part. 
: In February we held t bake sale to raise 
'money to attend the 53rd provincial con- 
vention in Fort St. John. That month we 
also catered for the Northern winter Games, 
in Terrace. 
March saw us help the branch with the 
took many paths I Brian C. Fell I 
. . . I Crimmal I 
I llefence , I 
Lawyer I 
3 -4944 
IBIII~II¢! =mid,,,, a: It :1 :! =m lh~on leer  Fire Deporlment end Regional Distria of Kitimol. 
S ~  ~ businesses for lheir I ] 
support: 
support: S ke_ena Broa~aster,. I i 
Lomak Transport Corporation I I 
Twin River Powei Ltd. I ! 
Blue Ridge Ventures Ltd. I i 
TerraceBottle Depot I ] 
End of the Roll Carpet I '~ 
_pioneer Upholsteiy I i 
Off Rood Sl~dalitiesLtd. I i 
International Forest products Ltd. I 
Canadian 1ire I 
Canadian Freightways Ltd. I 
Hypower Systems Inc. I 
I 
Mernben of a volunteer fire department are ~ j ~ "  ~11 
often celled to emergencies during their nor- 
mal working hours. These businesses have 
allowed Iheir employees, who are members 
of Ihe Fire Department, toleave work to 
respond lo an emergency all. Ibis supporl is 
essential nd is greatly appreciated. 
THANK YOU 
tending was out-going zone commander, 
Beverly Dickie. The new zone commander 
is Bertha Hanes from Smithcrs. Lissi 
Sorensen also traveled to the convention 
and was elected the provincial president for 
a two-year term. 
Also in May the LA branch presented 
three - 15 year pins, one life membership 
pin and three certificates of recognition to 
our worthy, hard working members. 
The next month the ladies donated 
towards Caledonia's dry grad. We feel that 
this project is very worth while. 
Our auxiliary has also supported the 
"Encounters with Canada" program for a 
number of years and again in 1997 sent wo 
students to Ottawa for one week to partici- 
pate. 
ames  
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n 
..:" Music of Canada Dessert Concert 
"!i::~:::!ili::!!!!ii~S Directed by Marilyn~r6~e ..:~,:.j::i ~ 
Saturday, Jan. 24,.:i11998 7::~30#::im, ...... 
. Pentecostal Fir  i de 
::.:::=::/:!:~/ji:~ckets availabl'~ !!Lt :I~ i~=:::~:[i:;i:~=;i:i:::::~ .... 
Jewellers ~'~: 
:]] :::::/: :;::::::;:::in the Skeena Mall. 
!bing 
dFor 
 lentine 
¢of~tonal team, 
lmagesby 
Karlene and 
Custora I 
i Video 
I .~ &Photography 
~ Boudoir 
..... Photography. 
~all now to have your ptctures in time 
for Valentines Day/ 
By AILEEN FRANK 
:THE FIRST meeting in the 
.new year for Branch #73, 
:B.C. Old ,Age Pensioners 
i was held Jan. 8, with a good 
'i turn out of members and 
four guests. 
' The members are prepar- 
:ing for lots of interesting ac- 
tivities for the month of Jan- 
~uary. All the inter-centre 
',games are in full swing, in- 
cluding carpet bowling, 
,floor curling, the weekly 
2Tuesday crib night, as well 
'~as the weekly Friday 
afternoon bingo. 
, A catered supper for mem- 
2bars to commemorate Rob- 
~bie Bums is planned for Sat- 
~urday, Jan. 24. A committee 
',of volunteers i meeting to 
:organize a night of dancing 
,- watch for dates. 
I During the next six weeks 
~severai members who knit 
:are going to Copper 
:Mountain school for 2 hours 
:each Friday afternoon to in, 
,,struct interested students 
;howto knit. 
Reports' from' various 
;committees were heard. The 
,kitchen and supplies com- 
:mittee reported all is well. 
;The maintenance oaurnittee 
:logking into security and 
:safety in the centre. The 
• visiting committee faithfully 
~gave their time over the hol- 
~idays to visit shut-in mem- 
,hers, 
• : A few days before Christ- 
inas several members met to 
[)repare Christmas goodie~ 
1)ags for shut-in members. A 
"thank-you" to all who' 
donated delicious cookies, 
~andy and oranges for the 
28 Goody-bags, 
;A  minute's silence was 
I~bserved for two members, 
ue Goodmanson and Mae 
adiean, who passed away 
since our last meeting. 
year at the university in Ed- 
monton, then tramferred to 
a fine arts school in Banff. 
Sadly, his mother's health 
began to fail and he returned 
home to care for her. 
After her death John de- 
cided to take some courses 
on design and abstract paint- 
ing and photography. 
I have an apology to make 
to Wade and Carmie 
Haherty. In my article an- 
nouncing their beautiful 
baby girl I said her name 
was Jocelyn Alana. 
Wade and Carmie actually 
named her Jordyn Alanna 
Haherty. 
Sorry for the mistake. 
Terrace-First Nations 
Counc# of Women 
Your contributions continue to extend gracefully throughout the community 
in good spiril and ore recognized aspad of our efforls 
to achieve healthier families and healthier communilies. 
Donations that were received: 
Mr. Mikes, Sdeway, Overwoitea, Co-op, A & W, Credit Union, 
Stalin Bank, Royal Bank, Toronto Dominion, Skeena Valley Form, 
Sight &~Sound-Keit h Ave:;Kermode Friendship Society, . . . . .  :' 
Twin Qty Meals, Terrace Standard, Kuthhen & Co., Bear Counlry Inn, 
Denny's, Sonny's Colhaabhs, Wedges, Jeans North, Park Ave. 
Medical Clinic, llyce lady, Misty River Books, Shadez of Hair, 
Northwest Specially Foods, Spee Dee Printers, Bert's Deli, 
Wayside Groceries, Chop Suey Gardens, Pizza Hut, Bata's, 
Buck or Two, ~cCell Playhouse, Gemma's, Shefield & Sons, 
McDonald's Tyler's Store, Inn of the West, Rickie's, 
Marbles & Mysteries, Central Girls, Kermode Trading, Central flowers, 
Chalky's, Gas's, Ruins Skateboard, Falls Gallery, Sidewalkers, 
Hair Gallery, Images, Omenica Labs, Northern Health Care, Vet, 
Charlolte & Member's, Lucky $SS Bingo, Dairy Queen, 
K-Marl, Terri Lynn Bahr, MJ. Burr 
PACIFIC FISHERIES RESOURCE 
CONSERVATION COUNCIL  
Publ ic Open Houses 
"The Government of Canada and the Province of 
British Columbia, in signing the Agreement on the 
Management of Pacific Salmon Fisheries Issues in 
April 1997, committed to the establishment of a 
Pacific Fisheries Resource Conservation Council 
(PFRCC). 
The council will be an independent agency report- 
ing annually to the Council of Fisheries Ministers on 
the status of BC's salmon stocks and their habitat. 
In creating the PFRCC, the Council of Fisheries 
Ministers recognizes the importance of independent 
advice and Rrst Nations and stakeholder participa- 
tion in the advisory process. 
You are invited to attend an open house to learn 
more about the PFRCC, to provide feedback regard- 
lng its terms of reference and give advice about how 
it will work. 
Open houses are scheduled from 3:00 p.m.'to 
7:00 p.m. at each location. Formal presentations 
and group discussion will follow the open houses 
form 7:00 to 9:00 p.m. 
Thursday, January 15 
Malaspina Room, Coast Bastion Hotel 
1 Bastion Square, NANAIMO, B.C. 
Wednesday, January 21 
Ida Room, Best Western Town Lodge 
HAMLOOPS, B.C. 
Monday, January 26 
Elm Room, Richmond Inn 
7551 Westminster Hwy, RICHMOND B.C. 
Wednesday, January 28 
British Columbia Room, Crest Motor Hotel 
222 West First Avenue, PRINCE RUPERT B.C. 
Written comments may be forwarded to 843 Yatea 
Street, Victoria, BC ¥8W 1M1 and will be consld. 
ered in the final report which will be completed in 
the spring 1998, 
For more Information contact 1-250-413-3171 
; The next meeting will be 
IzeldThursday, Feb. 12at2 f ~)  
pm in the Happy Gang 
Centre. 
i 4652 Lazelle Avenue 635-4997 
| -  ~al~uNo orl~0o-6.-Lu,o I ~ .  ~ 
0 
It's In ventOrYat Time 0 
° 3o - zoo  
on home decorat ing  
accessories. 
"The House You'd Love To Live In On Lakelse" 
635-7466 
Thinking of a GIC 
for your 1998 RRSP? 
Here's the best 
reason to think again. 
If the objective of your 
RRSP investing is superior 
returns with reduced risk, 
there are many reasons why 
you shouldn't settel for a GIC. 
Buy attending our free semi- 
nar, you'll learn how we can 
help you to apply the latest 
asset allocation techniques to 
your RRSP and build more 
consistently rewarding 
returns. 
Topics to be discussed: RRSP's, Mutual Funds, 
Inflation Factors, Diversification, Asset AIIocalion, and 
the Financial Needs Analasys. 
Don't miss out. Seating is limited. Please RSVP 
through Primerica Financial Services at 
635-7800 or 1-800-295-7676 
emaih arcadipfs@kermode.net 
 PRIMERICA 
Financial Services 
Ph: 635-7800 or 1-800-295-7676 
A Member or Trave/ersGroup~ 
Ucensed to sell mutual funds through PSF1. Inveslments Canada Ud., Mutual Funds 
Dealer. 
Invest wisely;, Important information about this mutuaJ fund smvlce is conlalr~d In the 
simplified prospectus. Investors should obtain a copy from their Investment advisor 
and mad It carefully before Investing. Unlike GIGs, mutual fund Investments are not 
guarantend and unit values and Investment re urns will fluaum. 
This advertisement paid in part by AGF Management 
^LIO,':AVOC,N ,INII, GROUP OF FUNDS 
i 
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DAVE TAYLOR 
SKEENA ANGLER 
ROB BROWN 
Soft hackles 
I 
'm at the point in my fishing career 
or should I say my life ~ when 
I don't need the distance of time to 
appreciate a fine outing. Now I 
have enough memories of enough fine times to 
know whe~ I 'm having an outing with the 
savour of quality; the kind that one replays 
when tying flies or repairing tackle on cold, 
snowy days. A trip to the Kitimat River late in 
the Fall of 1994 was one of those times. 
We had sun and clear sky. We had crisp air not 
yet cold enough to bite into our hands. The river 
was low and clear as the air. There were still 
desiccated salmon carcasses lying around but 
the valley had been cleansed by cool winds and 
the high waters that had swept through it a short 
time before. 
The Kitimat River has too many long walks. 
Finlay had just turned eighty. The lung he'd 
damaged working underground over fifty years 
before was nagging at him, so we chose to float. 
I slid the raft down the embankment a short dis- 
tance above the old Crown Zellerbach Bridge, 
and in a few minutes we were testing the pool 
below it. 
I was out in front, thanks to the leader mend- 
ing Fin had to do, pitching my perennial 
favourite, a small, thitdy-dressed Muddler Min- 
now. The little muddler is usually a favourite 
pattern among Kitimat cutthroat, but it was Fin- 
lay who hooked the first fish, and a second fish, 
a third and a fourth. 
"What's the recipe, Fin?" I asked as I w~lked • .. _.~. ;,,; /.~.,.,. . 
.' back up.the beach;.,~ ','~ ~.,:' ~ ,~ .~ : ', 
. - Partridge and Green, rephe~ Fro, opening. 
up a refitted lozenge tin full of them. 
From then on every pool, rifle and glide had 
fish for us, 10Is of fish, many of them big. 
The partridge and green is a species of fly 
from the soft hackle family. That Finlay was at- 
tracted to it is understandable and appropriate, 
given his preference for skeletal flies and his 
Scottish ancestry. 
The origin of the soft hackled style of fly 
probably goes back to the dawn of sportfishing 
in Mesopotamia where the first flyfishers 
clapped fietched hooks for whatever species of 
fish inhabited the Tigris and Euphrates then. 
Lacking the stiff hackle born of selective chick- 
en breeding, the Mespotamians were forced to 
use the plumage of wild birds, which is soft. 
The dressings given in Dame Juliana's Boke of 
St. Albans called for the soft feathers, as did the 
patterns favoured by those "Compleat" anglers 
Isaak WaltOn and Charles Cotton. Nevertheless, 
it was not until the latter part of the last century 
that a pair of Scotsmen amed Stewart and Pritt 
perfected what is probably the most versatile 
trou t fly there is. 
The soft hackled flies are elegant proof of the 
maxim that less is more. There are no tails, no 
flashy ribbing, no wings, elegant or otherwise, 
and"no tricky twists in the tying. All that is 
needed is a standard-sized hook in sizes from 12 
to 18, a length of silk floss, a pinch of fur, and 
the soft hackle from a partridge, chukar, grouse 
or another bird with small, mottled plumage. 
After the thread is attached and the floss 
secured to the iron aft, the latter is wound for- 
ward over the former, then tied off and 
trimmed. Pinch of hare, mole or muskrat (and I 
do mean a pinch) is then rolled onto the thread 
and wound tightly around the hook just behind 
its eye. If the hook were a bug this would be its 
thorax, and that's what the dubbing hopes to 
suggest. Next the soft plume is held up with its 
darker, convex side facing the tyer so that the 
left side of it can be stripped. The feather is then 
tied in by the tip, given a couple of turns, then 
tied off. After the stem is trimmed, and some 
glue ts applied for security, the fly is done. 
Normally coloured red, yellow, orange, or 
green, the floss changes to a much darker, and 
more natural hue, when wet thanks to the effect 
of the black thread underneath it. The fur not 
only creates a natural silhouette but keeps the 
soft hackle from being plastered to the sides of 
the fly. This last feature is important since this 
creates a surprisingly accurate impersonation of
the legs of an emerging caddis fly, the ubiqui- 
tous creature the soft hackle best imitates. 
In slow water the fly is dressed on a light wire 
' hook so that tt will drift enticingly just beneath 
the surface. The light wire can also be used in 
streamy, water when the trout are feeding on 
emergent caddis. In this case the fly is not 
fished in the traditional downstream, wet fly 
drift, but upstream as if it were a floating fly. 
Generally, though, the soft hackle is dressed on 
a 2x stout wet fly hook for use in faster flows. 
The soft hackled fly is a pattern for all season 
but this one. Set aside some bench time on a 
snowy evening and roll up two dozen sixteens 
and fourteens in orange and green to begin with, 
and be prepared for some fine times next spring. 
PORTS 638-7283 
Kermodes kicked by Rupert 
CUNT SHEPPARD of Cal tdes to maneuver his way around a Rainmaker in Fri- 
day night's game. Prince Rupert is down right awesome this year and currently 
ranked number two in AA basketball. The Kermodes lost this one 78-54. They lost 
Saturday's game too, but coach Cam Mackay says he'd like to keep playing the 
Rainmakers because it forces his team to improve their play. 
Pool records fal 
    iThree go to stamhuis 
first event of the meet I was 
really pumped up." 
Stamhuis' next swim was 
a special accomplishment 
for him. He broke another 
pool record --- the 4()0 IM 
with a time of 5:05"00. 
That broke the old record of 
5:06:16, a record had been 
held by his brother, John. 
"My brother was a really 
accomplished swimmer, so 
I 've always been in his 
legacy," Stamhuis ays. "It 
feels good to get that one. 
It's mine, not just John's 
little brother's." 
And Stamhuis didn't stop 
there. He went on the break 
the pool record in the 400 
freestyle, by 3.5 seconds. 
Stamhuis says he's look- 
ing forward to the Provin- 
cial Championships next 
THREE POOL records were 
smashed Friday when 
hundreds of swimmers in- 
vaded Terrace for the North- 
west Short Course Swim 
Championships. 
But it didn't take hundreds 
of swimmers to break those 
records, or even three. 
It took just one. 
That swimmer is 14-year- 
old Terrace Blueback Arend 
Stamhuis and he started the 
meet with three excellent 
swims and three new pool 
records. 
Stamhuis began with a 
fantastic 100m butterfly 
swim, breaking the old 1992 
record by two-tenths of a 
second. 
" I  didn't expect that one 
at all," Stamhuis says. " I  
guess because it was the 
Ca/improving but 
Rupert still on top 
OUCH. I, 
A frustrated Kcrmodes basketball team was stomped 
twice this weekend by file number two ranked Prince 
Rupert Raimuakers. - 
Cal lost their first game Friday night 78-54, theu lost the : 
second 82-64 Saturday afternoon. 
The Kermodes have been playing well since tile Christ- 
mas break but they just couldn't keep up with the Rain- 
J 
makers, who should maybe think of changing their name 
to the Playmakers. 
Prince Rupert's tifling defence kept pushing Cal players 
back on their heels. The Kermodes had trouble making it 
to the inside, and when they did, they were pinned down 
like soldiers on the beaches at Nommndy. 
Meanwhile, the Raimnakers" offence worked with clock- 
work precision, making quick passes aud setting up plays ; 
with frightening efficiency. 
And while the Kermodes had trouble shooting from the 
omside, the Rainmakers proved they could and would hit,  
shots from just about anywhere they darn well pleased. 
In Friday's game the Kennodes came within nine points ;. 
of Rupert in the third quarter, only to have file Rainmakers '.
stretch their lead to 20 points by the fourth. 
Saturday's game showed improvements by Cal, who 
were once again within 10 points at halftin~e. But in the , 
second half, Rupert forced turnovers and they pulled fur- 
ther ahead. 
Cal coach Cam Mackay says the Kennodes are improv- 
ing, but Rupert is simply one of the best teams in the pro- 
vince. ,, 
"We learn so much when we play these guys," he says. ' 
" I 'd like to keep playing them." 
Mackay says Dave Gardner did a good job of keepiug" 
Rainmaker all-star Justin Adams to 27 points Saturday. Ou 
Friday, Adams made 37. ,, 
Kevin Braam, Chesley Nenfeld and Fraser deWaile were . 
Cai's top scorers in Saturday's game. 
The Kermodes will get another chance to get their " 
revenge on the Rainmakers Jan. 30 and 31 in Rupert. 
"We get two more kicks at the can, so we'll see what 
happens, Mackay says. 
I 
RECORD BREAKER: That's Arend Stamhuis on his way to a pool record in the ;! 
400m Freestyle. Stamhuis broke four records Friday evening. .. 
month, but it will be a tough Slamhuis' other goal this ly fast thues of the first day " 
competition for him. Stare- yearwas to make JuniorNa- of the Short Course % 
huis turns 15 just before the tionals, which he did at the Championships. 
Provincials, moving him Richmond Racers event last The final results of the" 
into the competitive 15 to month, meet weren't known at press v 
17-year-old age group. Bluebacks coach Mike time, but look for details in ' 
" I  just hope to make Carlyle says he was ira- an upcoming Standard. 
finals," he says. pressed with the consistent- 
Fighter makes Worlds bid 
Osei-Tutu credits local karate club 
teachers for his success 
l IE 'S  HUNG up his high-tops and sub- 
stituted lay-ups and slam-dunks for round- 
houses and foot-sweeps. 
It 's been a whirlwind transition for Ter- 
race's Jassie Osei-Tutu, but switching from 
basketball to karate really paid off. 
Now he's heading for the Karate World 
Championships in March. 
" I 'm so excited," he says. " I 'm excited just 
to be at this level where I 'm representing Cana- 
da. I never pictured myself here, it's totally un- 
expected." 
Osei-TutO is known locally for his basketball 
prowess at Caledonia. These days he's attending 
McMaster University in Hamilton, Ontario. 
He still plays basketball, but a shin injury last 
season put him out of the game for a while. So 
the 20-year-old psychology major turned to his 
second sports passion m karate. 
Osei-Tutn quickly found he had a real flair for 
the martial art, progressing from an orange belt 
to a brown belt in less than a year. 
When the 1997-98 basketball season came 
around, Osei-Tutu rejoined his old team. But the 
demanding basketball schedule conflicted with 
his school Work. 
"In the cud I had to make a decision and I 
chose school," he says. 
That decision gave Osei-Tutu more time to 
pursue karate, for which he had developed a real 
passion. 
"With basketball, you travel a lot and every- 
thing's done for the team - -  it's easy to lose 
yourself in it," he says. "Karate is different. 
You do everything for yourself and it carries 
you through, like an investmenL" 
Osei-Tutu's iuvestment has resulted in some 
pretty spectacular dividends. In the fall he 
qualified for the Pan Am Games. Then in De- 
comber, he qualified to compete in four dif- 
ferent fighting divisions at the World 
Championships, March 16-22 in Orlando, Flor- 
ida. 
There, he'll be competing on a team and as an 
.individual in b0Ot full-contact and poiuts 
,Kumite (sparring) events. 
"l 'm excited just to be at this level 
where I'm representing Canada. I 
never pictured myself here, it's totally 
unexpected" --Jassie Osei- Tutu 
And Osei-Tutu says he doesn't hink he would 
be there if it wasn't for the training he received 
in Terrace. 
"The training I got from Sen-sei (teacher) 
I ve seen at Lagace was the best ' any club, any- 
where," he says. "It was absolutely outstand- 
ing. I was way ahead when I came here." 
Although Osei-Tutu just started seriously 
coxnpeting last sununer, be'sheen winning ever 
since. 
¢|  , 
It s been such a quick progression," he says, 
"It feels almost like a bunch of flukes." 
It'll lake more than a fluke to beat the world's 
best.But Osel-Tutu says he's ready, although e 
cxpecls some stiff competition, especially from 
countrle~ like Italy and Brazil that are known 
prover.houses. 
WORLDS-BOUND: That's Terrace's Jassle 
Osei-Tutu who's heading for the Karate 
Wodd Championships in March. 
Unfortunately, karate isn't an Olympic evenl 
and getting to the Olympics is one of Osei. 
Tuta's dreams. He's actually considered switch- 
lag to tae kwon-do, which is an Olympic sport, 
There's also still a chance he could end up there 
on the national basketball team. 
Whatever happens, Osei-Tutu says he wants 
to stick with karate and university, He says the 
two go well together, since they both involve 
mental concentration and keeping focussed. 
"I plan on going to mud school, and ultimate- 
ly into psychiatry," he says. " I 'd  love to open a 
dojo or try out for karate movies one day, but 
it's tough to follow those kinds of dreams." 
*QI 
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!1 No peeking 
A YOUTH SOCCER clinic is being held every Sat- 
urday at Centennial Christian School for those 
who can't wait for spring. Coaches are emphasiz- 
ing ball control and handling - -  this drill even had 
players dribble with their eyes closed. 
Wrestlers hot in Smithers 
LOCAL YOUTH wrestlers bley in action after being year, Pelltier was Terrace's 
were a little disappointed out with. an ankle injury, only boys' zone champ. 
with the turnout at a meet in "This was his first eompe- Other medalists this past 
Smithers two weeks ago. tltion this season." Murphy weekend included novices 
But what started out as says. "He did very well." Darrel Bolton in the 63 k 
disappointment ended up as Trombley actually took weight class and 51 k 
an excellent opportunity and gold in the 48 k category. Danny Chapman ~ both 
a great ime. Ajit Jaswal ~vas Terraee'.s with silvers. 
"It was really relaxed and other gold winner ~ thss Meanwhile, Titn 
fun," says girls' coach time in the 63 k category. Hargreaves won bronze in 
Dave O'Brien. "Our newer The other veteran male, the 60 k group, as did Chris 
wrestlers found more sue- Jon Pelltier, took bronze. Betteneourt in the 66 k 
cess and the more experi- Murphy says those three category. Liam Murphy f'ut- 
enced wrestlers had a wrestlers are Terrace's best ished just out of the medals 
chauee to try some of their hopes for medals at the in fourth as a 45 k wrestler. 
triekiermoves." provincials ~ if they can The Zone Finals will lake 
Of O'Brien's novices, he get by a tough Hazelton place this year at Skeena Jr. 
crowd at the Zones. Last Secondary Feb. 14. says Heather Bohn did very 
well, as did Meagan MeAl- 
pine. Veterans Angle 
Mcrae, Grace Wittkowski 
and Pam Haugland all 
looked great, as did second- 
year wrestler Brenna Smith. 
And Roberta Wilson con- 
tinued her season-long un- 
defeated streak. 
This past weekend, 
Haugland and Mcrae at- 
tended the B.C. age class 
finals in Vancouver. Look 
for their results in an up- 
coming Standard. 
On the boys' side, a num- 
ber of local athletes wrestled 
well, Coach Joe Murphy 
says he was especially 
pleased to see Brent Trom- 
Win, loss at Salmon Belt 
Chad Gerow, 16, was Ter- 
race's other contender. He 
faced another Prince Rupert 
boxer, Ken Butterfield. 
Coach Rusty Doane says 
Gerow fought well, but his 
conditioning was not strong 
and he ended up losing. 
"We don't have access to 
an indoor running facility 
and we just couldn't get the 
running time in," Doane 
says. "And Chad probably 
had a little too much Christ- 
mas." 
Still, it was an exciting 
match, and the fight was 
later named best overall 
bout of the night. 
Attendance at the Boxing 
Club is down this year. 
Doane says that's partly due 
to the cancellation of the 
event from the Northern 
B.C. Winter Games last 
year. Boxing was dropped 
because a local doctor could 
not be found to attend the 
fights. 
"That hit the club pretty 
hard," Doane says. 
The next fight in the 
northwest will be a bout in 
Kitimat, Feb. 7. 
Donne says his boxers are 
also training for the Silver 
Gloves competition coming 
up in Victoria in March. 
Four local boxers will fight 
for the Silver Gloves, in- 
cluding Manning and 
Gerow along with female 
boxers Roberta Wilson and 
Melissa Gerow. 
I ~" :iMANAGING;YOUR 
" TI-ISE AR ...... 
f,.. 
Toronto Dominion Bank 
TOPICS: Conservative ways  to achieve higl .'r 
returns. Ret irement planning an(~ r ;k 
management.  
Benefits of equities. 
Strategies for growth and income 
January 22,1998 
Coast Inn of the West 
For a second opinion on your investment 
portfolio call Linda or Roger at TD Evergreen 
1-800.414-2224 or Debbie at TD Bank 635-7231 
ONLY TWO local boxers 
fought at the annual Salmon 
Belt boxing tourney in 
Prince Rupert wo weekends 
ago - -  but both were ex- 
cellent bouts. 
In the end, the Terrace 
fighters plit their decisions, 
coming home with one win 
and one loss. 
Jeremy Main of Prince 
Rupert was up against l l -  
year-old Tyler Manning of 
Terrace in the first bout. 
This is Manning's second 
year as a boxer and the Sal- 
mon Belt was his first big 
match. Manning fought ,-ery 
well, winning in a unani- 
mous decision. He also won 
the "Salmon Boy" trophy 
for best Junior bout. 
SHOIF=I=ERS 
,DRUG IMIART v ~; 
A~pridin, odor hos &tared on iI1; linch :'~ 
o| the SCRATO! FOR CASH scrakh cord. 
The condensed rules and regulations 
should read "Tho odds el recniving a spe- 
dfic match and ~a card are as fallows;' 
and Ita list by which Ihe odds ore listed 
should also havo the heading "Odds of 
receiving a s~ific card', 
Shoppm Drug Mart apologizes for any 
iotonvenience thi~ moy hove comet] you. 
New Tanning 
Booth 
at Richards Laundromat 
& Cleaners on Emerson 
48 Lamps, 19 fans, 
One Great Tan!. 
635-5119 
#1 In Town 
J J  ... | ~ J  | 
can  lega Mexi l ' " " 
For Less! 
~ Travel Now. 
No Money Down, ~ ~ o  ~o~... 
-~ Easy PaymenL~ 
Get Footloose from just 
S46e  /month'" 
7 N~ts .'Feb. 5,12,19, 26, Mat. 5,19, 26 
1st Perso~ 2nd Person 
Pays Pays Only 
Eden Loreto $1359 $1199 
(Gardenview) 
(Oceanvi~) $1429 $1299 
/U.L.IHCLU~IV! Includes all meals, domestic 
bar drinks k entertainment. 
? HighB, Feb. 7, 21, 28, Mar. L 21, 28 2 NLjhB * Feb. S, 12,19, 26, Mar. 5, |9, 26 
1st Person 2nd Person 1st Person 2nd Person 
Pays Pays Only Pap Pays Only 
Laguna Inn $999 $849 Hotel Santa Fe $879 $819 
(Standard Room) (Studio with Kitchenette) 
Kids Stay |re~ 12 yrs k under Ktd~ Stay Free 7.12 yr~ 
Dos Playas $1129 $969 Howard Johnson $949 $829 
BONUS Includes ~ffet breakfast daily, (Standard Room) 
unlimited margarita co¢ktails dilly from BONUS Includes one way shuttle to Cabo San 
1 aim. Gpm, tree daytime t nnis tucas and roundUip shuttle to La Concha 
neath Club k San IOS~ 
Calinda Viva $1129 $1019 
(,ott~ each) Aguamarina $999 $919 
(Studio.Kitchenette) $1199 $1089 ALL.INCLUUVtlndudesallmeals, domesUc 
Kids Slay Fne~ 12 yt~ ~ under I~lr ddnks k entertalnmenL 
Sunset $1319 $1129 Calinda Beach $1079 $949 
Lagoon BONUS 30% off rood k beverages 
AI/.INCLU~rlE Includes all meals, domestk (not applicable to tax k gratultie~). 
bar ddnU 8 entertainment. M,,,,I Ota S30 US per puson Ior 4 b~eakfast$ 
KEB ~ ~ 4.12 yn and I lunch or dinner. 
Presidente $1519 $1449 Yalmakan $1419 $1299 intercontinental (Jr. Suite) 
(t ~J~o~) $1489 $1369 ALL.INCLUSIVE Includes all meals, 
AILL.INCLUMVI[ mludet all f~alS, donx"~tlc domcst~ hat dfinLs k entertainment" 
bar dfln~ b entertainment. 
Kkls Rey |te~ 4 .t2 yn 
Call your UNIGLOBE cruise special~ today, _ 
UNIGLOBE Courtesy Travel 
4718A Lozelle Avenue, Terrace 
638-8522 8, 800-668-0828 
I Vamc°~w DeP~rms' Ne~' I~°kin°~ trulY' ~e~ valid °~ sPe(~ date* and b°telu' ~ ~!~S~ R~t  ~ ~ ~a~ ~ 
(except m/rd.ba~ and room ser~e ud~ noted), wateHl~ts (ran.motorized), mte~inment am mote. ~ ~ UNIGLOBE Tra~, , . .~ ,  f~ 
dell. Irdm, lons may va~.pfl¢~ are based on per laerson, 2dwlng unless . .o~'~ slated. Oewtme ~ G~ ~ ~F a~ ~ .  ~ 
olftm ~ mbJt~, to ava~, ,  ~t ame oHaook~ and are subl~ to change ~thout no~ke. See Ihe ~ ~ ~ f~ ~ ~ 
pete te~ a~l ro~x~ * l ~  IxovkJed by GreenUght finandal Sewkert, a dMskm cf tM Topic ~ Ball, sttoject ~ ~ 
!i:,ii•iil;ii:• 
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Helmut and his office have 
assisted many hundreds of 
d 
Skeena residents to deal with 
personal and private concerns. 
These are just a few...  
Geraldine Gunanoot Diana,, W, ong - ~ ~'7~'; a . . . .  , . 
.¢~2, '~(}.~- ;~!)  (2Ha* , ' ;  .x ~; ' \ .  ~t  , J , *~VO~' I  v* l  t r ' L ' . .  ." ~]7.'J,. '  .¢. . . . .  ~ '~"  ~: ' f , : .~ , , ' l  v 
MarHyn RycMnan George ,LeineW" 
Pearl Campbell 
Wes Bowman 
Rosanne Mandzuk 
Don Philpott 
Don Dunster 
Harry Reed 
Hehnut Geier 
Jose Coosemans 
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ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
DEADLINE:  FR IDAY 4 P .M.  
Dispiay, Word Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stet holiday fells 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline;is 
Thursday at4 o.m. for all disolav and classified eds. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE 
PREPAID by either cash, VISA or Mastercard, When 
phoning in ads please have your VISA or Mastercard 
number ready. 
CLASSIFIED WORD ADS OBITUARIES 
T.Standard I insertion - $6.60 (+tax) $25.00 for 3 inches 
W.Advertiser I Insertion $7.61 (+tax) *Additional at $6.94 
Both Issues (consecutive) - $11.50 (+tax) per column inch. 
ADDITION,~L ISSUES • $6.00 ea. No copy change - consecutive 
issues. *Additional words (over 20) 15¢ each per issue. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
$10.84 per column inch Pickup $3.50 Mail out $5.00 
BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY LEGAL ADVERTISING 
$25.00 for 3 inches, includes 1 photo. $12.78 per column inch 
• Additional at $6.94 per column inch 
For regional coverage place your ad in the weekend 
edition of the Weekend Advertiser. 
iO/REAI~ESTATE i 
TION DS 
OVER 30 
CLASSIF ICATIONS!  
10. Real Estate 
20 Mobile Homes 
30 For Rent 
40 Commercial Space 
For Rent 
50 Wanted to Rent 
60 For Rent Misc 
70 For Sale Misc 
80 Wanted Misc 
85 To Give Away 
90 Cars For Sale 
100 Trucks For Sale 
110 Aircraft 
120 Recreation Vehicles 
130 Motorcycles 
140 Snowmobiles 
150 Boats and Marine 
160 Heavy Duty Equipment 
170 Farm Machinery 
180 Pets 
190 Livestock 
200 Farmers Market 
210 Garage Sales 
220 Lost and Found 
230 Personals 
240 Births 
250 Card of Thanks 
260 In Memorium 
270 Obituaries 
280 Business Services 
290 Bus Opportunities 
295. Courses 
300. Help Wanted 
320 Work Wanted 
325 Situations Wanted 
330. Notices 
340. Legal Notices 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to classify ads under appropriate headings and to set rates therefore and to determine page location. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that it is against he provincial Human Rights Act to discriminate on the basis of children, marital slatus and 
employment when placing "For Rent:" ads. Landlords can state a no-smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to revise, edit, classify or reject any advertisement and to retain any snswers directed to the News Box Reply 
Service, and to repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" instructions not picked up within 10 days of expiry of an advelisement will be destroyed unless mailing instruclions are received. 
Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send original documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in advertisements must be received by the publisher within 30 days after the first publication. 
It is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that the liability of the Terrace Standard in the event of failure to publish an advertisement as published 
shall be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for only one incorrect insertion for the portion of the advertising space occupied by the incorrect or 
omitted item only, and that there shall be no liability in any event greater than the amount paid for such advertising. 
Name Address  
Phone  Start  Date # of Inser t ions - -Ter race  Standard #..__Weekend Advertiser 
CLASS IF ICAT ION.  Credi t  Card  No Expiry  D a t e ~  
i,~ V ISA  r'] MASTERCARD 
PLEASE CLEARLY  PR INT  YOUR AD BELOW - ONE WORD PER SPACE 
11 
;2 
7 
12  
17  
13  
4 
9 
14 
5 
10 
15 
16 18  19 20  - $6 .60  
6 .75  6 ,90  7 .05  7 .20  7 .35  
7.55 
Cl ip & Mall Th is  Form To: 
Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B,C. VgG 5R2 
8,15  8,.30 
For longer a¢1. )le~l~;e use a meparelte sheet 
Phone Fax 
638-7283 638-8432 
e.oo  7 .70  
STA r)-ARD 
= 
30, FOR RENT 30. FOR RENT 
,t 
I, 
e 
e 
r 
p 
! 
p 
i, 
P 
i, 
i, 
10 ACRE treed lot, Spokane 
Lake District, near 150 Mile 
House on Paradise Road, Has 
BC gas. Asking $51,900, Open 
to offers. Call (604) 272-5389, 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE in Horse- 
shoe very close to schools' and 
downtown new carpet, large 
deck, fenced yard with fruit 
tree's assumable mortgage at 
very good rate, Asking 
$117,900. Call 6,35-7566. 
GRAVEL BUSINESS. 30 yr 
trucking and excavating busi- 
ness in growing community of 
Salmon Arm BC Owner retiring 
asking $730,000. Phone Bob 
Dunn 1-800-890-9166 Homelife 
SA Realty 
HOBBY FARM 26.6 acres, 
New Remo, fenced pastures, 
wired barn & 30 x 40 shop, 4 
bedroom, 2 bathroom rancher 
$295,000. 638-1080 message - 
eveninfls/weekends. 
i, 
FOR LEASE PRICED TO SELL! 
10,200 Square Feel Ho~ Home 
Indusldal/Comme~dal Use Excellent Condi~on 
~9.~O/square foot MLS Only $184,9OO MLS 
RF/NII  of Terrace i 
638.1400 ................ •
I FOR SALE I  .. 
• UniquePrime Commercial Property 
• 1440 sfon m~infloor, 500 sfupperfloor 
~ full basement 
• Serious inquiries only. 
For furlber information call 
635-8284 after 6pro 
: . ~  RANCHER/ 
: ~ Cute and cozy 3 bedroom 
~ . ~ ~  rancher on a quiet street. Walk 
I ~ ~  out bay window in the 
[ ~ ' ~ ~ ~  livingroom, European kitchen 
with built-in dishwasher, fridge 
. . . . . . . . . . .  and stove. This 3 year old home 
I~ " is landscaped and has a new 
,, deck. 
51151ffills Avenue $135,900MLS 
~: .. :~ :~ .: I NEED ROOM FOR HORSES!! . . ,  . . . .  . ~ :  '. 
I~ . ;~! ! :~:~. ,  ,I 3 bedroom home features an 
~ ~ 1  oak kitchen with large island, 
built-in dishwasher, fridge and 
................ ~stove, family room down, and a 
, ~.~,,~.~ ... .. large deck. For the horses there 
~ ~ 1  is a barn with a new roof and 
B ~ ' ~ F ~ ~ ~ !  fenced paddock on 2 acres. 
5541 Kleanza Drive ~. , ,~  $132,500MLS 
Sheila Love 
635-3004 
of Terrace 
A Place For The Family And Income Too! 
'.:.:.', , :~ .  " ~.:.:~!~!:.:i { ~========================  .... 
4610 Stra,~ne Avenue 
Well maintained 3 bedroom home with a newer 2 bedroom suite 
down, Gresl layout with a large kitchen, eating area, and fealure 
fireplaces up and down, Lots of recent updates throughout, 
Landscaped yard, paved riveway, and best of all income to support 
your mortgage. Take a 10ok. $1591900 MLS 
R.~/M,~K oF '  T~RRACE 
638-1400 
638-B198 Res idence  
Cadl BUZANNE for 
te l lab le  serv ice  today l  
KISPIOX VALLEY - Beautiful 4 
Iodr house with one bdr base- 
ment suite. 10.8 acres. Land- 
scaped park like setting. Two 
large outbuildings, greenhouse, 
raspberries, strawberries and 
.qarden (250) 842-5162. 
LARGE LAKESHORE deeded 
lot at Topley Landing. 2 br 
home under reno. Rec room in 
basement. New metal roof, 
large shop/storage shed. Call 
and leave message. 1-250-697- 
2310. 
I~EW HOME 1187 sq fl, excel- 
lent location, 3540 Cory St.. full 
basement, garage, sundeck, 3 
bedroom, 2 full bath, sky fights, 
large kitchen, dishwasher, 
$169,900. Call 635-4560 even- 
in~. 
PRIVATE SALE Copper 
Mountain Sub. nicely renovat- 
ed, 3 bedroom trailer with large 
addition, good water, n/g and 
wood heat, newly built large 
sundeck, private park-like back- 
yard with creek, fruit producing 
walnut, cherry and apple trees, 
2 sheds plus large covered stor- 
age area, located on no thru 
street,~ close, to elementary 
school & transit route. Moving 
mush sell, reduced to $91,000. 
Call 638-8729 or 615-9196. 
SACRIFICE PRICE: $105,000, 
4 bedroom home, 3 level split, 
NG water, fireplace, stove, and 
furnace, c/w dishwasher, oak 
cupboards. Total rang in past 6 
yrs, Fully fenced and 
landscaped yard. 10 x 16 shed. 
Must be seen to be 
appreciated, Not a drive by. Call 
(250) 614-0761 for appt to view. 
TWO BEDROOM house with 
1/2 basement 1000 sq fl, 
Horseshoe, n/g heat, large 
fenced yard, storage shed, fire- 
place. Asking $135,000. Call 
635-1367. 
f~Sherry Anderson ~ 
No~,~r,/Public 
.. Real Estate, 
Conveyancing 
Wills, 
/V~ile Home 
Transits, 
Declarations, 
Mortgage 
Documenlallon, 
Notarlzafion$ Membe¢ 
4921 Gair Avenue 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 2K1 
Tel: (250) 635-5988 
Fax: (250)635-5926 
Your Welcome 
Wagon 
Hostesses for 
Terrace, B.C. 
are: 
Elaine 635-3018 
Terry 635-6348 
Crystal  635-3531 
Gi l l ian ' 635-3044 
If you have 
moved to Terrade 
or have just had a 
baby, or are new 
getting married, or 
starting a new 
business, just give 
~ne of us a call....) 
SUNDANCE ESTATES your 
dream come truell Imagine .... 
your exclusive home on a spec- 
tacular mountain, view lots only 
a short stroll from Sun Peaks 
Village Centre. This exceptional 
investment opportunity offers 
you a resort property in a quiet 
wooded setting with ski access 
to the slopes. Only 14 lots avail- 
able. Call Remax at Sun peaks 
todavll! 1-800-663-2838. 
VILLA FRONTERRA - carefree 
riverside living in beautiful 
downtown Ashcroftl One level 
townhouses from $79,900, No 
maintenance, a/c 5 year new 
home warranty. Call 250-453- 
2035. 
VILLA FRONTERRA - Carefree, 
Riverside living in beautiful 
downtown Ashcroflll One level 
townhouses from $79,900. No 
maintenance, a/c 5 year new 
home warranty. Call 1-250-453- 
2035 or 1-250-453-9548. 
WELL MAINTAINED 6 bed- 
room, 3 bathroom house. All fin- 
ished 3600 sq tl, close to 
highschools. Large green house 
and storage shed. 4830 Scott 
Ave." Serious offers only 
$171,700. Phone 635-6943. 
1974 MOBILE home, 12" x 68", 
in Terrace Trailer Park. New n/g 
furnace, rugs & paint. C/W 
fddge, stove, washer & dryer. 
Asking $39,500. Phone 638- 
0912. 
1978 12 x68, 3 bed, front living 
room, utility room, new carpet., 
F&S, $18,000. 1979 14 x 60 2 
bed, front kitchen, F&S, 
$19,500. 198514 x702 bed, 1 
1/2 bath, center living room, 
$29,500. Prices included deliv- 
ery, blocking and leveling, Will 
send pictures on request. Lake. 
view Mobile Homes, Moose 
Jaw, Sask. Call today...(3O6) 
694-5455, 
1980 MOBILE home. 14 x 70 
appliances included. Excellent 
condition. $24,500 delivered. 
Other's available 1-800-809- 
8041 or 1-403-458-6398 Jany 
or Jeanne, 
FACTORY DIRECT Chaparral 
Homes, on time, on budget. 
Featuring 9' ceilings, residential 
interiors. Toll free 1-888.765- 
8992. Sheldon Modular Homes, 
3075 Sexsmith, Kelowna DL 
10146. 
KERMODE PARK Home Sales 
located accross from weigh 
scales, featuring SRI modular 
home and 14 x 70 mobile 
homes. Call 635-5350. 
LARGE 2 bedroom in Sunnyhill 
Trailer Padc Will consider what 
you have for down payment, ex- 
cellent condition. Lovely view. 
635-7189. 
TAKING ORDERS for '98 with 
sites available for your custom 
manufactured home @ Boulder- 
wood MHP, family oriented and 
upscale, cell Gordon @ 638- 
1182. 
2 -3  bedroom trailer with large 
addition, n/g fireplace, washer 
and dryer, available for working 
couple. Serious inquiries only 
please. References & damage 
deposit required. $750 Call 635- 
1393. 
2 BDRM basement suite. South 
side large yard covered parking, 
no smoking, no pets, avail Feb. 
1st. 638-8637 after 5:00 pro. 
2 BEDROOM townhouse, 
frldge/stove, no pets, referenc- 
es required, Suitable fur profes- 
sional couple. Call 635-3796. 
.For sale by owner; beautiful park like se~ing, (2] 
10 acre parcels and (1) 35 acre & (1) 41 acre 
parcel lots. Must be seen. Just 10 km north of 
town. Being serviced with natural gas. 
635-5868 
2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
for rent available immediately. 
Fridge, stove, garbage pickup. 
Large yard, quiet area. $410 
per month. 638-8607. 
2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS. 
AVAILABLE immediately and 
on Feb. 1st. Clean quiet with 
laundry facilities. $575/month. 
Call 635-7058. 
2 BEDROOM BASEMENT su- 
Re. Clean & roomy, private loca- 
tion, large yard, app, heat, 
$495/month. no dogs, available 
immediately. Call 638-1292. 
2 BEDROOM BASEMENT SU- 
rrE. New carpet, no pets, oou- 
plas preferred. Only asking 
$550 per month. Call 635-6824. 
2 BEDROOM duplex, recent 
rang, c/w f/s, w/d. Fenced yard, 
close to school. To view call 
635-3546 $650/month.h 
2 BEDROOM HOUSE with gas 
fireplace, walking distance to 
Mall. 1 bedroom duplex with 
gas fireplace in upper Thornhill. 
All in new condition. No 
smokers references required. 
Call 6,35-3756. 
2 BEOROOM'}~ewly~;re'noVated 
duplex suite.• .on:. Queensway; 
$550/month. Call 635-2837.h ~ ~ 
2 BEDROOM partly furnished, 
4 appliances, wood and NG 
heat, no smokers. No parties. 
call 635-2963, 
2 BEDROOM suite, 
fddge/stove, washer/dryer, 
window coverings, storage, 1/2 
block from town, gas fireplace 
and dishwasher. Call 638-0046 
available immediately, no 
pets/smoking. 
2 BEDROOM, with f/s, in six 
plex, w/d hookup, no pets 
please. Call 635-5213. 
BEAUTIFUL TWO bedroom su- 
ite. Available Feb 1st complete- 
ly newly renovated, Fenced 
yard. W/D, quiet setting close to 
hospital & schools. Pets wet- 
come $675/month utilities in- 
cluded, Phone 638-1797. 
BEDROOM FOR rent. Braun's 
Island. Furnished, cable, share 
bath/kitchen, with one person. 
Phone Batty 635-5394 $300 per 
month. N/D preferred, 
BEDROOM SURE all utilities 
included, available by 
immediately, $450 plus damage 
deposit to view. Call 638-8482. 
BRAND NEW 2 bdrm 14 x 70 
mobile home situated on private 
lot. NG heat, 2 bathrooms, 
$800/month. For appt 638- 
8084. 
BRAND NEW 2 BEDROOM 
BASEMENT suite. No smoking 
and no pets. Available Feb. 1st. 
Call 6338-8544, 
BRAND NEW 3 bedroom du- 
plex, beautiful location on 
bench, 4 appliances. Available 
Feb. 1/98. $850/month. N/S 
please. Call 635-0529. 
2 SUITES available the 2 
bedroom is $450 per month in- 
cluding utilities. The 3 bedroom 
is $650 per month utilities extra. 
Cell Lisa 638-8639. 
3 BDRM with full basement, 
town house in Terrace, walking 
distance to town & school. No 
pets, references required phone 
638-0184 or 632-5918 
3 BEDROOM basement suite. 
4701 Straume, no pets. Avail- 
able immediately $600 per 
month plus $300 damage de- 
posit. Utilities included. Call if 
staying for a year. Call 635- 
9691 or 635-8139. 
3 BEDROOM DUPLEX ON 
southside with fridge/stove, 
laundry room large yard, $650 
per month plus utilities. 
Available Jan. 15. 638-1691 No 
pets. 
3 BEDROOM home located in 
Thornhitl. Gas f/p in family 
room. 5 appliances. New carpet 
and paint, References required. 
$850/mo. Leave message at 
250-624-4894. 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE fur rent. 
Newly renovated, private yard, 
: h0rseshoe ' area ' $800 per 
..month. ~ Available•  Feb.1 638-' ' 
1880. 
3 BEDROOM suite, f/s, wall to 
wall carpet, no pets, close to 
school, large yard, available 
Feb. 1, References required. 
Call 635-3827. 
3 BEDROOM trailer, 4 ap- 
pliances in quiet park, 
$650/month. Call 635-2126. 
3 BEDROOM upstairs suite. 
Close to town and school. No 
pets, no parties or smoking. F/S 
included. Call 635-5174. 
3 STUDIO SUITES available 
immediately. One - 1 bedroom 
suite, available Feb. 1st - no 
pets, no parties, heat included. 
Rent $460 - $540 per month 
plus damage deposit, down 
town location. Call 635-7585. 
A SMALL two bedroom house, 
available Feb. 1/98 $500 
rent/month. A damage deposit 
of $250 is required and refer- 
ences preferred. Please call 
635-4133 and leave a mes- 
ssqe. 
ONE BEDROOM furnished 
apartment in Thornhill. Single 
occupancy only, No pets, refer- 
ences required, $360 = $180 
security deposit, Phone 635- 
2065. 
APARTMENT 
FOR RENT 
ONE BEDROOM 
GOOD CENTRAL LOCATION 
RREPLACE & BALCONY 
NO SMOKING & NO PETS 
$645/MONTH PLUS DAMAGE 
DEPOSIT FOR APPOINTMENT TO 
VIEW PLEASE CALL 615-9116 
CLEAN 2 bedroom house in , _  
Thornhill Stove#ridge, N/G heat 
included. Perfect fur 2 people, 
No pets or parties, Available 
January 15, $600.00 per month 
plus security deposit. 635-7467. 
CLEAN 2 bedroom house in 
Thornhill ~with 4 new appliances. 
No pets, no parties, N/G heat. 
Available Feb. 1st, $650,00 per 
month plus secudty deposit. 
Call 635-7467, 
Would you like a landlord 
who treats you as a 
valued customer? Try usl 
Beautiful ~o bedroom suite. 
Available Feb. 1st. Completely 
ne~y renovaled. Fenced yard. 
W/D. Quiel setting close to 
hospital and schools. Pets 
welcome. S675/monlh 
utililios included. 
Phone 638-1797 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets • 
Ask. for Monica Warner 
Call: 635-4478 
HUNTINGTON 
III APARTMENTS 
IJl Taking Applications Now for 
Ill 1 & 2 Bedroom Suites 
Ill Clean, quiet renovated suites 
Ill Ample parking 
Ill Laundry facilities on each floor 
Ill Close to schools & downtown 
Ill On bus route 
Ill Se=~ entrance 
Ill On s~te management 
III No~ 
Ill References ~equired 
Ill Tovl call 
LARGE 1 bdrm apt-  centrally 
located. Appliances, hot water, 
heat, washer & dryer inclu. Non 
smoking. No pets. References 
required, available immediately. 
$550 per month. 635-6741. , 
NEW 3 BDRM, 4822 Lazelle, 
f/s, w/d, dw, fireplace, no pats, ~. 
no smoking, blinds included. 
636-0046. Available Immediate- 
Iv. 
NEW 3 bedroom condo's 1320 
sq ft, c/w 5 appliances, blinds, 
on site mini storage, non 
~mokers, no pets. References 
required. $875 per month. 
#2609 Braun St. Terrace. Call 
1-250-632-6636. 
ONE BEDROOM apartment on 
site management, no pets, rers - 
required. $450 per month. Call 
638-7725. ,, 
ONE BEDROOM apt. w/d, f/s, ,, 
near town. No smoking/no pets, :. 
Hot water and cable included, ,, 
Available Feb. 1st. $575/month. ,-. 
Call 635-9684. 
i, 
AVAILABLE 1, 2, &3 bedroom. 
Available immediately, referenc- '" 
es a must, 635-6428, 
AVAILABLE FEB.~ 15, 4; bed- 
room Iowec~dgpleg~.suite-.,in te r . |  
race, NG heat, inc. rent 
$700/month. References ~md'~ 
del0osit required. 798-9554. , 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY. 
Clean and bright 1 bedroom 
basement suite, ns/np, 
$550/month including utilities. 
Call 638-1341. 
ONE-BEDROOM immaculate 4 
plax unit. Two bedroom loft su- 
Re. Beautiful condition. Excel. 
lent condition. Four bedroom 
house. Central, many features, 
Modern enquidas. Call B & D 
Properties. 638-0797. 
ONE BEDROOM vacation con- 
do. Maul fully equipped, across 
form Kamaale beach #2, ~ 
High/low, $70/$55 USD/day, ~ I, 
Add 10.17% KI State tax. Home i. 
250-634-5554. Work 250-634- 
3042. " b 
ONE BRM mobile home in : 
ThornhUl situated in quiet trailer 
park. asking $500/mo plus utili- 
ties, 2 brm apartment in Summit 
Square. Good condition. On- ,, 
site manager, asking $575/mo ~. 
plus utilities. For rental enqui- 
ties, call Gloria at Re/Max of 
Terrace Property Management 
Sewices 638-1400. 
QUIET CLEAN dose to town. 2 
bedroom apartment for rent, 
suitable for working couple, 
laundry facilities, no pets, 
please. Ref's required. Call 
635-5653. 
ROOM TO RENT for a working 
female. Located in Thornhifi 
$275 per month, W/D and kitch- 
en facilities available, Call 635- 
4992. 
TOP FLOOR of house, 3 10drs, 
w/d, f/s, incl. large yard. Close 
to town. Includes 12xl 2 outdoor 
storage, no pets, no smoking, 
$750 month. 635-5459, 
TWO AND three bedroom trail- 
er for rent, Please leave mes- 
saqe at 636-4315. 
TWO BEDROOM apartment 
close to town, ground floor, f/s, 
security entrance, no pets, after 
6 pro, 635-5338. 
TWO BEDROOM apartment 
with 5 appliances, gas fireplace 
and mini storage. No pets, ref- 
erences required. $750 per 
month. Call 635-4954 or 638- 
2071. 
TWO BEDROOM bungalow, 
f/s, $620/month, large fenced 
yard, security deposit and refer- 
ences required on Straume, 
635-6904. 
VERY CLEAN 2 bdrm mobile 
home. W/D, F/S, freezer. Avail- 
able now, $630/month and 
damage, 638-7690 Dale, 
WANTED RESIDENT manager 
for Summit Square apt's with 
general building maintenance. 
Send resume to #1108 2607 
Pear St. V8G 4V5 closing is 
January 31/98. 
• wl'm'ti i ' i ' l '"~"~;']"~"i l~ I 
[ ~z~rmr, cou~Hn~L~o,~.~cumm I 
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CHRYSLER 
'97 Chrysler Intrepid 
V-6, Auto, A/C, Tilt, Cruise, 
Power Windows, Locks, 
Cassette 
$19,995 
'97 Jeep Grand 
Cherokee , 
6 cyl, Auto, NC, Tilt, Power 
Window & Locks, Cassette 
$33,995 
'96 Plymouth Breeze 
Auto, NO, Cruise Control, Tilt 
$15,995 
'96 Chrysler Intrepid 
6 Cylinder, Auto., Cruise, 
Cassette/Stereo & more 
was $18,995 NOW $1 6,995 
'95 Dodge Ram Club Cab 
4x4 Laramie SLT 
V-8, Auto,A/C, Tilt, Cruise, Power 
Windows & Locks, Cassette 
$25,995 
'95 Plymouth Voyager 
6 cyl, NO, Cassette 
$15,995 
'95 Dodge Club Cab 4X4 
Laramie SLT 
V-10, Auto, NC, Cruise, 
Tilt, & More, 0neTan dually 
$31,995 
'95 Dodge Laramie SLT 
Cummins 4x4,Auto, NC, 
Cruise, Tilt, Power Windows & 
Locks 
was $29,995 sale $27,995 
'95 Dodge Ram 1500 
4x4 plckup Laramie SLT, V-8, 
Automatic, NO, Cruise, Tilt, Power 
Windows & Locks 
was $23,995 Sale $21,995 
'93 Dodge Club Cab 4x4 LE 
Deieel, auto, A/C, Cruise, Tilt, 
power windows & locks, 
cassette, western snow plow 
attached 
was $26,995 sale $25,995 
'91 Jeep YJ 4x4 
6 Cylinder, 5 Speed, Tilt 
was $15,995 sale $14,995 
" 1"20, '
RECREATIOI 
~ VEHICLES, 
::::;; FORD .... 
'96 Ford F-150 4x4 
NO, Cruise, Tilt, Cassette 
$17,995 
'95 Ford ~gon 
Auto, 
Locks, ~ e -  $13,995 
'95 Ford Escort GT 
. . . . . . . . . .  5 Speed ....... !~"  ..... 
• ~Lc':' ,"°~.S95'"'~I !'.~"' 
95 FOrd Mustang' .... 
Auto,, NC, Cruise, Tilt, 
28,000 km 
was $17,588 sale $16,588 
'95 Ford Con~jAr GL 
v-6, tractio~::.~t~tr~i~!i~), A/C, 
Cru le~0ws & 
~oy  Wheels 
was $T~,995 now $13,995 
'94 Mercury Topaz 
Auto, NO, Tilt, Cruise 
$8,995 
'92 Ford F-250 4x4 
Extra Cab 
V-8, Auto, NC, Cruise, 
Tilt, Cassette 
was $16,995 sale $15,995 
'92 Ford F-150 4x4 
8 Cylinder, Auto, Cruise, 
Cassette/Stereo, NC, Tilt 
was $15,995 now $1 4,995 
'g5 Chevy 4x4 
v-8, 5 Speed, Short Box 
$18,995 
'95 Chew Tahoe 2dr 
4x4 Sport, NC, Tilt, Cassette, 
Power Windows & Locks, 
plus more 
was $31,995 now $29,995 
'93 Chevy Cavalier 
4 door, Auto, P/C, Cassette 
$8,495 
' IMPORTS 
'96 Toyota 4Runner 
Limited, V6, auto, leather, 
sunroof, loaded, 
was $42,995 now $39,995 
'95 Toyota Tercel 
4 door, auto, am/fro cassette 
$13,588 
'95 Nissan Ext, Cab 4x4 
6 Cyl,, 5 Sp., Tilt, Cruise, 
Cass./Stere0, Canopy 
war $21,995 sale $20,995 
'95 Toyota 4 Runner 
V-6, 5 speed, Tire pkg. 
- $30,995 
'95 Toyota Corolla 
Automatic, Alrconditl0ning 
- $14,995 
87 Hissp0~:~!~'~der 
.. .:.~ ~"~:~ ~.-'..:×. 4x4~ower  
~;10cke  
" " -  $8,995 
Partial List 0nly 
Over 25 More 
Pr6.0wned Vehicles In Stockl 
TER~"E 
4916 nwy, 16 West 6a~.Tza7 
1-800.513-7187 Din. 595e 
w~nN.terraoesutomall.oom 
• THE WILLIAMS LAKE Gaff and 
Tennis club is looking for inter- 
ested parties ~ lease Fox's 
Den Restaurant. Please send 
letter of interest and resume be- 
fore January 30th to: Box 742, 
188N 1st Avenue, Williams 
Lake, B.C. V2G lYe. 
RETAIL OR OFFICE LEASE SPACE | 
AJmarlin BuHa'lng 
r 3219 Eby St. 2,~ s¢~:Rel0~ or O~ce, G;~M ~ Ph: 635-7191 
OFFICE SPACE 
FOR RENT, 
Single or combined offices 
available immediately. 
Starting at $170.00 per 
month. Call Steve Cook at 
Coldwel[ Banker. 1st 
Terrace Realty 638-0371 
MATURE PROFESSIONAL 
couple transferred to Terrace 
with very well behaved dog and 
cat seeking ~o to three hed- 
room house to rent. Room#27. 
635-7216 
TO be good to yourselfl More 
energy, better health, weight 
control? Herbalife products are 
the answer to "How?" Call Mary 
1-250-698-7319. 
AUTOTEL GLENAYRE 4040 
c/w antenna and mounting 
brackets, excellent condition. 
Asking $700 obo. 638-8700 
days ask for Derrick. 
GENERAL ELECTRIC/CON- 
VECTION oven. $100. Call 638- 
8276. 
I 
BUY OR SELL 
Tc pperware  
KAREN MArFEIS 
635-7810 Pacific 
INDUSTRIAL SEINING ma- 
chine. Yakumo rn,:del DBU- 
180-1.-2 complete with star=d. 
Compound walking foot, Ideal 
for upholstering or otll~ti' heavy 
duty sewing. Excellent 
condition. $1300 obo. 250-847- 
5969 after6 Din. 
NOW IN stockl Franwood - As- 
pen paneling. T & G end- 
matched. 1/2" x 3-1/2" or 5" 
coverage. Clear of Knotty 
Grades. While stock lastal Fran- 
cois Lake Woodworking Toll 
Free: 1-888-532-0288 Phone: 
695-6405. 
Terrace Professional Building, centrally 
located. 5,000 ft. available. This space can 
be divided. Exterior newly renovated. 
Contact John Strangway at 635-3333 
FOR 
3,200 sq.lt It. indu~aJ/c0mmercial 
c/w NC offices, warehouse, OH door 
Fenced Compound 
5110 KeithAve 
1,700 sq. tL retail/0ffice space_ 
Ren0vated toy0ur speci~c~'=0ns 
Emeroon & GreigAvenue 
951 sq.lt, wareh0use/0ffioo 
c/w0Hdoor 
5002 P0hleAvenue 
HP SCANJET IlCX scanner 
with CSI car, (document feed 
optional) $550, with document 
feeder $1100. 847-1910. 
IBM APTIVA 486 DX50 8MB 
ram, ¢Logradeable to 64MB. 
Monitor, keyboard, house, 
speakers, loads of software and 
more. $1000. 638-1111. 
ONE WEEK in Lake Okanagan 
Resort, Kelowna from Feb. 8 to 
15th, 1/2 price $300. Call 638- 
0338. 
KEN'S 
MARINE 
1997 Yamaha MM700 
2" track, Mntn Bars 
1997 Arctic Cat Panther 
440, reverse, 2 up Seat 
0nly 300 miles 
1996 Yamaha VX600 
Long Track 2", Smart Carbs 
1988 Ski Ooo 
Safaris, Long Track, 503cc 
1995 Ski Doe 
Formula Z 583 co, 
long track 
1995 Yamaha VX600 
2" long track, twin pipes, 
mint condition 
1995 Polaris XLT 600 
11/2 track, pipes, 0nly 925m 
1994 VX600 Long Track 
Reverse, electric start 
1996 Phazer II 
Mountain Lite, Long Track 
1994 V-Max 600 St 
Twin Pipes 
KEN'S 
MARINE 
4946 Greig Ave. 
Ph: 635-2909 
LEASE: 
2,700 sq, it. NEW 
CommerdR finished l0 
y0u~'specifi~0ns 
Pdme location ext o 
Home Har~are, p~ng 
4816 Highway 1.6 We~t 
1,700 sq. ft. reta]l/0ffice space 
Ren0valed to y~r specificafi0ns 
998 sq, ft. new 0ffice/store front 
5008 Pohle Avenue 
JANUARY 20% OFF SALE. All 1989 TOYOTA Corolla four 
second hand items except door sedan automatic, good 
those on consignment. Norms tires, $1750 or best offer. 
, May's collectibles, Topley, Please call 635-40t 4 during 
Tuesday and Saturday, 9-5 day. 
Io,m, 696-3675. 1991 FORD Tempo 4 door au- 
tomatic excellent running condi- 
tion. Female driver. 81,000 
kms. Includes four Blizzak win- 
ter tires. $5000. 635-1684. 
SKIIS FOR salel Only touched 
snow 3 times. Package in- 
cludes: Rossignol skims, open 
. XPM (175's). Salomon ski 
boots, (570), ladies size 7, Sa- 
lemon bindings, Quadrax series 
5. Ski poles, Salomon ski hag. 
Great price only $500. Call 632- 
5858. 
- -  " I l l  • 
I 
Driving I 
I V School I 
"The Keys 1o Safe Driving" 
J Gift Certificates I 
Looking for that 
hard to find gift for 
Christmas, 
Birthdays or 
, Graduat ion~ 
Assessmen|s ~ ~ )J 
• ~ah,,,tion~ ' ~  
P~e Rupert "~/  . 
Toll Free i-800-665-1998 
PH/FAX 635-7532 
1987 TOYOTA SUPRA, 6 
cylinder, 5 speed, air condition, 
power seat and windows• Ex- 
cellent condition• $7000. Phone 
638-1156. 
k 
, , , :  
: . : : : . : . .~: : - : . : .  ......... ~ ~'~"-~ ._.~ ~. : !..~" .~,. ~, 
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/ 
House 
,~ 3207 Munroe, errace I ' l~ . ]  635-6273 
l l I l I l i I amAt  FU me 
N. / t  I I  i11111 ,o, , ,ol 
THE TEn'RACE" 
• Total Home Renovations 
• Interior ,o Exterior 
Qual i ty  Work  At  
A f fo rdab le  Prices 
For Free Estimates Call Norm 
638-8198 
This spot 
could be 
yours, 
Call 
MAIN FLOOR PLAN 
1Z43 SO.,, IT .  
,~  A .  • ~- ,  ~" " :  , -  , 
i V 
~.~ II i'l "~=_ I "., 
• ~,~ .t_ !'1 ~.,~. I = 
'" ,"%~3 ~.~' : "' ~ : :  ' 
BONDE0 GAS FITTERS 
• Pumps * Repairs * In~llndon= * Service • C~ions  * WoW I'k~ten 
• Sewer & Drain Cleaning * Fire.co Furnocm, IU~t I-I,o~1 
home decorating" 
~'e Windowcevarinos *Hor~od * Wollpopsr * Ceramic111e 
• Reprodudion Furnilure *~res e Min'on' * Lamps 
• Home Accessories and...Interior Decoroling Services 1 
635-7466 
638-7283 
STANDARD 
w= ,,,,, ,n~ ~o~ v,mz no~__~ 
4423 Rallv~ Avenue ~ 
Terrace, B,C v8a IL9 ~ 
Ph: (250) 63~-2801 _..L~ 
Fax: (250) 635.3612 J~  
TOLL FREE ~ ~--- 
1800-635.2801  
R, Price &S0ns Ltd, 
CFLLINi~IGHATUR[-~AHA( OHIINEi$ 
1993 FORD Tempe, red, 4 door 
sedan, excellent condition. 
$7200 obo. Phone 635.5176. 
1993 GMC 4x4, boxliner, visor 
standard, 30,000 new tires. 
Asking $9500 obo. 1-250-694- 
3675. 
1980 CHEV 4x4 Blazer. Power 
locks, windows, auto, 350, 
running boards, mags, good 
condition. Asking $3200 obo. 
638-8700 days. Ask for Derrick. 
1985 FORD f-150 4x4, 6 cyl re- 
built motor, good running condi- 
tion, asking $2800 obo. Call 
635-1367. 
1991 DODGE Dakota 4x4, X- 
"Ira cab, air, cruise plus extras. 
Please call Dwayne 847-5050. 
1992 FORD EXPLORER, Eddie 
Bauer edition, fully loaded, all 
leather interior, 125,000 kms, 
female owner, well maintained, 
excellent shape. 635-5521 
$16,000. 
1994 GMC 1500 series extend- 
ed cab, 4x4. Excellent condi- 
tion, askin.q $17,500 845-3339. 
1995 F-150 4x4 short box V8. 
New tires very clean $15,400. 
635-3494 evenin.qs. 
1995 JEEP Grand Chemkes 
Laredo. Mint condition, 54,000 
kms 847-8775 after 6 IOta. 
100.T!RUCKS,FOR 
* SALE  
FOR SALE 1989 F250 extend- 
ed cab 4x4 complete with one 
year old Western Snow Plow. 
$16,000. Phone 615-001 t. 
"OPEN TO OFFERS" 1992 
DODGE 4x4, 318, 110,000 
kms, 5 speed, standard, c/w 
running boards, canopy, box lin- 
er, 4 extra winter studded tires, 
$12,900. GC. Call 635-7400. 
1992 34 1/2 ft 5th wheol trailer, 
Layton celebrity, Tri.Axle, 
Double expando, 2 skylights, 
A/C, W/D, Microwave, Stereo, 
Deluxe Model, Hardwood Floor 
in kitchen, blue interior, single 
pce  roof, Asking $25000 obo 
call 635-7424 
1994 FIBERMOLD commercial 
fiberglass canopy. Camper 
style, double locking cargo 
doors. Forklift accessible. Idea 
for tradesmen or sportsmans 
camper. Anna 635-3867. 
YAMAHA A'r~/'S BO's #1 deal- 
er. Two licensed technical spe- 
cialists. Valley Yamaha, 44489 
Yale Rd. West Chilliwack. Call 
604-795-4403. 
1994 ARCTIC Cat Thunder Cat. 
2 inch Mountain Bar, SLP Air- 
box, SLP stutter box, D & D 
tips, Eckholm skits, good shape, 
$6500. 1996 Arctic Cat ZRT 
600, low mileage, mountain bar, 
exhaust tips, good shape, cov- 
ers included, both machines, 
$6700. 1-250-698-7607. 
:~": : :ii!ili:~:::iiii~i~ii~:.. J~~~*:~:~: i~  ~ ~:i: J::: 'l~::~:~:~:I~i 
Pro Va¢', 
Chimney Furnace and Duct Cleaning- :~ 
Cleaning of air ducts reduces maintenance problems, 
improves air quality, and furnace efficiency and reduces 
~llergies, 
We also do Septic' Cleaning & Wet & Dry Vacuuming 'i 
Insured and Bonded. We work weekends. _.. 
Sen4ng the Northwest since 1980. - ~" ' ~ ~ ~ 
- - "~"~"'"~"~iTi - ,~  Ph' .635-1132 - 
~.QUA 
q 
AL COMMERCIAL 
31DENTIAL ~'~ 
• • • Sheet Metal Work 
Ucensed Gas 
Fitters 
• Air Conditioning 
• Fireplaces 
; morthwe=t T,= 6, M,,,bU, 
__  SALES AND INSTALLATIONS '. I~  Ilk ~l 
For all,our decorating needs 
• Cnrpet ~ * Lighting Rxtur= '~r 
• Linoleum ~,~"b '~ * Herdwood ~" 
• Ceramic Tiles ~#IP '~ ~ " Wirld. ow .. 
• AreoRugs "~,~'~ ; Coverings ~,  
YOUR DECORi  I 
This spot could 
be yours, 
Call 
: // 
638-7283 
! ; / 
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280: BUS INESS:  
. '  SERVICES ' ,  
1993 ARCTIC Cat 550 
EXT/MC; Fuel injected, mint 
condition, loaded with too many 
extras to mention. $4000 firm. 
Call 845-7984 or 845-8027 
[cell). 
1995 POL-aris XLT; equipped 
with Genisis PST head & pipes; 
SLP skUs Chrom Moly two inch 
track; mountain bar; Polaris 
cover. $5998 (abe). Also one 
headache rack to fit Ford pick- 
up. Equipped with backup lites. 
$350 (abe). Contact 1-250-696- 
3343 from Estate of Eldon 
Clark. 
1997 MTN. max 700 Yamaha 
Snowmobile, $7800, low mile- 
aqe. Call 635-2126. 
NEW 1997 Arctic Cat Extreme 
600, No GST. 798-2069. 
1968 SEMI displacement. 35 x 
10 boat, Mahogany interior, 
"live aboard". Radar, built in 
freezer, many other options, will 
sell or trade, must dispose due 
to health, For more into call 
635-7378. 
22 1/2 fl aluminum jet boat, in- 
beard. $20,000. Phone 847- 
3441. 
A 20 ft and 22 ft boat. Alumi- 
num - complete with trailers. 
Lots of extras. Value of each is 
$10,000 plus. Will trade for 
used cats of equal value or pay 
the difference. Two marine mo- 
tors; Oldsmobile - complete. 
Volvo Penta legs $4000 each. 
Beachlot 29 Granisle. 
$40,000. Call: 697-2474 or 
leave message and will call 
back. 
190. LIVESTOCK 
ATTENTION BOATOWNERS: 
If you have your boat stored in 
prince Rupert and want to work 
on it before spring, give us a 
call. Secured Boat Storage $2 
r/month, U - Fix - bay rental 
$75/day, $300/wk, $800/month. 
Shop rate - winter special 
$33/hr. Effective unti l  Feb 
28/98. Paciffx Maintenance & 
Repair, 140 Hast road, Prince. 
Rupert, B.C. (250) 624-2144 
Bob or Lawrence, 
1973 JOHN Deere 450 track 
dozer inside non-hydrolic blade 
and winch. $14,000. Phone 
' 638-7290. 
1984 WESTERN star 400 Cum- 
mins Big Can 1V, 12 hours on 
rebuilt engine with work orders. 
RTO 15 speed, updated dills, 
'H6000 Eatons 488 ratio 5th 
wheel and certified to May 
31/98. 1979 Peerless log trailer 
• 1987 Peerless dog Iogge'rl Cg~- 
tiffed to May 3~1/g'B:~.~646-5659~. ;:'t 
• 82  ~ log trdck, 5 axle rigging, 
scales, radio, chains, MVI 
ready. $30,000 abe. 847-9769. 
ATCO 10 x 24 construction 
trailer with axles, tires and 
wheels. $5000. To view phone 
638-8084. 
CKC REGISTERED black labs. 
Hips & eyes guaranteed. 25.0- 
992-8527 Quesnel. 
2 PUREBRED Shepherds to go 
to a loving home, one male & 
one female, 3 mos old, shot and 
papers. Call 635-5496. 
FOR SALE: Border Collie Blue 
Heeler cross pups, $1,50. Call 
1-250-846-5061. 
I 
FOUND: DEC. 24/97 
shepherd/cross female dog, 
wearing pink nylon collar and 
leash. Picked up close to Hwy 
#5 & Little Fort/Barbecue. Nose 
is deformed & has a skin rash. 
Could also be adopted if owner 
not found. Ell/ at 1.250-672- 
9387. 
PUREBRED HAVANESE pup- 
pies ready Jan 30th. Delightful 
small breed, non-shedding, 
non-allergenic, great with child- 
ren. $850 - $950. Phone 1-250- 
398-6954. 
WOULD THE GENTLEMAN 
who acquired a Doberman 
Pinscer male dog from a man at 
Endako about two years ago 
please contact Vat Mark, Van- 
derhoof. 567-4514 collect. His 
name is "K/a" and his mother 
would like to know how he is. 
BEEF LAMB PORK. Hamblin 
Farms Lean'n Tender. Naturally 
produced meats. Satisfacticn 
guaranteed. Visit the farm at the 
end of Mountain View Drive, 
Houston or you'll find our meats 
at Country treasures, Ninth St. 
Houston. Serving people from 
Prince George to Pdnce Rupert. 
Phone: 845-2133 or 1-800-665- 
6992. 
E BALES of good quality first 
cut, second cut hay and straw 
delivered in from Alberta, no or- 
der too small. 847-4063. 
FOR SALE: first cut alfalfa 
grass mix. Square bales. Barn 
stored. $3.50/bale. Braes/de 
Rd. Phone (250) 567-4945. 
LARGE HARD core bales, 
alfalfa grass mR approx. 1400 
Ibs. Phone (250) 690-7431. 
THE TACK Store. Start thinking 
about Spring orders nowl Open 
from Thursday - Saturday 10-4. 
Open by appointment after 
hours. Please call 847-9863. 
TIMOTHY BROME grass round 
and square bales. Will deliver. 
Ph  250-690-7218. Cel l  250- 
~NTED~r  "' b,~'. ~ 6a~l~ 
homes and unwanted horses. 
Pay top market prices. For into 
call 1-250-846-2403. 
BC'S LARGEST chstllne, Over 
4000 men & woman call a day. 
Connect live or just listen. For a 
free trial 604.257-5700 or 1- 
$00-551-6338, 
CHRISTIAN DATING network 
is to bring Christians together to 
foster new friendships, quality 
fellowship & long term reMtion- 
ship. Call 1-888-562-8141. 
DO THE COINCIDENCES IN 
your life predict your future? For 
answers consult the kNOw CO- 
INCIDENCE psychics at 1-900- 
451-8814. 18 years or older. 
$2.99 per minute. 
EASYGOING, SLIM, S.M,, pro- 
fessional, 49- enjoys travelling, 
drag racing, outdoor activities, 
golfing, dining out, theatre, and 
movies, Hoping to find warm 
honest, loyal, trustworthy, shar- 
ing affectionate, slender S.F. 35 
- 45. Kids no problem. Reply to 
file #96, c/o Terrace Standard, 
3210 Clinton St., Terrace B.C, 
VSG 5R2. 
FOR FREE information on the 
Watchtower Society of Jeho- 
vah's Witnesses or the Church 
of Jesus Christ Latter Day 
Saints, the Mormons, call 1- 
250-847-5758 for recorded 
messsfle. 
GAY BI Curious? All Gayl All 
L/vet All the t/met Connect live 
or just listen. Try us for freel 
604-257-5656 ext 437 or 604- 
257-5555. 
GAY WHITE male, seeks other 
physically fit active gay, bi, curi- 
ous friends. Discretion assured. 
Call 635-1980. 
IF ALCOHOL is the problem, 
many have found help with 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS, 
Phone 635-6533. 
LIVE 1 on 1. Call nowl 1-900- 
451-5302 ext. 4781. $3.99 per 
min. Must be 18 years. Procall 
Co. 602-954-7420. 
ROMANTIC DATEUNE: Meet 
someone new today[ All life- 
styles. Local telephone 
numbers: 1-900-451-3612 Live 
one to one conversation with 
beautiful phone mates. 1-900- 
451-3201 $2.99/minute 18+ 
rears, www.xapex.nat 
ARE YOU SAFE? 
TERRACE TRABSITIOM HOUSE 
offers 24 hour safe shelter to 
women with or without children. 
You can call. Even just to talk. 
Battering is not o.kl 
It is not o.k. for someone 
to hit you 
or push you 
or yell at you 
or score you 
You can be safe. 
There are safe places. 
TERRACE TRANSITION 
HOUSE:,,, .~ : ~e 
635-6447 
24 HOURS A DAY 
A ;, .  Black Bear QUEENSWAY ':;i 
LEATHER & TACK SHOP J ottery  4493 QueenswayDr. ThomhiJJ, B .C .V8G 3X2 I 
(250) 635-7721 
~~.M~DF. ,~bT~R0~P0~R~ J Open Tues. to Sat. i p.m. to 5 p,m . . . .  : 
~[.~"~Saturdays~ -Co-op in theat Lobbythe Terrace I;:::~;iiii~ !~i0[~ ;B~!;~a~[~,~a:!~i~!i ;,i!i!ii'~iii':!i 
• ART POWEU. I ~i~!~iii~i~iiiiiiiii!i~iiii~iii~iiii!i~.~i~i~iiii~iii~i~iii~;ii~i~!iiiiii~i~i~'; 
~'  (250) 632-2'136 I J 
@J Plentiful Preserves Heel the Winter Blues.......treat yours[f, o friend o 
J family member with a freth new imase on the 
culfing edoe of [ashien. Take advonloge ofthese I 
~reat spec,ols: hair cuts- $12.50 untiFthe nd of ~ ~ ~  
J ~arch, Perrns (including cut $50.00. Students 
ondSenlors-15~o o~(wTIttl,D.), I * AntiPasto * Chutney 
j [ ~ ]  Open Man- Sat 9 am- 7 pm. ' 
Bus (250) 638-8928 I • Jams * Fresh Baked  Goods 
/ ~  Fax (250) 638-8958 Contact: Jeff Town 3675 Walnut Dr. Terrace 
L 4644 Walsh Ave. I Ph: (250) 635.3259 Fax: (250) 635-0186 MUl LUC Terroce, S,C, V8__.G 1Y_9.~ 
• . .,, m , :~  
Joh~ & Heather Austin 
Distributor 
[;:.:: ......... i:,:i::i:: ~ (:::;::;i. +:i,i:i ;.:,:.:; . ii:::,:.::: i!! ............... .! ~::::::::::.:::~::::::(::::: for bookings calI Paul Lebrun at 
4815 Scott Avenue 
Terrace B.C. V8G2B5 12'501635.2365 638-8813 1 
WALLPAPER AND PAINTING 
A~0S Graham Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G '] B2 
FAY HOPP 635-1914 
Morning Star Satelitesl 
Now You 
i ~  Have An 
Alternative. 
Your Business is our No. t priority. 
" i l l  Ph: (250) 635-1725 
HAIR SALON 
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY 
DAY & EVENING APP~NTMENT5 
AVAILABLE 
2041 HEMLOCK STREET 
THORNHIll, B.C, VaG 5A8 
1250) 638-2075 
Absolu etC2,orae 
carU~ea I ~V~l  P~ana 
Per aroomer ~r~ L~ Home Care 
Jayne Bury 
Ph. 635.9193 
Reasonable Rates Fax 636.0t30 
:' . . . . .  ' . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  ,  *arliffht -'* 
~ Holtday ttome $ttter i!.: : i ' :i B~coratln&  l~#~2/ Rentais 
• Phone:  (250)  635-4672 ~J~edd lnga  & ~Special  ~,uenta  
~, ,~m~.  * Cakes " Anches . 
e t e Don t Void Your ltouse Insurance, Home, Mall, camre~Uc~s Candleabr~J 
flant and pat Cam ~tty Vislts, ~lo~,r ~_ ~_ _ _u~,  i 
Excellent Raference~, .: 0 ~ 5 -  4 ~.~  3 : 
Phone: (250) 635-4672 i t~ Let us decorate so ~/ou don't bare tol ~.~ : 
SWM - n/d, 32, 5'5", lean, fine 
craftsman, outdoors, archery, 
mountain hiking, adventurous 
seeks loving single female, n/d, 
5'5" or under, 25 - 33 for honest 
loyal long term relationship, pre- 
fer fit adventurous business 
minded woman with hobbies of 
her own and like to converse. 
Apply to file #439 c/o Interior 
News Box 2560, Smithers, BC 
V0J 2N0 
THE NEW Year rightl If you're a 
single adult looking for a long 
term relationship call the Swan 
& The Rose Matchmakers Ltd. 
1-800-266-8818.  
her name i5 Loon, 
So I decided to send 
her a wee birthday tune, 
Cause WOW/ 
S e's 30 now  
.~ GOTCHA! 
GOODMANSON 
(nee Collison) 
Susan Gall 
Susan was born in Hazeltan, B.C. 
September 9*, 1946 and passed m~my in
Tofroce on Janmy P, 1998 ofu severe 
cerebral hemonhoge. Sue grew up and 
rmived oil of her r,(hooling inTeno(e. 
She worked as e waitress inthe Lakelsa 
Hotel in the 1960's and then lived in 
Vancouver for e shod time. She moved 
back to Tmace nd started to work for 
Overwailea Foods where she remained 
until her retirement. She spenl her lasl 
few years child minding and working at 
the Tenors Mall Loltery Booth. 
Susan was predeceased byher father, 
Don Cdlison on June 8', 1990 and 
leaves Io mourn, her mother Muriel 
Michiel (Terrace), sislers Jean Wells 
[Vancouver) and Unda K~asky (Ter- 
race), her brother &sisler.in-~, Don & 
Judy Collison (Terrace). Susan also had 
Ihrea nieces, Cheryl Cole (Kamloops), 
Janke Kawinsky (Kitiml) and tikole 
Collisan (Prince George) as well as two 
nephows, David (Pare) Kawimky (Ter- 
race) and Robed Collison (Terrace). Sue 
had many God &ldren. She was an avid 
bridge #yer end will be dearly missed 
by all her family and her many, many 
friends. Donations may be sect to thu 
G.E Strong Rehabilitation Canter, 4255 
Laurel Sheet, Vancouver, B.C V5Z 209. 
I l l * l ! I "  
BKmSll COLUMBIA LUnG h~SOCI&llON 
?31-tUNG or 1-~00-~SS-LUNG 
Call 1-900-451-4733 Ext. 21 
$1.99 per mlnute. 
To l isten to  these  area  s ingles descr ibe  
themse lves  and  to leave  them a message .  
You must be 18 years of age or older to une this eervlce, 
IWIUGHT ZONE,,, ATTENTION LADLES,,, 
Professional SWM, 35, 5'11", Confident, funny SWM, 30, 6'1", 
1651bs., dark hair, blue eyes, 1801bs.. brown half/eyes, wears 
enjoys unrises, cooking, golfing, glosses, flnonololly stable, enloYs 
the outdoors, soccer, camping, 
racquet sporls, seeks ievslhead- motolcycllng, seeks hopplness 
. . . .  ed, lntelllgen!$F.Ad#~2!21 . with content, : secure SF, 
HAS PERSOHAU1Y Ad#.5017 
Outgoing, fun.lovlng SW -morn, ~ - LOVES COUNTRY UrINe i '~:/i 
32, 5'8", fuil.flgured, amber hair, Fun-flguted SWF. 31, 5'I ", blonde• 
blue eyes, enjoys crafts, sewing, 
biking, walking her (:log, seeks 
honest, coring, affectionate, 
employed, stable SM. Ad#.4644 
A JOKESTER 
SWM, 19, 6', 1851bs., blue-eyed 
blond, tun-lovlng, employed, 
enjoys wosklng on oarS, camp- 
Ing, hlklng, seeks happy, pat,- 
halt, blue eyes, caring, loving, 
outgoing, employed, enjoys 
movies, comping, the outdoes! 
and four-wheeling, seeks loyal, 
sincere SM, wnh good morals 
end values. Ad#.5687 
MY PRINCE CHARMING 
Simply Irteslstlbie SWF, 24, 5'4", 
short dark hair, blue eyes, 
vibrant, humorous, employed, 
enjoys cooklng, readlng, are. 
slonate SF, who  likes hovlng fun, onve writing and  sailing, reeks 
foe possJble seilous relononshlp, honest, loyal, upbeat SM. 
Ad#.6126 Ad#.2929 
A LOT OF FUN UFE & LAUGHTER 
. . . .  ~ " "olkln SWF, 18, tall dirty blond hair, blue ~Nc morn zu enloY~ f g ' ' eyes, student, enjoys making 
over coffee watch ng hockey h r lau ou , at e s gh, seeks on tgolng, 
and basketball, reeks fun, help- honest SM, who enjoys horlng 
ful SM, who likes kids. Ad#.4509 speclal nines. Ad#.1779 
Call 1-800-995-6909 Ext. 21 
to place your FREE ad In Touch Tone Personals, 
a dating column for today's successful slngle$, o ~ o 
Questions? Call customer service at 1-800-647-3782 
BORING "IV? Time for some 
excitementl Digital satellite 
owner enjoys more channels, a 
crisp, bright picture, systems 
form $215 per month installed 
and programming from $7,95 
per month. Call Northern Wire- 
less cable toll free 1-800-809- 
4422. 
BUTCHERING & meat curing, 
Custom sausage, fresh and 
smoked, Sausage making sup- 
plies and spices. Hamblin 
Farms End of Mountain View 
Drive Houston. 845-2133 or 1- 
800-666-6992. 
CONSOLIDATE YOUR pay- 
ments. One easy payment. No 
more stress, no equity-secudty, 
good or bad credit. Immediate 
approval, immediate relief, Na- 
tional Credit Counsellors of Ca- 
nada. For nearest office. 1-888- 
777-0747. Ucensed & Bonded. 
CONSOLIDATE YOUR 
PAYMENTS. One easy pay- 
ment. No more stress, no equi- 
ty-security, good or bad credit, 
immediate approval, immediate 
relief. National Credit Counsel- 
Iors of Canada, For nearest of. 
rice call 1-888-777-0747 li- 
cenced and bonded. 
DO YOU need a licenced Bar 
Tender ? Reasonable rates, full 
black tie table service available 
upon request. Call TarBenders 
for reservation information 
635-3763. 
DON'T REPLACE that old tub 
or s ink -  roglaze RI Colour 
changes and chip repairs 
available. 562-8766 or 567- 
4171. 
SMITHERS BASED trucking 
company looking for foil or par- 
tial backahuls from anywhere in 
Alberta or Saskatchewan to de- 
liver anywhere from Pdnce 
George to Pdnce Rupert. 847- 
4063. 
TEDDY BEAR Family Daycare 
Center, space available 5 days 
a week, 7 an] to 5 pm. Drop in 
available, 5 yrs experience. Call 
638.0939 in Thornhill, 
WILL SET UP and maintain 
your small business bookkeep- 
ing requirements. 10+ yrs ex- 
perience. Excellent references 
upon request. Phone 635-9592 
or Email: manucomp@uni- 
carve.cam 
55 SEAT UCENSED dining 
room/restaurant for lease in re- 
sort/fishing lodge. Located on 
Babine Lake at Topley Landing. 
References required, Call and 
leave message 1-250-697- 
2310. 
A 94 year old pharmaceutical 
Ebrn pdi'~"e~rt0Bri~: pri~l~Oi~ch 
of proven MLM dMslon into Ca- 
nada. Team up with US lead- 
ers, Be first in Canada. 604- 
226-2805. 
FITNESS CENTER and Sports 
shop combination. Good oppor- 
tunity for couple into fitness and 
sports scene. Priced to sell. 
Phone Ken at 674-3098. 
I 
BUY OR SELL 
Tupperware 
KAREN MATrEIS 
635-7810 Pacific 
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR 
another income stream? 24 
hour messaqe 1-888-557-4787. 
FAST FOOD outlet in R. St. 
James Pizza, grill, soft ice 
cream delivery, Small growing 
community. Excellent potential. 
Recopies and training. Possible 
serious enquiries only $64,900, 
250-996.8455. 
FOR SALE well established re- 
tall clothing store and tuxedo 
rentals in excellent location. 
Serious inquiries only, Call 250- 
567-4633 or 250-567.4310 
eves & weekends. 
FREE ADVICE on how to 
choose the right multi level mar- 
keting company for you. 24 
hour message. 1.888.297-7593 
mailbox 0067 or my web page: 
www.laronda.bc,caJidobrosk 
HAIR SALON for sale. Serious 
enquiries only, 7 chair salon, 
Phone afternoon 6 p.m, 635- 
1861. 
Business Opportunity 
Turn key dog grooming - pet 
food sales business for 
sale in Terrace. 111is is the 0nly 
store front business of 
its kind in Terrace. 
For information please coil: 
Derick Kennedy 
635-3042 635-6361 
JURASSIC FROFITS! 
Canada's most successful 
video franchise has 
exceptional op~rlunilies 
now available in 
Terrace and I(ilimal. 
We offer a tom, eta 
tgrnkey ~r,/ness 
on-site rddng, 
M.#ng s~,  and 
F/eb.da/assfsrmge. 
CALL 
GONE HOLLYWOOD 
!-800-567-7710 
BUSY PROPERTY MANAGE- 
MEWr company in Alberta has 
large volume of work for experi- 
enced carpet and line installers 
to start immediately. Call 1-403- 
531-9188. 
CONSULTANTS NEEDED to 
phow Pr in~.  ~0usa. Crystal, 
COOKware, gmware aria cerami~ 
dinnerware at home parties. 
Earn $80 - $200 for 4 hrs work. 
No inventory to buy, no experi- 
ence necessary. Must have car 
and phone. Call 1-604-513- 
1976. 
EXPERIENCED, MATURE 
parts parson required as soon 
as possible for full time employ- 
ment with an automotive 
pads/jobber store, Good work- 
tng environment. Located in the 
pacific Northwest, Salary and 
benefits would be based on ex- 
perience, Send resume and ref- 
erencss to Parts Person Applic- 
ant, Box 3638 Sin/there, BC, 
V0J 2NO or fax (250) 847-9009. 
No phone calls p[eass. 
HAIRDRESSER WANTED in 
Burns Lake. Full time or part- 
time to start immediately. Shure 
Cut. 1-250-692-7687. 
II ! 
~a~#/i~ ~E I~ IE  ~ 
LIFE ENERGYASSESsMENT 
Aromatic Bodywork & Acupressur6 ~,.~.~--~. '  
Reflexology, Reiki, Herbology, Kai-igaku 
Environmental & Food Allergy Testing 
Frances Birdsell 
Natural Health By Appointment 635-2194 
Practitioner SL MatMw's CenVe, 4506 Lakelsc Ave., Terrace 
I 
Desktop Publishing by Lee Burkitt 
Phone 638-0877 
. design and layout brochures, flyers, uds, menus, posters, etc. 
• scan photos, art work, loges for print or computer use 
• .,, • design company loges, busineea curds, letterhead 
( '~)  • small volume printing at affordable rates 
/ ~ % * business cards prJrrted while you wait 
/ / ) - computer slide pressntstiens 
WCTOR e. #A WaS 
OPTOMETRIST  
638-8055 
#1 - 4748 LAKELSE, TERRACE 
(Also with locations in Smithers and Houston) 
SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD 
Passenger & Express Service J 
Dally scheduled bus service from Stewart to Terrace I
return, and all points in between. Picl~ up and delivery of I 
goods in'Terrace, C.O.D. and courier service. J 
P.O. Box 217 Stewart, B.C. 
Pb: 635-2622 Fa,k: 636-2633 
Terrace Depot: 635-7676 
~ L 
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Misty River Tack/e, Hunting 
Hours: 
&Grocery 
Hunting * Fishing 
Camping • Groceries 
We have it all~ 
7am-  11pm Mon to Sat 
8 am - 11 pm Sunday & Holidays 
L 5008 Agar St., Terrace, B.C. I 
Ph: 638-1369 Fax: 638-8500 1-800-314-1369 
! 
: : 300 '  HELP  ' !  . . , .  . 
WAN.TE D 
• . . . .  : ' - . ,  : ' i ' / :  
• :1330: NOTICES COAST MOUNTAINS 
SCHOOL DISTRICT 82 
SIGNING INTERPRETERS WANTED 
School District #82 (Terrace) wishes to recruit individuals 
with intermediate or advanced signing skills in American 
Sign Language or English to act as casual sign language 
interpreters. Applications should be made in writing to: 
Mr. Andrew Scruton 
Director of Instruction (Student Support Services) 
School District #82 
3211 Kenney St. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 3E0 
ANIMAL CONTROL OFFICER 
"~e Regiol~h|'4~ghtd~!:l~timd-Stikifie is 1ooki~9 for d'mtiv'mi~l in$~duol imeml~ 
in the position of Animal Control Officer. Reporting to the Manager, we;ks ' Semces, 
tbo successful {endiVe will mainly be respo~ble For the operation o[ the Thornhig 
Animal Shelter end lhornfiiI] Communily Centre. 
This full time supervisory position will include the en[orcoment of related Regional 
Dishict byhws, record keeping, patrolling, animal core and euthonodo, and various 
other duties. 
Applicants shouhl have slrong organizational and interpersonal skills with peblie reh- 
fines and onirnol core experience. Applicants must also possess o valid B.C. Driver's 
license and be available to offend escnsional coil out situations. 
The starling rate is S15.00 - S16.00/beur, depending on experience. A competitive 
benefit potkage isaho available. 
Applicants are required to submit resumes by January 26,1998 to: 
Regional Dislrict of Kitimat-Stikine 
300- 4545 Lozelh Avenue 
Terro(eo B.C. 
V8G 4El 
Phone; (250) 615.6100 
Fox (250) 635-9222 
Northwood Pulp and Timber Limited is an integrated 
forest products company with a commitment to 
environmentally responsible practices and reforestation 
initiatives. The Houston Business Uni t  has .job 
opportunities for: 
WELDERS 
Working as a member of both the maintenance and 
product ion teams, you will be responsible for 
performing top quality maintenance work on a variety 
of sawmill equipment and machinery. 
A~i the successful candidate, you possess an Interprovincial 
"B" Ticket and have pressure welding and fabrication 
experience. You are self-motivated and= able to work in a 
team environment. Shil~ w~rk is required. 
MILLWRIGHTS 
Reporting to the Maintenance Supervisor, you will be 
responsible for rebuilding radicons, reducer units, air 
cylinders and valves and completing PM tasks on 
sawmill related equipment. 
As the successful candidate, you will have several years 
of trade experience including machine line-ups, 
preferably with some experience in sawmills. You hold 
an lntcrprovincial Millwright Ticket with preference 
being given to Millwrights who hold a Welding "C" 
ticket. A good understanding of hydraulics and a baslo 
understanding of PLCs as it relates to hydraulics is 
required. You also have well-dovolcped organizational 
and communication skills, considerable initiative and 
the ability to work in a union environment, 
A competitive hourly rate will be offered in accordance 
with the IWA Collective Agreement. 
Interested applicants should submit a resume in 
confidence indicating the position they are applying for 
by 4:00 p.m,, Friday, January 30, 1998 to: 
Human Resources 
Ne,,H'husnntl P . ln  .n r l  Timh,'=r r Imlh,,,~ 
~ Forestry Serv ices  Ltd. 
Forester/Technician/Technologist 
T'DB Forestry Stoic. Ltd. is a medium dzed foresW combing firm ~ o~ af Prince George with 
~ellite o~es in Kamhops and Homton. We are expanding ~ am of operntio~ into k]berto and ore 
Joo~in 9 fnc fererl ledmidons/ferhn~, GPS fed~nkJons onll RPF'i, inter~erl ino.s~sling in lira 
management a d operot~ns of bolh our B.C and A]bedo ffkes. Oufies indude ab'oed spurn of 
[me,try rehtnd ski~s from devdapc~nt plans to field Ioy~ and vadous ~a comp&sfions as wel as 
overall p,oj~ management. Re,po~bilifies will ~epend upon pesiti~ and experi~c°. We offw 
campetitiva sohry, bernd on experience, as weft as a dental gad extmldnd medicalplan. 
S*Kcesshd al~m'ts will kay° tim fMIowtmj qua~kntloms: 
- strong communkntion, or~izafional, compmor and p~oie~ ronongm~rm dc~ls 
• willing to work in camp simm'~ons up to 50~ of the ti~ (logging comp]rnotd/t~ romp) 
- ph~colly fit, mntivCed and team omnled. 
Focester 
- Diploma or degree in fereshy with RPF designation 
• 5 years experience 
F~est Tedmid,.=~edatdoglst 
. Fm~t te~nicien dipbma~k(Forestr/) degree/Faint Technohgist ~p~xno 
• 3 years experience 
O~ Tedmldo~ 
- (e~'colion i  GPS dala cdlertion 
- 2 yea~s experience 
TDB Forestry Services Ltd., 
RR#1, Sire 31, Camp. 2, prince George, B.C. V2N 2H8 
Attention: Lena Warner 
Northern Hearing 
  ining (Hi, A L ger) 
WeB OF fl LEVEL 1 $75 
.Saturd~ Jan. 24 8:00 am ..4:00 prn 
Tuesdoy, Jan. 27 
Saturd~ Jan. 31 (Pr. Rupert) 
,Sa~urd~ Feb 7 
, Wednesr'd~ Feb 11 
,Saturate),, Feb 21 
Saturda;/, Feb 28 ~Pr. Rupert) 
Sa~rd~ March 7 
,.Saturd~ March 2 I 
W~ I~It~ORTATION Eli~OR~rdtT $15 
Wedn~ sday, Jan. 28 
Thurs& ),,Feb. 12 
5unda ) Feb. 22 
Fridayl ~arch 6 
LEVEL Z $595 
Feb 2./3 [Min. 12] 
Feb 16.27 
March 2.13 Canyon City 
March 16-27 
WltHlS $50 
Tue~. ay, Jon. 27 8:00am. 12:00pro 
Wednesday, March I0 
11~tt.r~ORTATIOH OF DAflQEROUS GOODS $100 
Manda~ Jan. 26 8:00am. 4:00 pm 
Wednesda, A Mar. 11 
FIRE 9JPPRE~IOH $1OO SZOO 
.Saturday, March 28 8:00am. 6:00 pm 
1T~IFRC ¢OH11~L $150 
March 13.14 8;OOam. 4:OO pm 
r-tILLING e BUrJ(IttU TRItIttlHO STAHDARDS $Z00 
March 27.28 8:00am. 4:00 pm 
WIITT1ER SHnlTr DRIVING $150 
Saturdcsy, Jan.24 = 1 , . . 4.hourlsuited to your needs 
HRZRRD AVOIDANCE TRfliNING $150 
Jan. 27.28 4 hours uited to your needs 
8:00am. 4:00 pm 
8:00am. ,t:00 pin 
.998 Loggers Calendars Are Here! I 
Skeana Cellulose Inc. operations include woodhnds and A 
sm~nill operations in Terrace, Hazellon and Smilhers, BC as 
well as a two ]ine, 1300 lonne per day kraft pulp mill in 
Prince Rupert, BC.. 
Having recently comphled an extensive regruduring plan of Skeena 
its nodhwestern Brilish Columbia operations, SKEENA 
CELLULOSE INC. is commencing an exciting period of 
reinveslment inour solid wood and kraft pulp mill operations. 
Our TERRACE LUMBER OPERATION currently requires 
enlhusinslic, dedicated individuals fur lhe fallowing openings: 
• MAINTENANCE SUPERVISOR - GRAVEYARD SHIFT 
• SAWMILL SUPERVISOR 
• QUALITY CONTROL SUPERVISOR 
To qualify, candidales will be mature individuals as well as team players. 
Superior administration, orgonizolion, intnrpersonal skills und proven 
supervisory skills ore prerequisites. Previous awmill experience is mondalory. 
Knowledge of expod lumber grades and mockers woulJ also be an essai. 
Our Terrace sawmill operation is o twu-lina sawmill, comlruded in 1987, wilh a 
production cupacity of 300,000 cubic melres, operoled on a two-shift, five day 
per week schedule. 
MAINTENANCE SUPERVISOR - GRAVEYARD SHIFT 
This position is a steady graveyard shift. The incumbent would be a leader and 
toordin¢or responsible for supervision of maintenance and clean up functions 
as well as site protection alarms. Experience in troubleshooting motor controls, 
serva systems, linear positioners and ELC.'s would be an nssel. 
SAWMILL SUPERVISOR 
This posilion alternnles day and afternoon shifts bi-weekly. The incumbenl 
would be o leader and coordinalor responsible for ensuring deporlmenta[ 
production, safety, quality, housekeeping and cost control gods are achieved 
as well as crew feedback and moroh nre maintained. 
QUALITY CONTROL SUPERVISOR 
The primary [undions of Ihis position ore Io assist he sewnsill production, 
moint~ance, superv~ry and management pe~nnel in achieving, 
mointal~hg and improving our ability Io manufadure lumber to our established 
quolityllandords m well as Io ensure that oil is being dana to maximize 
recove~ from the log und lhe value of the lumber. 
To echi~v'e these rnsulls, responsibilities indude studies and analysis of oil 
manuf~uring orem, communicating the resulls in belh oral end written form 
to lhe appropriate depedment(s) and moniloring prime Indicalors Io track 
the progress towards eslablished quality objectives. 
'[ha successful condidoles will be Io(aled in Terrace, B.C. a growing community 
lhul offers excelhnl educolional and medico] facililies, es well as superior 
recreational ppodunilies. 
Skeeno Cellulose Inc. offers o compelitive salary with an excellent hnefils 
plan and the opportunity for devehpmenl and odvoncemenl wilhin lhe 
Skeeno Cellulose Inc. organization. 
For confidential (ondderolion, send your resume by february 6,1998 Io: 
Shawna Van Home, Personnel Supervisor 
SKEENA CELLULOSE INC. 
4900 Kei~th Avenue 
Terrace, tiC 
V8G 5L8 
Fax: (250) 638-3120 
I I 
GROWING RETAIL Co. in 
Smithers requires gasfitter, 
class B ticket rain., experience 
in sheet metal, ability to train 
others. Wage negotiable, pend- 
ing experience. Fax resume 
(250) 847-8844, mail, Box 
20067, Smithers BC. V0J 3P0. 
QUESNEL SCHOOL District 
Job Opportunity Computer Sup- 
port Specialist, The Quesnel 
School District requires a self. 
motivated individual to provide 
support for computer users 
throughout the district. The po. 
sition will require: a college di- 
ploma in computer technology, 
Experience installing and sup- 
porting Novell networks. Novell 
certification - a minimum of 
CNA, but CNE preferred, A 
thorough knowledge of MB 
DOS and Windows. Experience 
with Windows NT networking, 
The ability to troubleshoo~ and 
install IBM PC components, a 
knowledge of data communica. 
tions TCP/IP Networking. A 
happy disposition and a helpful 
attitude. The ability to communi. 
cate with non-technical users. 
The ability to work both inde- 
pendently and as a team player, 
A vehicle for travel within the 
district, Experience with Web 
Page Publishing and/or Micro- 
soft access would be a benefit. 
This is a full time position within 
the United Brotherhood of Car- 
penters and Joiners, Local 2545 
bargaining unit. Resumes ac- 
cepted till close of business clay 
on Jan 23, 1998 at 4:30 pm 
Pleas sand resumes to: Gordon 
Reid Executive Aseistant Qoes- 
nel School District 401 North 
Star Road Quesnel, B.C. V2J 
5K2 
[Look ing  For '% 
Ch i ld  Care?  
Skeeno Child Care Support 
Program has information 
on child care options and 
on choosing child care, 
Drop by The Family 
Place at 4553 Park 
Ave. or call 638-11 13. 
Sk:.ena CCSP is a program of the Terrace 
Women's Resource Centre and 
is f~nded by the Ministry for Children., 
~ ,~ and Families. 
NORTHERN GARDENING 
TRAINING PROGRAM 
Temporary Instructor 
(February - June 1998) 
Qualifications: Horticulture degree, 
extendve kn~edge in this field, or a 
combination f beth. 
Teaching experience would be on asseL 
Wage Io be discussed. 
To apply, send delaihd resume and 
hand.wrillen cover letter by 
January 23,1998 to: 
Tarrece Anti-Poverty Group Sodely 
#6-4717 Lakelse Avenue 
Terrace, B.E V8G ] R5 
For fudher infermotiun, 
phase call Leila a16354631 
or similar background 
required for rehabilitation 
of work injuries, 
, Knowledge of weight 
training & stretching. 
• Ability to teach groups 
an asset. 
Please call: 
635-4278 
or send resume to: 
2409B Kalum St. 
Terrace B.C. 
V8G 2M2 
HYGIENIST NEEDED: for a full 
time position, flexible hours 
available, Please send resume 
and references to: Mountain- 
view Dental Clinic PO Box 46 
Houston, BC VOJ 1Z0 or fax 
250-845-3229,h 
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY - #1 
light delivery driver. Must have 
own car, days and nights. Ex- 
cellent rate of pay. #2 - tele. 
phone sales people. Man - Ffl 
4:30 - 8:30 pro, $7.00/hour. #3- 
secretary Man. - Ffi 3:30 - 8:30 
pm $7.00/hour, Call Bill at 635- 
88,31. 
WAMTED - A Few Good Men. 
Experience in furniture moving 
and packing, Freight experience 
would be an asset. License 
tractor trailer class 1 with dr. 
Straight truck class 5. Must pro- 
vide a clean abstract, Location- 
bewining to relocate to the 
beautiful central Cariboo. If you 
are looking for a long term ca- 
reer opportunity please send a 
resume to: Box H c/o Quesnel 
Cariboo Observer 188 Carson 
ave, Quesnel BC V2J 248. 
WE ARE LOOKING for a store 
manager with retail sales ex- 
perience, accounting, manage- 
meet, computer skills and or- 
ganizational skills. Must like 
people and have good tele- 
phone manner. Salary com- 
mensurate with experience. 
Mail or fax resume with refer- 
ences to Seaton Valley Hearth 
and Home, Box 20067, 
Smithers, B.C,, V0J 2N0. Fax 
250-847-88¢4. 
WILLIAMS LAKE Credit Union 
is looking for a controller, the 
primary responsibility of this po- 
sition is to oversee all account 
and payroll functions. Please 
submit your resume to Bill Col- 
lins, 139 North 3rd Avenue, Wit- 
liams Lake, BC V2G 245 by 
Januap/23, 1998. 
ASIAN LADY 28 years old, 
looking for a live-In nanny/posi- 
tion or caregiver situation. For 
one to two ysars. Hard working 
and reliable, Reply to flis #95 
c/o Terrace Standard, 3210 
Clinton St,, Terrace B.C, V8G 
5P,2. 
DRYWALL FINISHER, special- 
izing in taping & texturing, hand 
designed, ceiling & exterior, 
stucco. Call 615-0040. 
EXPERIENCED DRYWALLER. ° 
No job too small, reasonable 
rates, flexible hours. Phone 
635-9132. 
FELLER 8UNCHER FOR hire. 
Owner operator. Call 1-250- 
392-2540. 
HOUSE CLEANING $15/hr. 
Rental units contract rates 
available. Commercial or non 
commercial. For speedy work 
call 635-1914. 
MOVING? TRUCK and 24' trail- 
er enclosed, will protect your 
goods across town or across 
country. Will assist in loading 
reasonable rates. Call 635- 
2126. 
PAINTER 18 years experience. 
Low rates interior/exterior. 
$Special Rates for seniors. 
Free Estimates. We do it fight 
once! Phone 635-3783 
PAINTING, WALLPAPERING, 
Residential or Commercial; ask 
us about renovation ideas, no 
job to complex, work can be 
completed while your away, 
bondable , for estimates call 
Fay @ 635-1914. 
RICHARD THORNTON Con- 
struction - funy experienced car- 
penter available for construc- 
tion, renovations or repairs. 
Winter rates. Call 638-8526. 
Forests 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
REGARDING 
B.C. REG 253/97' 
TIMBER MARKING AND TRANSPORT 
The new t imber  Mark. ing and Transport Regal° l ion  which was 
enacted as of September 1,199~, will be enforced as of 
January 1, 1998. 
The new regulation specifies the amount and type of timber 
mnrks, and transport documental!on required |or oll limber 
horvesled and/or Lranspgrted within lhe prnv no°of British 
' Columbia.'""'" . . . . . .  " " ' . . . .  ~ , 
Any persons inlending to transport limber ~vi!hin or into the 
province should conlact the nearest Minislry of Forests District 
Office for informalinn perh~ining 1o the new regulations. 
Informnfion can be obtained of he fall)wing locations: 
Lakes Forest Dislrid . . . . . .  250-692-2200 
Morke Foresl Dislrid . . . . .  
Bulkley Foresl pislrkl . . . . .  
Cassiar Foresl gisfrid. 
Kispiox Forest Dislrid . . . . .  
Kal'um Forest Dislrid. 
North Coast Forest Region 
Prince Rupert Foresl legion 
250-845-6200 
250-847-6300 
250-771-8100 
250-842-7600 
250-638-5100 
250-624-7460 
250-847-7500 
HEALING TOUCH Workshop, 
Smithers, Level 1, Feb. 6-8, 
workshop offers 20 contact 
hours, learning energy based 
therapy, contact Sandra at 847- 
0022. 
PIANO LESSONSI Learn to 
play piano for funl All ages 
Including adults, beginner to 
Royal Conservatory Grade 6. 
Register ASAP as spaces are 
limited. Call 638-1512. 
/ •  NIRVANA METAPHYSIC 
~ & HEALING CENTRE 
"Its up to You" 
ASK FOR HELP WHEN 
YOU NEED TO 
METAPHYSICAL COU~SELL~G 
8pirlhual Crids. Tfauma 
Undentandir~ pertenees. 
MIni~terial Seruice~ 
Laurel Gregg, Mse,D. Phd, 
by Appointment 
TRAHSFORMATIONAL 
COUNSELLING 
Penonal.Fon~ily.Grief 
Sean Gregg, CoumeUing 
Consultant by Appointment 
o Minimum 2 yrs experience 
° Apollo and Leisurelink 
working knowledge 
° Needed full lime 
. Good communication 
and organizational skills 
Please deliver or fax your 
resume in confidence to: 
,~.'./~;,,¢~' Travel Service Ltd. 
I : ;"  Kitimat, B.C. 
(250) 832-7577 
I Only experlenced travel 
[ consultants need apply. • 
MARINA MANAGER 
M.K. Boy Marina is Iocoled immedialely south of the Oislrid of Kifimol 
on the Douglas Channel. 1he marina is a public facility, owned and oper- 
ated by lhe Regional District of Kitimot-Stikine. 
The Regional Distrkt is seeking a manager for the marina. 1he manager 
will be responsible for oil ospeds of marina management, gaff hiring 
and training, budgeting, safety program, maintenance and public 
rehfions. 
This is a salaried management position and offers a competitive salary 
commensurate with experience and training wi$ o munidpol benefit 
package. 
Phase reply in confidence by February 13, 1998 to: 
Personnel Manager 
Regional Di~rid o[ Kifimul-Sfikine 
300,4545 Lmlh Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V0G 4El 
Phone: (250)615-6100 
Fox: (250) 635.9222 
CO~NITY  
S~xday ,~ r~zce~I~: 45 "r~ " " 
Teens & ~Ible Classes 
Sunday's ~1 ClUb F~' ~¢s 2.12 9:30 
Colleg~ &,Careers 
T¢¢ne ~ut~ Groups 
Adult Mid-w~ek[Bible Studl©~ 
~.~.,~,~,  ~?.~.~,.,~. 
Cuoo(o s Preschnbl Zl M.U.M.S 
T~days  9~30-J1~O0 eel-May 
}~st  o,r Ron~tR.'O okcr 
Where doyeu turn 
with a complaint 
against he press? 
To us... 
Tile British Columbia Press 
Council is an independent 
review board which considers 
unresolved complaints about 
newspapers. To lodge a 
complaint, all it takes' is the 
cost of a letter. 
B.C Press Courrdl 
900 - 1281 W. Georgia St, 
Vancouver B,C, V6E 3J7 
/ ,, j 
340. LEGAL. 
NOTICES 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS 
Forest Industry Development Strategy 
Tho Qly of Tmoce is requ.ling propom]s todevelop and Imp]omeot o foresl In~ushy 
Deeehpment ~lmlegy for Ihe To.ore area. 
•elegy will build up~ the'Narll~ 8C Foreslry T~ Force Reporl', and will 
include the lollo~ng deliv.nblee: 
• Forest ~.'lor Profile 
• Fmesl ledushy Relenlion Strategy 
• ~eelry 8udr~e~ Development Slrelegy 
• Action Phn & Imphmeelolion 
1he ~cessful (ontroctor~ll have npprnximntdy 12 months to camp]ale this In'oj~. 
To receive a ~teild bid package, please conrad: 
Ken Veldman 
F.(onomk Developmenl Officer 
Qty of Terra. 
~one: (250)638-4725 Fax: (250) 638-4777 
All proposals must be received by Friday, January 30,1998. 
TEaRACE 
Phone: 635-7187 
e-mail: www.terraceautomall.com 
TERRACE 
 mmms 
"Canada's oldest Toyota Dealersh!p"- 
" '  ~ r . .  
e-maih www.terraceautomall,com 
ASSOCIATE DEALER 
Cedarland Tire Service Ltd. 
24-HOUR SERVICE 
4929 Keith Avenue 
Bus. Phone: 635-6151/6170 
3037 River Dr. Terrace B.C. 
Your source for Hi-Performance Coaling's 
*Corrosion Specialists* 
Automotive-Industrial- Commerdal 
Point & Ac¢essories 
TOLL FREE 1-800-600-1977 
)hone: 635-7726 Fax: 635-7746 
 qiom i[[ 
"The Dealer Who Cares" 
4/e service all makes and models 
3026 Highway :].6 East 
_ _ . . . .  (Out-of-town customers) 
3 7286 1-8oo,sss.72e8 
Z,l.C's Glass Ltd.  
Specializing in automotive windshield repair & rel=ements. 
, LC,B.C. dalms , mirrors 
, safety glass • seehd enils 
, plate gloss , windows 
, Inserance repJa(emenh , screens 
We will pick up and deliver your car. 
Doug C los ter  o~," °o'~r~ 
~one: 638-8001 3720 River Dr. Terrace Fax: 638.8007 
CITY OF TERRACE 
1998 BY-ELECTION FOR COUNCILLOR 
I::: ::::~ NOTICE OF NOMINATION:PERIOD : I 
PUIUC NOTICE is hereby given to the Becton of Ibe Oly of Terrace that a by-elalion will 
be hekl on ~tvr~/, March 28, 1998 to elud nm Coundllor/or the remainder of 
the lerm ending in Decomber, 1999. 
Nnminations for qualified condEloles ~II be received during Ibe following limes, nt the 
office of the ~ Clerk, Terrace Cdy Hall, 3215 Eby Street, Terrace, B.C.: 
9:00 am. 4:30 pm Tu~ay, February I0, ! 998 
8:30 am- 4:30 pm Wednesday, February I I, 1998 fo 
'lhurs~ay, F~ruary 19,1998 
8:30 am- 4:00 pm Friday, Febmry 20,1998 
Home.ion do~menls are ovoihb]n ellbe (]ly of Terrace Munidpol Hell ~uring regular 
b~nm hours. 
NO NOMINATIONS WILL BE ACCEPTED 
AFTER 4.'00 PM, FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 20, 1995 
I : i ::~:~:~: LIST OF REGISTERED ELECTORS i~ : ~ I
A List of ~egislered Resident Bedon will be ovoilabh for public iasl~lio~ atthe Gly uf 
Terrain ~unidpel Officn during regular b~om~ beun from February tO, 1998 lo March 
27,1998. The ~ d Registered E]ed~ has been produced on lhe beb of the Provindd 
List of Voters, prepared under the Provindd Re(lion Ad. 
Fames qualifying as"Reddenl Eedm' who are not mnenlly on the L,bl of Eledors may 
regi~lor atlbe lime of voting, by (omphting o reddenl regidration cord. 
A person who is nolo reddenl o| Terrace, bul who has been a regislered owner of red pro- 
perly in Turrnce for at Ioml 30 clap, may register as o property eledor. A non.residenl 
property eledor MUST apply for o Certificate from the Cily Clerk ol has114 dap before 
Genernl Voling Day which is March 20, I990. No (erlificales n~ay be appged for 
after March 13. 1998. ', 
~iOBJECTION.TO REGISTRATION OFAN ELECTOR]  
An obie¢lion tolbe registration f o person whose name appears on the List of Registered 
Fled~ may be made in accordance wi~ the Municipal Ad until 4:00 pm on Friday, 
Fnbruury 20, 1998. An ob[edion may only be rn~o by a person onlill~ to be registered 
as an oledor of the Cdy of Terrace, oed (on only be mode on thn ~is Ibel Ibo penon 
who~ name oppnon hm died or is hal qudif,, dIo be regislerd m on elndor of the Qly 
of Terrace. 
Furlher information thn foregoing may be oblgio~ by conlorting the Qly ol Tnrrncu 
Munidpol Office at 638A722 or 638"1723, orlbe Chief FJ~on OHknr at 635-2965. 
i~uinn Johnson 
I~ief El~ion Officer 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, January 21, 1998-  B l l  
l ClqlIMI'  =, :,,,635.TIPSI 
UN[TECH 
TRADE CONTRACT TENDERS 
Sealed trade contract tendeR, as detaged below, are requested inregard to the Gitlakdamix Administration Building, 
New Alyansh, 6.C. 
Tenders to be accepted AT THE OFFICES OF THE CONSTRUCTION MANAGER not later than 2:00 PM local time, 
Friday, January 30,1998 are as follows: 
C-03 Concrete Forming C.17 Wood Siding and Trim- Install 
C-04 Concrete Reinforcing- Supply and C-t8 Metal DooR, Wood DooR, Finish Hardware 
Install = , Supply 
C-05 Concrete Rocr Finishing . . . . .  C-20 Aluminum Frames Windows 
C-06 Framing - Labour 
0-07 Wood Pole, Beams, "limberJSteel 
Truss- Supply 
C-08 Wood Pole/Glued Lam - Install 
C-09 Glue- Laminated Members. Supply 
C-10 Wood Trusses- Supply 
C-11 Fabricated Wood Joists- Supply 
C-12 Finish Carpentry 
C-13 Cabinetwork 
C-14 Insulation 
C-15 Polyglass Shingle Rooting, Flashing 
C-22 Glazing and Skylights 
C-23 Gypsum Wailbeard 
C.24 Ceramic'file 
C-25 Resilient Roofing, Carpeting 
C-26 Painting 
C-27 Toilet Partitions - Supply 
C-28 Signage -Supply 
C.29 Washroom accessories 
C-30 Window Blinds 
C-31 Mechanical 
C-32 Electrical 
The project consists of the construction fa single story over crawl space administrative office building. The building is
to be located on a presently vacant, level lot. Re lot is situated on the main road into the village of New/Wansh, edja- 
cent Io an existing Coop store. Construction isconcrete foundations, Cedar poles and beams, Glue-Laminsted pudins, 
wood framing, cedar siding, asphalt shingle roofing and radiant heating. Tender documents can be viewed at the office 
of the Construction Manager, and construction association Plan rooms in Terrace, Prince Ruped, Pdnce George, and 
Smithers, B.C, Single sets of documents are available from the Construction Manager in exchange for a $100.00 
deposit made payable to the Construction Manager. Deposit s refundable on return of the documents, ingood condi- 
tion, the the Construction Manager within 14 days of tender dosing. 
Owner: GITLAKDAMIX COUNCIL 
Gitlakdamix Administration Building 
Skateen Street 
New Alyansh, B.C. 
V0J 1A0 Phone: 633-2215 Fax: 633.2271 
Architect: David Nalrne & Associates Ltd. 
#250-171 West Esplanade 
North Vancouver, B.C. 
V7M 3,19 Phone: 984-3503 
Construction Manager: 
Fax: 984.0627 
UNITECH CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENTS LTD. 
300 - 1530 56th Street 
Delta, B.C, 
V4L ?J,8 Phone: 943-8845 Fax: 943-0912 
N e t w o r k C I a s s i f i  e d s 
A | I 0 ¢ I A I' I 0 N These ads appear in approximately 100 (~ f ' ) (~l /"~ for25words JTo place an ad call 
~ ~  6-'~" Y--~#I community newspapers in B,C,and Yukon %9 ~ O1t J  $6.00each this paper or the BCY- 
and reach more than 3 m on readers, additionalword CNA at (604) 669-9222 
NEW & USED* Car/Truck 
Financing, No turn downsl 
Good credit, bad credit, no 
credit, even bankrupt, No 
one walks away, everyone 
drives awayl Minimum 
$1,500, down. Laura 1- 
888-514-1293. 
LEASE REPOS. Retur0s 
;.~ '-,4X4 s',~':~ Truckg~, ~;[ 9ans, 
Luxury Cars, Gas Savers, 
Caravans, Jimmys, Take 
over lease. G.M., Dodge 
Club-Cab, 4X4's, Gas, 
Diesel. Marry Kozak (604) 
464-3941, (604) 525-0408, 
$500 DOWNI WE finance 
your futurel Not your past, 
no credit/bad credit. Call 
Bob "Gold" for instant re- 
sults (604)859-0091. Out 
of town call collect. 
Vancouver: 857-1471 Toll- 
free. Exclusive to 
Abbotsford Auto World 
Suzuki, 32012 Joyce Ave., 
Abbotsford, B.C. 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
GOVERNMENT FUNDS, 
Government assistance 
programs Information 
available. For your new or 
existing business. Ta~e 
advantage of the govern- 
ment grants and loans, 
Call 1-600-505-8866. 
KWIK KERB - Own your 
own business. Part-time or 
Full-time Installing on-slte, 
continuous concrete, land- 
scape edging, total equip- 
ment, proven system, 
training. 1-800-667-KERB. 
ACHIEVE YOUR Goals. 
$140,000/yr income poten- 
tial. Profit from the explo- 
sive computer training 
field. Interactive multi- 
media system trains via 
the Internet. Low over- 
' head. Franchise. No com- 
puter exp, req. 1-416-679- 
2201. 
AMAZING FACT, The in- 
ternet will grow by 2,700% 
in 24 rag's. Earn up to 
$15K/mo with Canada's 
fastest growing Internet 
Franchise. Full training. 
Investment req, 1-888- 
678-7568, 
CHRISTIAN BUSINESS: 
up to 81% profit for you or 
your ministry. No invento- 
ry. Home based servicing 
Christian Market. 
Complete training and 
support, Select territories 
1-800-663-7326. 
$$ WORK FROM Homel 
We urgently need bright, 
energetic homeworkers for 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  pay plus com- 
missions, Free details 
send S,A.S.E.,L.R,S., Box 
3022, Mission, B.C, V2V 
4J3. 
FOR SALE MISC. 
FROST CARD. Easy to 
carry, car window cleaner 
for frosty mornings $2,95, 
DWB Enterprises, Suite 
=350, #104-1015 Columbia 
. . . .  St. New Westminster, B.C. 
VSM 6V3. 
BUSINESS EDUCATION 
OPPORTUNITIES A NEW Career? Trained 
apartment/condominium 
managers needed - all 
areas. We can train you 
right nowl Free job place- 
ment assistance. For infor- 
matton/brochure call 681- 
5456, 1-800-665-8339. 
PREMIUM VENDING 
Routes rival the best 
RRSP. 1(}0% home-based 
cash business with mini- 
mum 20% return on In- 
vestment guaranteed. 
Phone Eagle Profit 
~Systems 1-800-38~-2274 
(D ~lSt'i 1'90)~"5'i "' ~97-3532 
(Dept.190). 
HOME & PET Sitting. Start 
your own home based 
business, Financially re- 
warding, Low investment. 
Turnkey operation, exclu- 
sive territory. Limited fran- 
chises available. Toll-free 
1 -888-247-2787,  
www.homesitter.com. 
CAREER TRAINING 
CHOOSE YOUR 
Career/start your own 
business. Earn an interna- 
tional dlploma].A,l,N,S, of- 
fers over 100 home study 
programs. Alternative 
health, counselling, self- 
improvement, nutrition, 
new age, business, sports, 
Beauty, writing. Free 
Prospectus 1-886-516- 
1 2 1 2 
http://www.tains,com. We 
have a career for youl 
BOOKKEEPING AND 
Income Tax Coursesl 
Learn Income Tax prepa- 
ration and Bookkeeping by 
correspondence. Earn 
your certificate now. For 
freebrochures, no obliga- 
tion, U & R Tax Schools, 
1345 Pemblna Hwy., 
Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3T 
2B6, 1-800-665-5144. 
Over 20 years of tax train- 
Ing experience, 
COMPUTERS. NO previ- 
ous computer experience 
necessary, Exciting oppor- 
tunities now available In 
computer prgramming. We 
will train suitable appli- 
cants. Call CMS toll-free 1 - 
800-477-9578. 
COMPUTERS 
THE BEST Computer, the 
Best Price. Delivered right 
to your door anywhere In 
Canadal Just $69. per 
month, No Money Down. 
For Tymannus loaded 
1 66MMX Multimedia 
Package', 166 MMX, 
Motorola 56,6 fax/modem, 
Stereo surroundsound, 
digital full-motion video, 
3.2 GB HD, 24X CD RaM, 
full colour 14 Inch monitor, 
loaded current software 
(list Is too long for this ad, 
call us). Instant credit ap- 
proval available right over 
the phone. Call: 1.800- 
551-3434- to order/more 
Information. 
EDUCATION 
COUNSELLOR TRAINING 
Institute of Canada offers 
on.campus and correspon- 
dence courses toward a 
Diploma In Counselling 
Praotlce, to begin this 
month, Free catalogue, 
call 24hrs t-800-665.7044. 
BE A Success fu l  
wrlter..,write for money 
and pleasure with our 
unique home-study 
course, You get individual 
tuition from professional 
writers on all aspects of 
writing-romances, short 
stories, radio and TV 
scripts, articles and chil- 
dren's stories. Send today 
for our Free Book. Toll- 
free 1-800-267-1829, Fax: 
1-613-749-9551, The 
Writing School, Suite 2967 
38 McArthur Ave,, 
Ottawa, ON, Kt L 6R2, 
HELICOPTER LOG- 
GING/Silviculture Training. 
Men and women - train for 
exciting, high paying ca- 
reers in growth sectors of 
the forest industry. W,C.B. 
'Worksafe' recognized 
training. Private Post-sec- 
ondary Institution. Job 
placement assistance, I H- 
L Training Institute Ltd. 
(250)897-1188. 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 
REGISTERED NURSES - 
Looking for work in your 
area? Try completing pre- 
Insurance exams on a mo- 
bile basis. Earn extra $$$ 
ECGNenipuncture experi- 
ence an asset. Car a mustl 
For resume: Hooper 
Holmes Canada Ltd. 
(604)736-0491 or mail: 
Elizabeth Trieu R.N,, AVP- 
Marketing, Hooper Holmes 
Portamedlc, 205-2112 
West Broadway, 
Vancouver, B.C. V6K 2C8, 
HEAVY DUTY Mechanic 
with experience required, 
Wages negotiable, Fax re- 
sume to 1-403-835-5576 
or mall to: Basnett 
Trucking Service, Box 
1999, Falrvlew, AB, TOH 
1LO. 
HEAVY DUTY truck tech- 
nicians. We are a success- 
ful Peterbllt dealer with 
three branches In 
Lloydmlnster, Saskatoon 
and Regina. Lloydmlnster 
has openings for above 
average service techni- 
cians. If you are highly 
skilled and enjoy working 
In a progressive environ- 
ment we want youl 
Lloydmlnster and area of- 
fers low taxes, affordable 
housing, excellent schools 
and proximity to recreation 
of all types, Send resume 
with a cover letter to: 
Frontier Petarbllt Sales, 
5201-40 Ave., 
Lloydmlnster, SK, sgv  
156. Fax: 1-306-825-6851. 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES PILOT (FULL-TIME) for 
floatplane operation, EXPERIENCED AUTO 
Salesperson required. Minimum 1,000 hours 
Commission, demonstrator coastal float time, multi.an. 
and benefits package, gine an asset. Good pay, 
Commission negotiable, benefits and working con- 
ditions, Fax resume 
Experience in auto retail (250)286-3269, 
sales a necessity. Fax re- 
sume to~1~403,865~7374 ~.., ~ LEGAL SERVICES ~,.o~ 
or Phone: 4 -403-865-MAJOR ICBC Injury 
Claims. We take the fear 
out of ICBC. Joel A, 
Wener, Trial Lawyer for 28 
3010, Ask for Doug 
Snider, Mountain Chrysler 
deep, Hinton, AB. 
CHRYSLER EXPERI- 
ENCED parts person re- 
quired immediately, Must 
be neat, enthusiastic and 
self-starter. We offer ex- 
cellent working environ- 
ment and opportunity for 
advancement for the right 
person. Fax resume to: 
Canmore Chrysler 
Attention: Tim Siad 1-403- 
678-5208. 
200 JOBSI LAKESIDE 
Packers, located in Brooks 
Alberta is hiring for pro- 
duction line operators. As 
one of western Canada's 
premier beef slaughter and 
processing facilities we are 
looking for men and 
women interested in pur- 
suing a career in the beef 
industry. Permanent, full- 
time work is available. 
Applicants should be pre- 
pared for repetitious, phys- 
Ical labour involving the 
use of a knife. No experi- 
ence Is necessary as we 
provide training. Lakeside 
offers competitive salary 
and comprehensive bene- 
fit package. If you are In- 
terested In joining our 
team please fax your re- 
sume or application to: 1- 
403-501-2239 or if you 
need more information 
please call us toll-free 1- 
688-700-0903. Brooks is 
located approximately 2 
hours east of Calgary. 
SEEKING WRITERS 0f25 
hour career modules In: 
Agriculture, construction, 
design, electrotechnolo- 
glee, fabrication and me- 
chanics. Curriculum sup- 
plied. Paid per module. 
Fax letter of interest 1- 
403-227-4332, 
FIRST AID Attendant re- 
quired, Requirements: 
BCOFA (unrestricted) 
Level 3; valid driver's II- 
cence; pre-hospltal experi- 
ence; Grade 12 diploma. 
Must pass pre-employ- 
rnent health and drug test- 
Ing, Fax resume: 1-403- 
291-39;t3. 
FOR SALE MISC. 
BAWMILL $4695 Saw 
Logs into Boards, planks, 
beams, Large capacity, 
Best sawmill value any- 
v/here, Free information 1- 
800-566-6899. Norwood 
Bawmllls, R.R,2, Kilworthy, 
Ontarlo~ POE 1GO. 
, i~,~ 
years. Call free 1-800-665. 
1138, Contingency fees, 
Simon, Wener& Adler. 
MOBILE HOMES 
QUALITY MANUFAC- 
TURED Homes Ltd. Ask 
about our used single and 
double wides. "We Serve  • 
We Deliver". 1-800-667- 
1533, DL#6813. 
PERSONALS 
PSYCHIC SECRETSI 
Unlock your potential, 
Honest, accurate answers 
by Canada's most gifted 
Psychics, Live & Personal, 
1-900-451-3778, 24hrs, 
18+ $2.99 per min. I.C.C. 
CANADA'S MOST Gifted 
Psychics have answers to 
your problems or ques- 
tions about health, love, 
relationships, money, 
lucky numbers, 
$2.99/minute. 18+, 
24hours. 1-900-451-4336. 
ADULT ENTERTAIN- 
MENT. Order the best by 
mail and pay less. Free 
Video and accessory of. 
tarsi Discreet. HMC Video, 
4840 Acorn 201-C, 
Montreal, Quebec H4C 
1L6. 
THE WORLD in your mail 
boxl For free information 
on world wide penfriends, 
all age groups, write', 
WWPA, #333-1641 
Lonsdale, N.Vancouver, 
B,C, V7M 2J5, Emall 
wwpa@msn.com Send 
S.A,S.E. 
REAL ESTATE 
ATTENTION: "FOR Sale ,, 
By Owners" BC 
Homesellers Network Inc, 
offers real estate market. 
Ing packages from $99. 
$375. Call 1-888-248-5581 
or view www.bchoma. 
sellers,cam 
STEEL BUILDINGS 
STEEL BUILDINGS from 
one of B,C,'s largest steel 
companies, Arched Rib 
and Pre.englneered build. 
Ings. Erecting and founda. 
tion services available 
o,a.c. Norsteel Building 
Systems Ltd. 1-800-932. 
9131, 
TRUCKS 
O DOWN o,a.c, 
Guaranteed credit up. 
provals, Trucks, 4X4's, 
crew cabs, diesels, sport 
utilities. Repo's, broken 
leases. Take over pay. 
ments. Free delivery, Call 
Lawrence or Mike 1-800. 
993-3673. Vancouver 327. 
7752. 
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Artist's masks 
make NHLDebut 
WADE FLAHERTY wasn't 
the only one excited about 
his being back in net with 
the Islanders last week. 
Terrace artist Mark Hart 
was also thrilled by the local 
goalie's return to the NHL. 
Flaherty was wearing a 
mask designed and painted 
by Hart last summer. Hart pretty excited about it let me 
has been creating goalie tell you." 
masks' for years, but this Flaherty's mask depicts a 
was the fhst time one of his .Jighthouse in the middle of a 
has been in a regular-season storm, surrounded by lightn- 
NHL game. ing. 
"This was the first time 1997 was a very good year 
I've been 'in the show' as I for Hart, as he saw his 
call it," Hart says. " I  was masks spread out across 
North America and the 
world. 
" I 've got masks going to 
Europe and Japan, and 
through the WILL," he says. 
"Things are going very 
well." 
Maybe some of that good 
luck has spread to Flaherty. 
Last Monday, he was named 
Player of the Game for stop- 
ping 31 shots against the 
Red Wings. 
Then on Wednesday he 
helped his team break their 
11-game winless treak. The 
Islanders bet Tampa Bay in 
that one 7-1. 
Sports 
THE TERRACE Bowling 
Lanes are inviting people to 
take part in their "business 
fun night" Jan. 24 to help 
raise money for the Variety 
Club. 
The fun night will involve 
representatives of 
businesses or teams raising 
pledges for the event, based 
on the points they score in a 
single game. Money raised 
will go to help special needs 
children. 
Terrace Lanes has raised 
more than $34,000 over the 
past 12 years of this event. 
Pledge forms are available 
up until Jan. 19 at the bowl- 
ing la~es. 
For more information call 
635-5911. 
Rugby party 
at Oasis 
THE NORTHMEN Rugby 
Club is having a Superbowl 
party and squash tourna- 
ment at the Oasis Sports 
Club this weekend. 
The activities are open to 
all friends, fans and sup- 
porters of rugby in Terrace. 
The squash tournament will 
take place at noon, on Su- 
perbowl Sunday, Jan. 25. 
The Northmen AGM will be 
held immediately following 
and the party will start 
shortly thereafter. 
Also scheduled is a darts 
tournament and a pool 
tourney. The club's 
amenities will be open for 
use, including two.one-two 
basketball, wailyball and 
racquetball. 
The party will feature pot 
luck eats, an open bar and a 
big screen TV for the big 
game. 
The club is at the North- 
west Community College. 
For more information call 
David Hull at 638-1327. 
Skiing rocks 
at lakes 
AFTER FINALLY getting 
some decent snow, the 
Onion Lakes trails are all 
open, packed and trackset. 
Organizers ay skiing on dry 
snow for a change is a real 
treat. 
On Tuesdays Terry will lead 
an evening ski starting at 
5:30 p.m. Headlamps are re- 
quired to see where you're 
going on this evening jaunt. 
Call Terry at 798-2227 for 
more information. 
Wednesdays, Cathy leads a 
mid-week ski starting at 11 
a.m.. Call her at 635-5979 
for more information. 
Start your 
dummies 
IT'S TIME to start creating 
those stuffed skiers because 
the 1998 Dummy Downhill 
is approaching fast. 
The Dummy Downhill 
will take place at Shames 
Feb. 7. The event involves 
making dummies of skiers, 
strapping a pair on and 
shoving them down the hill. 
Prizes are usually awarded 
for things like best dummy, 
best crash and furthest run, 
so create those dummies ac- 
cordingly. 
TAKING 
CHARGE: 
A Guide 
To Living with 
Parkinsonism 
OFFERED FREE OF 
CHARGE TO 
PARKINSONIANS AND 
THEIR FAMILIES BY 
® 
B,C. PARKINSON'S 
DISEASE ASSOCIATION 
1-800-668-3330 
or (604) 662-3240 
TICE 
 oEwan in Terrace 
Ouetothe,ugeresponsetet, eO%,nterestsaleMcEwanai,soverstocked ]~) 
McE.a. l I inusedcars, trucksandvans. Thesevehiclesmustbe solOimmediately. 
Many will be sold at wholesale prices and no reasonable offer will be 
refused. If you have been waiting for that special deal on a used car, truck or 
van, now is the time at McEwan GM in Terrace. 
1993 GMC Ext. Cab 4x4 SLE 
• II.8 
• Automatic 
• Air Conditioning 
• Pouer Witdot, s
• PouerLoc~ 
• Cruise Control 
• TiltSteerang 
! 
• AmCFm Cassette I 
• Sport Side I 
• Plus More 
PriceO'727¢ZWas .¢21095 NowChdy $18 995 
1994 Oldsmobile 88Roy, ; 
• g.6.m 
• A~tomatic 
• Air Conditioning 
• Pot~er Wiadows 
• PowerLotks 
• Cruise Control 
• Tilt Steerting 
• Am~Fro Cassette 
• 6passenger seating 
• Plus More 
#97322-1 Now Ott'y $14 995 Price Was $18,995 
1988 Chev Astro 8 Passenger Van 
. V-6.EFI 
• Automatic 
• Air Conditioning 
• Power Windows 
• PowerLocks 
. Cruise Control 
• l i lt  Steerting 
. Am/Fro Cassette 
#97392-1 
Price Was $6,995 NowO. y $4,995 
1995 Plymouth Neon 4 dr. Sedan (Sl 
• 4cy l  
• 5SpeedTrans 
• Air Conditioning 
• Am/Fro Cassette 
• PlusMore 
#97273-2 
.,y $ 7,995 
1993 Cbev Astro Cargo Van 
• V.6-EFI 
• Automatic 
• Am/Fm Cassette 
• Plus More 
#97745-I 
Price Was $11,995 No,  O.,, $9,995 
1991 Mazda MPVAWD 
• V-6Engine 
• 5 Speed Trans. 
• Al l  WheelDrlve 
• Plus More 
#98023-1 
Price Was $7,995 i 
¢ 
O ,y $4,.995 
1995 GMC Sonoma Reg. Cab 
• 4cyl.EFl 
.5SpeedTrans 
• Am/Fro Cassette 
. GroundEffects Pkg. 
. Plus More 
#97371.2 
Price Was $12,995 Now $9,995 
1992 Chev Cavalier 4 dr Sedan 
• 4Cyl  
• 5 Speed 
• Tilt $teerting 
• Am/Fin Cassette 
• PlusMore 
097031-3 
Price Was $7,995 No,  O. $3,995 
MANY MORE USED VEHICLES AT GREA T PRICES/! 
-, , ~ sales 
Leasinn 
• i ~, WeCa.Make! t  Happen 
• /i~::•!i~:~: .... 
